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ABSTRACT 
Direct and indirect treatment effects in multilingual people with aphasia 
by 
Aviva Lerman 
Advisor: Loraine K. Obler 
 
Background: Successfully assessing and treating aphasia in multilingual people requires a 
detailed understanding of the mechanisms underlying language processing in the multilingual 
population, and the potential impairments to those mechanisms. The balance between spreading 
activation of language processes via treatment and controlling interference of  competing items 
within the lexico-semantic networks appears to be a key factor in determining whether treatment 
effects generalise within and across languages in multilingual people with aphasia (Kiran, 
Sandberg, Gray, Ascenso, & Kester, 2013).  
This balance can be exploited through treatment, which, if carefully chosen, should maximise 
potential within- and cross-language generalisation. One treatment that has been shown to 
consistently result in within-language generalisation, to varying degrees, is Verb Network 
Strengthening Treatment (VNeST), in which thematic role assignment to given verbs is 
repeatedly trained, thus strengthening semantic verb networks (Edmonds, 2016). Due to the 
shared semantic network across languages of multilingual people (e.g., Paradis, 1993), VNeST 
should result in generalisation across languages of multilingual individuals with aphasia, in 
addition to within-language generalisation, especially when trained verbs share argument 
structure across languages, and when basic sentence structure is similar across languages. To 
date, conflicting evidence has been observed in multilingual individuals with aphasia regarding 
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within-language and cross-language generalisation relative to the underlying and competing 
mechanisms of spreading activation and interference control.  
Aim: We investigated under which conditions generalisation is likely to occur in multilingual 
individuals with aphasia, using a treatment with high potential for generalisation (VNeST), in a 
language pair with overlapping basic word order and mostly overlapping verb argument 
structure. Furthermore, we investigated whether any treatment gains were maintained after 
treatment was discontinued.  
Method: Three multilingual participants with aphasia whose first-acquired language was 
English, and who all acquired Modern Hebrew in elementary school and reached moderate-high 
pre-stroke proficiency in adulthood, participated in this study. All participants received VNeST 
in each of their languages, in consecutive treatment blocks. English and Hebrew abilities were 
tested before and after each treatment block, and 4-5 weeks after treatment was discontinued, 
using a large battery of language tests that included comprehension and production tasks for 
single-words, sentences, oral connected speech and written narratives. Functional 
communication skills in each language were also assessed via questionnaire.  
Results: We found that direct treatment effects were measured in both languages, for all 
participants with moderate-severe aphasia in any given language, but not in mild aphasia. 
Within-language generalisation was also observed for all participants, but not equally for both 
languages. Rather, the amount and type of generalisation was qualified by order of acquisition, 
relative proficiencies, attrition, aphasia type and severity, and motivational factors. Cross-
language generalisation was observed in each participant in one direction only, with 
contradictory patterns across participants. For two participants with pre-stroke high proficiency 
in both languages, we found support for the strong suppression of interference in the less 
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impaired English during treatment of the more impaired Hebrew, resulting in either no cross-
language generalisation to English, or a decrease in post-treatment English language 
performance, which we attribute to the involvement of damage to the language control network 
(Ansaldo & Saidi, 2014). Conversely, in the same two participants, cross-language generalisation 
was observed in the more impaired Hebrew after treatment in the less impaired English, likely 
due to a weak suppression of interference of the more impaired Hebrew, and therefore a stronger 
effect of spreading activation from treatment in English (Kiran et al., 2013). We observed the 
opposite pattern in a participant whose attrited Hebrew had never reached full proficiency pre-
stroke, with treatment in his more impaired Hebrew demonstrating cross-language generalisation 
to his less impaired English. We attribute this to strong spreading activation of an attrited 
language, both generally through exposure as well as specifically through treatment. Conversely, 
a decrease in performance in the more impaired Hebrew after treatment in the less impaired 
English was attribute to rarely using Hebrew in the environment once treatment in English 
began, together with fluctuating motivation. Treatment gains began to decline for all participants 
after treatment was discontinued, with the most widespread decline in the least communicative 
participant, in his rarely-used language (Hebrew). 
 Conclusion: Our study supports the competing mechanisms theory of Kiran et al. (2013), 
relative to factors such as order of acquisition, damage to the language control network, language 
of the environment, attrition, and motivational factors. Clinically, we found that VNeST is a 
valuable treatment option in multilingual participants with aphasia, resulting in direct treatment 
effects and within-language generalisation, including for a moderately proficient language that 
had undergone attrition for many years. Notably, we found that when treating a multilingual 
participant with aphasia in one language only, not only can cross-language generalisation occur 
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or not occur, but treatment in one language can also result in a decrease in performance in the 
untreated language, especially if (a) the language control network is damaged, and (b) treatment 
is provided to the more impaired language only. Therefore, carefully monitoring language gains 
and losses throughout treatment is essential, in order to modify treatment plans as therapy 
progresses. Finally, it is necessary to consider a low dosage maintenance treatment plan relative 
to participants’ language and communicative environment, so that treatment gains can be 
appropriately maintained allowing multilingual patients with aphasia to maximise their potential 
in each language. 
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1 Introduction 
Assessing and treating aphasia in multilingual populations requires serious consideration in 
the speech and language clinic (e.g., Ansaldo & Saidi, 2014; Kohnert, 2013; Kurland & Falcon, 
2011). In order to recognise the potential clinical impairments and recovery in this population, a 
solid understanding of the mechanisms underlying language processing in multilingual 
individuals is necessary, as well as being able to identify different factors that may modify 
expected patterns of impairment after a brain lesion. In this dissertation, we discuss the 
theoretical background relating to multilingual language models, with a focus on lexical 
retrieval, and compare these models to observed patterns of language and communication 
abilities in three multilingual individuals with aphasia before and after treatment in each 
language. We explain how the observed treatment effects in both the treated and untreated 
languages are a result of the different mechanisms of language processing and their impairment, 
relative to the effects of factors such as pre-stroke proficiency, attrition, language of the 
environment, and brain lesion location on language processing in these multilingual individuals. 
 
1.1 Aphasia in multilingual populations 
Aphasia in a multilingual individual is the loss or impairment of both languages to varying 
degrees after damage to the language dominant brain hemisphere – usually the left hemisphere 
(Edmonds & Kiran, 2006). Multilingual people constitute a heterogeneous population, with 
diverse combinations of languages acquired at varying ages, differing degrees of proficiency and 
different use patterns across the lifespan (e.g., Butler, 2013). Each language may be affected 
differently by damage to the language network in the brain, resulting in either parallel 
impairment or differential impairment across languages (e.g., Ansaldo & Saidi, 2014; Paradis, 
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1977, 1998). Furthermore, several patterns of recovery have been documented in the literature 
and include the more common parallel recovery of two languages, as well as differential 
recovery patterns where one language recovers faster, slower or at the expense of another 
language (e.g., Paradis, 1977). Therefore, each multilingual individual with aphasia is likely to 
show a unique pattern of language loss and language recovery. It is the job of the speech and 
language therapist (SLT) in the clinic to determine the best course of treatment in order to 
achieve the best possible communication abilities for any given patient (e.g., Centeno & 
Ansaldo, 2016), and because the aim of language treatment for aphasia in both monolingual and 
multilingual people is to maximise communication-based quality of life (e.g., Faroqi-Shah, 
Frymark, Mullen, & Wang, 2010; Meier, Johnson, Villard, & Kiran, 2017; Wallace, Worrall, 
Rose, & Le Dorze, 2016), this may involve improving communication in some or all languages 
of a multilingual individual with aphasia.  
Unlike monolingual people with aphasia, whose language deficits are assumed to be a direct 
result of their brain lesion, in multilingual people with aphasia language deficits will be an 
interaction between their brain lesion, pre-stroke proficiency, and history of language exposure 
and use (Lerman, Goral & Obler, in press), as well as other factors such as linguistic distance 
(e.g., Conner et al., 2018). This interaction will affect whether treatment will be effective, and if 
so, in what way. Treatment that only affects the treated stimuli (i.e., direct treatment effects) are 
limited in their effectiveness (e.g., Conley & Coelho, 2003), rather, generalisation to untrained 
stimuli, connected speech and functional communication is considered to be necessary in order 
to regard treatment as being meaningful (e.g., Beeson & Robey, 2006; Kiran & Thompson, 2019; 
Wallace et al., 2017). In multilingual patients with aphasia, generalisation, and subsequently 
treatment efficacy, can be measured both within and across languages (e.g., Lerman, Edmonds, 
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& Goral, 2018). In order to understand the conditions needed for within- and cross-language 
generalisation to occur in multilingual patients after aphasia treatment, it is necessary to explore 
the underlying mechanisms of language processing in the multilingual brain. We turn now to 
these different models of multilingual language representation. 
 
1.2 Models of multilingual language representation 
It is generally accepted that multilingual individuals have a predominantly shared semantic 
system across all their languages (e.g., Paradis, 1993; Siyambalapitiya, Chenery, & Copland, 
2013). Using a shared semantic system as their starting point, Kroll and Tokowicz (2005) 
developed a model of single-word language production in bilingual individuals based on an 
earlier model by Poulisse and Bongaerts (1994). This model involves three levels – 1) the 
conceptual level (which is part of the semantic system), 2) the lemma level, and 3) the 
phonological levels. The model posits that when a bilingual individual is required to produce a 
word, the idea must be conceptualised or the meaning of a given picture or object must be 
accessed. Simultaneously, a language cue is represented at the conceptual level. This cue 
provides information regarding the target language of production. Following this, a set of 
lemmas is activated in both languages of the bilingual individual, and these are distinct for each 
language because every word carries its own language-specific syntactic constraints. (This model 
contrasts with other models, such as the Bilingual Interactive Activation Plus model (BIA+), that 
assumes an integrated lexicon; Dijkstra & van Heuven, 2002). Finally, within a shared 
phonological system, the phonology of the target word in the target language is specified, in that 
each language activates specific phonemes from a common phonological pool and adapts them 
as necessary for the target language (Kroll & Tokowicz, 2005). See Figure 1 for a visual 
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representation of this model for English-Hebrew bilingual individuals, based on Kroll and 
Tokowicz (2005). 
 
Figure 1. A model of bilingual language production in English-Hebrew bilingual individuals 
(based on Kroll & Tokowicz, 2005) 
 
An earlier model of De Groot and colleagues, called the Distributed Feature Model, is also 
based on the premise that the semantic system is shared across a bilingual person’s two 
languages, but the researchers hypothesise that there is a relationship between the similarity of 
semantic representations across languages and lexical category, such that cognates and concrete 
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nouns have more similar representations across languages, whereas abstract nouns and non-
cognates have less similar representations (Van Hell & De Groot, 1998). Additionally, the 
Revised Hierarchical Model further modifies our understanding of bilingual lexicon 
representations, in that it takes into account differences in order of acquisition, possibly also 
representing context of acquisition, and/or proficiency (Kroll & Stewart, 1994; Kroll, Van Hell, 
Tokowicz, & Green, 2010). The Revised Hierarchical Model posits that conceptual connections 
are expected to be stronger between the conceptual system and a first-acquired language (L1) 
than between the conceptual system and a second-acquired language (L2), and lexical 
connections are expected to be asymmetrical between L1 and L2, especially when the L2 has not 
been fully acquired (Kroll & Stewart, 1994; Kroll et al., 2010). See Figure 2 for a visual 
representation of the Revised Hierarchical Model (based on Kroll & Stewart, 1994).  
 
Figure 2. A visual of the Revised Hierarchical Model (based on Kroll & Stewart, 1994)  
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These models together help us to understand how different lexical items in languages of 
different proficiencies are processed from the conceptual level through the lemma level to the 
phonological level. However, in Kroll and Tokowicz’s (2005) model of single-word bilingual 
language production, they explain that even though groups of lemmas in both languages are 
activated by the conceptual language cue, only one set of lemmas is activated further to reach the 
phonological level in their model, but they do not explain how this process might occur. One 
control model that may clarify this problem is the Inhibitory Control model of Green (1998). He 
posits that conceptual representation initially activates both the lexico-semantic system and the 
supervisory attentional system (SAS). The SAS controls activation of task schemas and this 
system is language-specific, such that task schemas activate lemmas in the target language and 
inhibit lemmas in the non-target language; the degree of inhibitory control is associated with 
relative activation of lemmas per language (Green, 1998).  
It should be noted, however, that there is a debate in the literature as to whether the term 
inhibition is too broad a term for the functions hypothesised in this, and other, language control 
models. Inhibition-related functions include inhibition and interference, and can be intentional or 
unintentional (Friedman & Miyake, 2004). In the case of the bilingual lexicon models and the 
control of lexical retrieval, the most appropriate terminology for the processes described above, 
as differentiated by Friedman and Miyake, is interference control. This term applies to the 
suppression of interference in the face of competition between resources or stimuli and it occurs 
at the initial perceptual stage of processing (Nigg, 2000), i.e., it is unintentional.  
Relating this terminology back to the Inhibitory Control model, a first-acquired and highly 
proficient language, which has strong connections to the conceptual system according to the 
Revised Hierarchical Model (Kroll et al., 2010), will activate many lemmas and therefore require 
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more interference control than a second-acquired and less proficient language. In addition, 
production in a second-acquired and less proficient language will require strong interference 
control of the first-acquired and highly proficient language, whereas production in a first-
acquired and highly proficient language will require weaker interference control of the second-
acquired and less proficient language. Furthermore, lexical items with more similar semantic 
representations across languages, such as cognates or concrete nouns, will likely require more 
interference control of the non-target language than lexical items with less similar semantic 
representations, such as non-cognates and abstract nouns (e.g., Kroll & Tokowicz, 2005; Van 
Hell & De Groot, 1998). 
Most models of bilingual lexicon representations in the literature to date focus on nouns, with 
models of language representation of verb production, especially verbs produced within 
sentences, not often discussed relative to multilingual representation. One notable exception is 
the model of Salamoura and Williams (2007), which is a model of verb lexicon interaction with 
syntax in bilingual individuals based on an earlier model of monolingual verb lexicon interaction 
by Pickering and Branigan (1998), together with observations from their own studies on priming 
in bilingual individuals. Salamoura and Williams’ bilingual model hypothesises that verb 
lemmas are associated with combinatorial nodes. These nodes contain properties of syntax, 
argument structure and thematic roles and this information is shared between verb lemmas both 
within and across languages whenever possible, most notably for the first post-verbal arguments 
(Salamoura & Williams, 2007). This hypothesis also supports the theory that verbs are 
considered to be relatively less concrete than nouns, on average, and that their representations 
across languages will likely be more variable than nouns (e.g., Faroqi-Shah & Waked, 2010; 
Kroll & Tokowicz, 2005). Furthermore, the model of verb lexicon interaction with syntax also 
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hypothesises that the order of constituents in sentences will influence the strength of the 
connections between languages, suggesting that in sentences where the post-verbal argument is 
similarly structured across languages, combinatorial nodes will be shared for those verbs 
(Salamoura & Williams, 2007).  
In multilingual people with aphasia, these models of language representation need to be 
modified, to account for disruptions in language processing after a brain lesion. We now discuss 
the factors that disrupt language processing in multilingual people with aphasia, relative to both 
their language impairment and potential recovery of language abilities after treatment. 
 
1.3 Language representation in multilingual people with aphasia 
Aphasia is the result of damage to the language network in the brain. The language network 
is primarily located in the left hemisphere and includes both cortical and subcortical structures 
(e.g., Fedorenko & Thompson-Schill, 2014; Hallowell, 2017; Hickok & Poeppel, 2007; 
Hoffmann & Chen, 2013; Kiran & Thompson, 2019). Damage to the language network disrupts 
the linguistic processes involved in comprehending and producing language (e.g., Borovsky, 
Saygin, Bates, & Dronkers, 2007; Dronkers, Wilkins, Van Valin, Redfern, & Jaeger, 2004), and 
damage is hypothesised to result in a similar impairment across the languages of a multilingual 
individual with aphasia, relative to pre-stroke proficiencies, because of the predominantly 
overlapping brain regions subserving the different languages (e.g., Abutalebi, Cappa, & Perani, 
2001; Higby, Kim, & Obler, 2013; Perani et al., 1998).  
Damage may also occur to the language control network, often in addition to damage in the 
language network (e.g., Radman et al., 2016). The language control network is responsible for 
processes such as selection, controlling interference, planning, switching and maintaining 
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languages (Abutalebi & Green, 2007) and is located in both cortical and subcortical structures, 
predominantly in the left hemisphere. The basal ganglia have been specifically identified by 
Abutalebi and Green (2007) as being responsible for both language selection and lexical 
selection, as well as switching between languages. When damage occurs in this network, and 
particularly in the basal ganglia or access to it, inappropriate interference control is likely to 
occur. Thus, damage to the language control network in multilingual people is hypothesised to 
result in a differential impairment of languages where one language becomes more accessible 
than another (e.g., Ansaldo & Saidi, 2014; Green & Abutalebi, 2008; Paradis, 1998).  
Kiran and colleagues combine the language network and the language control network into 
one hypothesis and posit that there are two competing mechanisms in multilingual individuals 
with aphasia (Kiran, Sandberg, Gray, Ascenso, & Kester, 2013). The first mechanism is called 
the spreading activation mechanism and refers to the amount of activation necessary to process 
concepts, retrieve lexical items and produce language. The second mechanism is called the 
inhibitory control mechanism and refers to interference control, both between semantically 
related words in the same language (i.e., suppressing interference of a semantically related word 
in order to produce the target word), and between translation equivalents across languages (i.e., 
suppressing interference of words in the non-target language after concepts are activated). 
Indeed, Szöllősi and Marton (2016) observed that in multilingual people with aphasia, weak 
interference control has been associated with a slowness in processing the relevance of items, 
which affects lexical retrieval, and when combined with difficulty in monitoring language 
output, may result in paraphasias and language mixing. 
Kiran and colleagues further argue that the spreading activation mechanism can be 
manipulated by treatment, which, when provided at the semantic level, should activate the 
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conceptual system, spreading activation throughout the system and resulting in improved naming 
of both treated words and semantically related words, in the treated and untreated languages 
(Kiran et al., 2013). When the spreading activation mechanism outweighs the inhibitory control 
mechanism, within- and cross-language generalisation is likely to occur, however, when the 
inhibitory control mechanism outweighs the spreading activation mechanism, generalisation will 
not occur (Kiran et al., 2013).  
Several factors related to the models described above may affect the relative strengths of 
each competing mechanism. First, the order of acquisition has been suggested to affect the 
strength of within-language generalisation, in that treating the L1 will result in greater 
improvements in L1 than treating the L2 will have on L2, especially when the L1 remains the 
more dominant language across the lifespan (e.g., Faroqi-Shah et al., 2010; Kurland & Falcon, 
2011). Furthermore, order of acquisition is hypothesised to affect the direction of cross-language 
generalisation, and several researchers have found that treatment in a later-learned language of a 
multilingual individual will generalise to other, often less proficient languages but not to the L1 
(e.g., Goral, Levy, & Kastl, 2010; Knoph, Lind, & Simonsen, 2015; Knoph, Simonsen, & Lind, 
2017; Miertsch, Meisel, & Isel, 2009).  
This observed pattern can be explained by the Revised Hierarchical Model (Kroll et al., 
2010), the bilingual production model (Kroll & Tokowicz, 2005), and the Inhibitory Control 
model (Green, 1998), such that, when treating a later-learned language, the L1 is expected to be 
strongly suppressed, to reduce interference of the L1 and support production for the later-learned 
language, because of the strong connections between the L1 and the conceptual system. This 
strong suppression of the L1 would then have a carry-over effect when the L1 is tested after 
treatment, resulting in no cross-language generalisation effects. Conversely, the suppression of 
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interference of other later-learned languages would not be as strong, and therefore cross-
language generalisation could occur in those languages.  
Goral and colleagues further propose that successful treatment in a post-stroke more impaired 
language will require strong suppression of interference of the post-stroke less impaired 
language, and thus may result in a lingering effect of suppression when production returns to the 
post-stroke less impaired language (Goral, 2012; Goral, Naghibolhosseini, & Conner, 2013). 
This would actually result in a decrease in language performance in the post-stroke less impaired 
language after treatment in the post-stroke more impaired language, especially if there is 
increased interference from the more impaired language due to its activation through treatment, 
rather than no change in performance that would have indicated no cross-language generalisation 
(Goral, 2012; Goral et al., 2013).  
Another factor, related but not identical to order of acquisition, is pre-stroke language 
proficiency. Although the first-acquired language is often the language most associated with 
higher proficiency than languages acquired later (e.g., Barrett, 2018), this is not always the case. 
Pre-stroke proficiency may be a stronger predictor of cross-language generalisation of treatment 
than order of acquisition, and a number of published cases supporting this hypothesis found that 
cross-language generalisation in a bilingual participant occurs from a less proficient language to 
a more proficient one, but not from a more proficient language to a less proficient one (e.g., 
Edmonds & Kiran, 2006; Goral, Rosas, Conner, Maul, & Obler, 2012; Kiran & Roberts, 2010; 
Kurland & Falcon, 2011). This seemingly contradictory pattern could also be explained by the 
same three models described above (Green, 1998; Kroll & Tokowicz, 2005; Kroll et al., 2010), 
whereby when treating a less proficient language, activation will spread to the more proficient 
language because treatment at the conceptual level, even when conducted in the less proficient 
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language, will spread activation throughout the conceptual system, and the lexicon with the 
strongest connections to this conceptual system would greatly benefit (i.e., the more proficient 
language would benefit more than the less proficient language). Furthermore, according to the 
Revised Hierarchical Model, the connections between the lexicon of the less proficient language 
to the lexicon of the more proficient language are strong, especially when the less proficient 
language was never fully proficient and regularly relied on the lexicon of the more proficient 
language for production, by means of translation. This strong connection allows for activation to 
spread from the less proficient to the more proficient language, but in the opposite direction the 
connections are weaker, resulting in less spreading activation in that direction (Kroll et al., 
2010). These conflicting theories can be consolidated by Kiran et al.’s (2013) hypothesis of 
competing mechanisms, regarding whether the interference control or the spreading activation is 
stronger, although the reasons why one mechanism might be stronger than the other in any given 
participant is still unclear.  
Pre-stroke proficiency is not a one-time measure, rather proficiencies in each language of 
multilingual individuals change across the lifespan and are related to exposure and use (e.g., 
Centeno & Ansaldo, 2016). The language of the environment in the years leading up to or after a 
stroke has long been considered to have a preserving effect on post-stroke language abilities 
(e.g., Obler & Albert, 1977; Pitres, 1895). Being consistently exposed to the language of the 
environment results in easier access to that language, a lower activation threshold, and therefore 
better spared language abilities (e.g., Goral et al., 2012). Indeed, several case-studies have been 
published that highlight the preserved effect on the language(s) of the environment relative to 
other languages after a brain lesion (e.g., Filiputti, Tavano, Vorano, De Luca, & Fabbro, 2002; 
Kiran & Roberts, 2010; Kiran et al., 2013; Knoph et al., 2015). Therefore, it is likely that 
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spreading activation and control of interference during and after aphasia treatment would be 
particularly affected by whether treatment was provided in the language of the environment or 
not, especially if language proficiencies were similar to each other before the stroke.  
Furthermore, when a language falls out of use it may undergo attrition (Keijzer & De Bot, 
2019; Kohnert, 2013; Köpke, 2019; Obler, 1982; Schmid & Jarvis, 2014). Attrition is a subtle 
process of decline over time, resulting in word retrieval difficulties, reduced lexical diversity, 
and increased dysfluency (e.g., Higby, Lerman, Korytkowska, Malcolm, & Obler, 2019; Schmid 
& Fägersten, 2010). Attrition is considered a loss of access, rather than an absolute loss of 
language (e.g., Ammerlaan, 1996; Schmid & Köpke, 2009) and is considered to result from 
either reduced activation of the language or increased interference from the non-attrited 
language(s) (e.g., Higby et al., 2019). When assessing the languages of a multilingual individual 
with aphasia, we must potentially attribute certain language difficulties to attrition (e.g., Filiputti 
et al., 2002; Goral, 2012; Goral et al., 2013; Knoph et al., 2015; Meinzer, Obleser, Flaisch, 
Eulitz, & Rockstroh, 2007), and be aware that a language that has attrited in the years leading up 
to or after the stroke would likely require strong activation for language production, together 
with strong suppression of interference from the non-attrited language(s).  
To understand how these multilingual factors fit together with the mechanisms described by 
Kiran et al. (2013), we need to maximise the potential for both within- and cross-language 
generalisation so that we can begin to understand the patterns of observed generalisation. We 
now describe the factors that need to be considered in order to maximise language-treatment 
generalisation. 
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1.4 Maximising the potential for language generalisation 
To observe the effects of within- and cross-language generalisation in multilingual 
individuals with aphasia, it is necessary to provide treatment in a way that maximises the 
potential for generalisation. First, we need to consider the type of treatment provided. Languages 
are assumed to mostly share semantic representations (e.g., Kroll & Tokowicz, 2005; Paradis, 
1993; Siyambalapitiya, Chenery, & Copland, 2013), and Paradis (1993) hypothesised that 
semantic concepts are highly transferable between languages. Indeed, while effects of cognitive 
treatment on both languages have been seen to be both ineffective (Galvez & Hinckley, 2003) 
and promising (Kohnert, 2004), lexical-semantic treatment, in contrast, has been shown to 
support cross-language generalisation more consistently (e.g., Croft et al., 2010; Edmonds & 
Kiran, 2006; Junqué et al., 1989) with effects being maintained longer for semantic treatment 
than for phonological treatment (Croft et al., 2011). Furthermore, syntax and morpho-syntactic 
components that are shared across languages of a multilingual individual have been observed to 
show more cross-language generalisation than those that differ between the two languages (e.g., 
Goral et al., 2010; Kohnert, 2004; Lalor & Kirsner, 2001).  
Second, there is a debate in the field of within- and cross-language generalisation regarding 
the effectiveness of noun treatment on verb retrieval and vice versa. Several theories and/or 
empirical studies point to the suggestion that treating nouns at the single-word level or treating 
verbs at the single-word level will not result in generalisation to the other lexical category. For 
example, verbs are considered to be relatively less concrete than nouns, on average, and their 
representations across languages are considered more variable than nouns (e.g., Faroqi-Shah & 
Waked, 2010; Kroll & Tokowicz, 2005), therefore there is no reason to expect similar or parallel 
patterns of generalisation. Also, nouns and verbs are hypothesised to be distinct grammatical 
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categories in both their phonological and orthographic representations, and this has been 
supported by observations of a ‘double dissociation’ such that selective impairments have been 
reported for either nouns only or verbs only (e.g, Druks, 2002). Difficulty in retrieving verbs 
may be more common in agrammatic aphasia and difficulty retrieving nouns may be more 
common in anomia (e.g., Druks, 2002; Kambanaros, 2010; Marshall, Pring, & Chiat, 1998; 
Raymer & Ellsworth, 2002; Thompson, Lukic, King, Mesulam, & Weintraub, 2012) in numerous 
languages (Kambanaros, 2010), implying that the underlying processes for the two grammatical 
categories are separate.  
Third, there is an increasing body of literature suggesting that treatment at the single-word 
level has less potential to generalise to connected speech and functional communication, whereas 
treatment that focuses on the message level of communication – sentence  construction – will 
increase functional communication (e.g., Mitchum & Berndt, 2001; Peach & Wong, 2004; 
Prescott, Selinger, & Loverso, 1982). Support for this theory comes from the dissociation of 
abilities in single-word naming compared to sentences and/or connected speech in multilingual 
people with aphasia. For example, object naming has been seen to be a poor predictor of noun 
retrieval in connected speech, since abilities in object naming tasks overestimated the abilities in 
connected speech of both languages of twelve bilingual participants with anomic aphasia 
(Kambanaros, 2010), although it should be noted that in monolingual adults without aphasia, 
object naming has been observed to be a good predictor of noun naming in discourse (A. Vogel-
Eyny, personal communication, 2019). Also, different languages vary in their reliance on 
morpho-syntactic structures for meaning, which may affect object and picture naming differently 
across languages, and that certainly affects verb and sentence comprehension and production 
(e.g., Bates, Wulfeck, & MacWhinney, 1991; Menn, Niemib, & Ahlsenc, 1996).  
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Furthermore, based on the model of verb lexicon interaction with syntax in bilingual 
individuals, described above (Salamoura & Williams, 2007), if verb treatment focuses on verbs 
at the sentence level, any shared combinatorial nodes of the verb lemmas might be exploited to 
increase potential generalisation, especially for verbs with shared argument structure within 
sentences with shared syntactic structure. Certainly, task load (also known as ‘task demands’) 
will be different depending on the language task, such that the more cognitively complex a task 
is, the longer it will take and the less accurately it will be processed (Neerincx, 2003; Shadden, 
Burnette, Eikenberry, & DiBrezzo, 1991). In aphasia, not only will the demands of the task itself 
affect the load, but also the specific language impairments of each language in the multilingual 
individual will affect the load, because the load will be higher in more impaired languages in 
tasks that demand specific language processing in the area of language that is specifically 
impaired. Therefore, even if activation spreads during treatment of a specific task, this does not 
mean that it will spread equally to other tasks or to the same task in another language. Indeed, 
Goral et al. (2012) suggest that interference will be strong across languages when those same 
items are tested in a confrontation naming task in each language on consecutive days, yet these 
processes of interference will not strongly affect production in those same languages during 
more open tasks, such as narrative production. 
One semantic treatment that is hypothesised to strengthen the connections between verbs and 
their related nouns within a sentence framework is the Verb Network Strengthening Treatment. 
This treatment approach and its implications for multilingual people with aphasia will be 
discussed below. 
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1.5 Verb Network Strengthening Treatment 
Verb Network Strengthening Treatment (VNeST) (Edmonds, 2014; Edmonds & Babb, 2011; 
Edmonds, Nadeau, & Kiran, 2009) is based on the premise that the verb is the core of sentence 
construction, and that unlike nouns, verbs rarely stand alone (e.g., Druks, 2002; Edwards, 
Tucker, & McCann, 2004; Loverso, Prescott, & Selinger, 1988; Marshall et al., 1998; McRae, 
Hare, Elman, & Ferretti, 2005; Raymer & Ellsworth, 2002). Rather, their relationship with an 
agent (the doer of the action), patient (the receiver of the action), instrument (what is used to do 
the action) and location (the place the action occurs) interact in a complex way, providing 
semantic verb networks within the sentence. When a verb is produced, there is an argument 
structure associated with the verb at the morpho-syntactic level that influences the construction 
of the sentence. When a verb is comprehended, its meaning can change to a certain extent 
depending on the argument structure and consequently the thematic roles, (i.e., information 
regarding ‘who’ does ‘what’ to ‘whom’), attached to it (e.g., Black & Chiat, 2003; Druks, 2002; 
Edwards et al., 2004; Schneider & Thompson, 2003). Furthermore, argument structure 
complexity has been shown to influence verb retrieval, along with other factors such as semantic 
complexity and familiarity (Raymer & Ellsworth, 2002). 
Accordingly, based on Garrett’s earlier models of language production (e.g., Garrett & 
Newmeyer, 1988), authors such as Marshall et al. (1998) and Schneider and Thompson (2003)  
hypothesise that there are two levels of representation when trying to produce a sentence. The 
first level represents the conceptual relation between a verb and its arguments, (i.e., the semantic 
relationship between nouns and verbs in a sentence) and is called the ‘functional level’. The 
second level is where the phonological representations of the nouns and verbs are retrieved, and 
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the sentence is constructed; this is known as the ‘positional level’. This second level contains the 
word order and morphological structure of the sentence. 
VNeST was developed with the aim of strengthening the connections between verbs and 
their thematic roles in order to increase lexical retrieval of content words in sentences and 
connected speech in people with aphasia (Edmonds et al., 2009). More specifically, the aim of 
VNeST has been described by Edmonds and her colleagues as an attempt to improve the 
construction and production of sentences with one- and two- place verbs within both constrained 
tasks and discourse contexts (Edmonds, Obermeyer, & Kernan, 2015).  
The treatment reinforces target verbs via the generating of numerous nouns assigned to 
thematic roles (mostly agents and patients) for each verb (Edmonds & Babb, 2011; Edmonds et 
al., 2009). Although using picture stimulation is typical in many aphasia treatments, in VNeST 
the treatment takes place without picture stimulation, so learned responses to specific pictures are 
avoided. Participants need to search and activate their own memories and experiences in order to 
retrieve appropriate and personal nouns to assign to the thematic roles (Edmonds, Mammino, & 
Ojeda, 2014). Through the repeated activation and retrieval of verbs together with their thematic 
roles, neural connections of the semantic network are expected to be strengthened (Edmonds et 
al., 2014).  
The first results of VNeST training were published in 2009, and since then Edmonds (2016) 
has reported that improvement and generalisation of lexical retrieval abilities in confrontation 
naming of nouns and verbs, sentence production and discourse have been replicated in a number 
of studies. Furthermore, Edmonds and her colleagues found that functional communication was 
reported to improve after treatment, as measured by self and proxy report via the Communicative 
Effectiveness Index (CETI) (Edmonds & Babb, 2011; Edmonds et al., 2014, 2015). VNeST has 
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been shown to be effective in monolingual individuals with mild transcortical motor aphasia, and 
mild conduction aphasia (Edmonds et al., 2009), as well as partially effective in monolingual 
individuals with moderate-severe non-fluent aphasia (Edmonds & Babb, 2011). VNeST has also 
been shown to result in cross-modal generalisation, both with typing as part of a computer 
training program (Furnas & Edmonds, 2014) and writing when speech production was difficult 
(Edmonds & Babb, 2011). Furthermore, VNeST has been seen to be effective in both English 
and Korean monolingual individuals (Edmonds, 2016; Kwag, Sung, Kim, & Cheond, 2014).  
Since the focus of VNeST is activating the subprocesses by which thematic roles are 
connected to verbs within a large semantic network, in order to increase generalisation of 
untrained concepts in untrained contexts (Edmonds et al., 2015), we propose that this treatment 
has a high potential for cross-language generalisation in multilingual individuals with aphasia, in 
addition to the within-language generalisation that has already been observed in monolingual 
individuals. To further maximise the potential for cross-language generalisation, we chose to 
investigate language pairs with shared syntactic forms (e.g., basic word order of simple 
sentences) and shared argument structure of verbs (which is often, but not always, similar across 
languages due to a level of shared semantics that exists in the syntactic representation of 
argument structure; Black & Chiat, 2003).  
We collected data on native speakers of English who spoke Modern Hebrew as a later-
learned language. English and Hebrew are typologically unrelated languages, with a low number 
of cognates, dissimilar morphology and different orthography, potentially allowing for better 
identification of linguistic processes that generalise after treatment. For example, in Hebrew, 
most prepositions and articles are one-letter prefixes, whereas in English they are separate words. 
Furthermore, Hebrew is a highly inflected language, whereas English is only weakly inflected. 
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However, basic sentence structure in both languages is the same (S-V-O), and argument structure 
of most classes of verbs overlaps, maximising the potential for cross-language generalisation in a 
semantic verb-based treatment at the sentence level (Paradis, 1993; Prescott et al., 1982; 
Salamoura & Williams, 2007). See Figure 3 for a visual of the proposed within- and cross-
language generalisation activated by treatment, based on theoretical verb networks, developed 
from Edmonds and Babb's (2011) visual for monolingual individuals. 
 
Figure 3. Proposed within- and cross-language generalisation activated by treatment, based on 
theoretical verb networks (developed from a figure in Edmonds & Babb, 2011)
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1.6 Rationale 
Maximising resources in the speech-language therapy clinic is of utmost importance, and any 
treatment in one language that increases the potential of generalisation to other languages of a 
multilingual patient would be highly recommended. However, to date, conflicting evidence has 
been observed regarding within-language and cross-language generalisation, relative to the 
underlying and competing mechanisms of spreading activation and interference control. VNeST, 
in which thematic role assignment to certain verbs is repeatedly trained, thus strengthening 
semantic verb networks (Edmonds et al., 2009), should demonstrate strong generalisation both 
within and across languages of multilingual individuals with aphasia, especially when those 
verbs share argument structure and when basic sentence structure is similar across languages. 
Considering different factors that have been hypothesised to affect the balance of activation and 
interference control, we aim to better understand when generalisation is likely to occur in 
multilingual individuals with aphasia, in a language pair with mostly overlapping simple-
sentence word order and verb argument structures, using a semantic verb-based treatment that 
has been shown to result in strong within-language generalisation in monolingual individuals. 
 
1.7 Research questions 
1.7.1. Question 1: Does VNeST lead to direct treatment effects and within-
language generalisation in multilingual participants with aphasia? 
1a: Is any observed generalisation specific to certain word classes, or better 
classified as a general improvement to language skills? 
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1b: What factors affect whether spreading activation or suppression of 
interference from the treated language is stronger? 
1.7.2. Question 2: Does VNeST lead to cross-language generalisation in 
multilingual participants with aphasia?  
2a: Is any observed generalisation specific to certain word classes, or better 
classified as a general improvement to language skills? 
2b: What factors affect whether spreading activation or suppression of 
interference from the untreated language is stronger? 
1.7.3. Question 3: Are treatment effects maintained when treatment switches to 
the other language and/or when treatment is discontinued?  
 
1.8 Hypotheses 
1.8.1. Hypothesis 1: We expect to observe direct treatment effects and within-language 
generalisation for both languages, similar to the findings in monolingual individuals with 
aphasia who were treated with VNeST (Edmonds & Babb, 2011; Edmonds et al., 2009). 
Based on the premise that VNeST strengthens the semantic verb network, we expect that 
treatment effects will occur primarily in noun and verb retrieval and will generalise from S-
V-O sentences to single-word retrieval and/or sentences within connected speech, as well as 
functional communication based on this improvement in S-V-O production (Edmonds & 
Babb, 2011; Edmonds et al., 2009; Mitchum & Berndt, 2001; Peach & Wong, 2004; 
Salamoura & Williams, 2007). During treatment, activation will spread throughout the 
semantic network, resulting in either reduced interference from semantically related or 
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unrelated lemmas, or an improvement in the control of that interference. Furthermore, the 
lexicon with the strongest connections to the conceptual system is expected to improve the 
most (Kroll et al., 2010), therefore, we expect these treatment effects to be stronger in the 
first-acquired language, if that language remains the most dominant pre- and post-stroke 
(Faroqi-Shah et al., 2010; Kurland & Falcon, 2011).  
 
1.8.2. Hypothesis 2: We expect to observe cross-language generalisation in our 
participants, because VNeST is a semantic verb-based treatment at the sentence level, being 
administered in a language pair with mostly overlapping word order and verb argument 
structures (Croft et al., 2011; Kiran et al., 2013; Salamoura & Williams, 2007). We expect 
that the treatment effects will occur primarily in noun and verb retrieval in a similar manner 
to within-language generalisation, but weaker or less widespread effects are predicted in the 
untreated language relative to the treated language (Faroqi-Shah et al., 2010). We also expect 
that cross-language generalisation may occur even when the task load increases, such as in 
connected speech tasks, based on previous findings where cross-language generalisation of 
connected speech has been observed, although not consistently, across participants and/or 
across languages, after verb-based treatments (e.g., Goral, 2012; Knoph et al., 2015; Knoph 
et al., 2017). However, we predict that cross-language generalisation to connected speech 
will occur in the post-stroke less impaired language because of the expected relationship 
between task demands and language impairment on language abilities. 
Assuming that the L1 remained the most proficient language pre-stroke, and the less 
impaired language post-stroke, we expect to observe one of two patterns: (1) Treatment in 
the post-stroke more impaired language will result in cross-language generalisation, but 
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treatment in the post-stroke less impaired language will not result in cross-language 
generalisation. This pattern will occur when strong activation spreads to the less impaired 
language because (a) the conceptual system is strengthened and the less impaired language 
has the strongest connections to this system, and (b) the lexicon of the less proficient 
language is strongly connected to the lexicon of the more proficient language, but weakly 
connected in the opposite direction (Kroll et al., 2010). If this spreading activation is stronger 
than interference from the less impaired language, cross-language generalisation will occur 
(Kiran et al., 2013). (2) Treatment in the post-stroke more impaired language will result in a 
decrease in language performance in the less impaired language, but treatment in the post-
stroke less impaired language will not result in a decrease in language performance in the 
more impaired language. This pattern will occur when interference from the less impaired 
language is strongly suppressed during treatment, with simultaneous spreading activation of 
the treated language (Green, 1998; Kiran et al., 2013; Kroll et al., 2010). This strong 
suppression of the less impaired language would then linger when that language was tested 
immediately post-treatment, resulting in a decrease in performance on language tasks (Goral, 
2012; Goral et al. 2013). This would not be expected after treatment in the less impaired 
language, because suppression of the more impaired language would not be as strong and 
would be less likely to result in this carry-over effect to post-treatment testing of the more 
impaired language. 
We predict that the first pattern is most likely in participants whose later-learned 
language(s) were not fully proficient, such that the lexicon of the L2 potentially relies on the 
lexicon of the L1 for production, by means of translation, as predicted in the original Revised 
Hierarchical Model (Kroll & Stewart, 1994). Furthermore, we predict that the involvement of 
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a lesion in the language control network will likely result in inappropriate interference 
control (Ansaldo & Saidi, 2014), such as the lingering suppression of interference of the less 
impaired language during treatment of the more impaired language, resulting in the second 
pattern. 
 
1.8.3. Hypothesis 3: We expect to see treatment effects maintained, based on previous 
VNeST studies (Edmonds & Babb, 2011; Edmonds et al., 2009). However, we assume that 
the participants in those studies were able to maintain treatment effects because they 
continued to be exposed to, and to use, the language of treatment. In multilingual participants 
with aphasia, this may not necessarily be the case, and therefore we predict that treatment 
effects will be maintained better in the language of the environment than another language 
less used and/or with less exposure (Goral et al., 2012; Obler & Albert, 1977). 
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2 Methodology 
2.1 Experimental design 
This study takes a within-participants multiple-baseline approach with six phases: (1) pre-
treatment baseline testing in both languages, (2) VNeST in language A, (3) post-treatment testing 
of both languages after treatment in language A, that also functions as pre-treatment testing of 
both languages before treatment in language B, (4) VNeST in language B, (5) post-treatment 
testing of both languages after treatment in language B, and (6) maintenance testing in both 
languages after a period of no treatment. Pre-treatment testing scores for each language provided 
baselines for each participant to which post-treatment and maintenance testing scores were 
compared.  
2.2 Participants 
Five multilingual people with chronic aphasia were recruited for this study from aphasia 
centers and speech-language therapy clinics in Jerusalem, Israel, and from within the Jewish 
community in New York, U.S.A. All participants had acquired English as their native language 
(L1) and Modern Hebrew as a later-acquired language and were diagnosed with chronic aphasia 
after a brain lesion in the left hemisphere that occurred at least 1-year prior to taking part in the 
study. They all had adequate hearing and vision (as determined from medical records and/or 
participant report), no neurological diagnoses other than the single stroke, no learning disorders 
and reported no history of drug and/or alcohol addiction. During baseline testing, one participant 
was observed to have a severe non-linguistic cognitive impairment and was not included in the 
study. A second participant completed baseline testing and treatment block A, but only 
completed part of the post-treatment testing, for medical reasons. He subsequently dropped out 
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of the study. His post-treatment data was deemed partially unreliable, especially in Hebrew, and 
therefore this participant is not included in the study. 
The remaining three participants were all male, age 65-66, with 18-19 years of formal 
education, and were all right-handed prior to the stroke. They all began to acquire Hebrew in 
elementary school and reached between moderate to high proficiency in adulthood, including 
literacy skills. All participants were born in North America and spoke English at home in 
childhood; Participant 1 (P1) lived in the United States all his life, and Participants 2 (P2) and 3 
(P3) moved to Israel in adulthood, at ages 26 and 19 respectively. A questionnaire was 
administered to all participants about language background, pre-stroke language proficiencies 
and post-stroke language abilities in both languages. This questionnaire was based on the 
Language Experience and Proficiency Questionnaire (LEAP-Q) (Marian, Blumenfeld, & 
Kaushanskaya, 2007), with modifications to make it appropriate for multilingual individuals who 
have aphasia. In addition, four supplementary questions from the Bilingual Aphasia Language 
Summary Form (Kohnert, 2013) were included regarding translation abilities as well as 
intentional and unintentional language mixing. The modified LEAP-Q was completed by all 
participants in English. See Appendix A for a copy of the questionnaire. Also, participants were 
administered a modified version of a number of the subtests from the Apraxia battery for adults, 
2nd ed. (ABA-2) (Dabul, 2001), adapted for Hebrew-English bilingual individuals. See Appendix 
B for a copy of the Apraxia battery. 
English remained P1’s dominant, most proficient language across the lifespan in all domains 
(speaking, listening and reading, based on the modified LEAP-Q rating scales, and writing, 
verbally reported) and he reached moderate proficiency in Hebrew by age 18. For the 10 years 
that he was married (from his early-40s into his 50s), he used Hebrew with his wife (a native 
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Hebrew speaker) and her children (his stepchildren) together with English at home. At work, P1 
used only English. He rated his pre-stroke English proficiency as native-like (10/10 for all 
modalities on the modified LEAP-Q rating scales), and his pre-stroke Hebrew proficiency as 
moderately proficient since leaving school and up until the stroke (7/10 for all modalities on the 
modified LEAP-Q rating scales).  
P1 had a left thalamic haemorrhage at age 51, resulting in an original diagnosis of non-fluent 
aphasia and right hemiparesis. P1 rated his post-stroke English proficiency as higher than his 
post-stroke Hebrew proficiency (6/10, 7/10 and 8/10 for speaking, understanding and reading 
respectively in English; 4/10, 7/10 and 4/10 respectively in Hebrew), and reported rarely using 
his Hebrew speaking skills since the stroke, 14 years prior to taking part in the study, although he 
was still exposed to some Hebrew through reading for prayer, Jewish text study, and history 
books. Based on the modified Apraxia Battery for Adults (Dabul, 2001), P1 was found to have 
no apraxia. P1 resides in a nursing home and reported that he remembers being assessed by an 
SLT in the hospital that he was admitted to immediately after the stroke but has not received any 
treatment since being discharged, 14 years prior to this study. P1 also reported that he had 
depression and that it was controlled by medication; his medical notes confirmed this. 
For P2, English remained his dominant, most proficient language across the lifespan in all 
domains (speaking, listening and reading, based on the modified LEAP-Q rating scales, and 
writing, verbally reported) and he reached high proficiency in Hebrew after moving to Israel at 
age 26. At home P2 used mostly English, at work he used English and Hebrew, and Hebrew was 
the language of the environment. P2 rated his pre-stroke English proficiency as native-like 
(10/10 for all modalities on the LEAP-Q rating scales), and his pre-stroke Hebrew proficiency as 
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highly proficient (9/10 for all modalities on the LEAP-Q rating scales) since moving to Israel 
and up until the stroke (i.e., for 35 years).  
P2 had a left middle cerebral artery (MCA) infarct at age 61, resulting in an original 
diagnosis of non-fluent aphasia with agrammatism, apraxia, and right hemiparesis. He rated his 
post-stroke English language abilities as higher than his post-stroke Hebrew language abilities 
for all modalities (7/10, 10/10 and 5/10 for speaking, understanding and reading respectively in 
English; 1/10, 8/10 and 2/10 respectively in Hebrew). Based on the modified Apraxia Battery for 
Adults (Dabul, 2001), P2 was found to have moderate apraxia of speech. P2 reported receiving 
speech-language therapy after his stroke for a number of years, some as an in-patient on an adult 
rehabilitation ward, and some as an outpatient, in both English and Hebrew. He currently attends 
an aphasia centre where he participates in communication groups and other activities in Hebrew, 
but he had not received individual therapy from an SLT for several months before taking part in 
this study.   
P3 acquired English and Yiddish from birth, with English being the most proficient across 
the lifespan in all domains (speaking, listening and reading, based on the modified LEAP-Q 
rating scales, and writing, verbally reported), and Yiddish falling into disuse as an adult. He 
acquired both Hebrew and French at school, and after moving to Israel at age 19, P3’s 
proficiency in Hebrew increased in all domains, while French fell into disuse. P3 used English 
and Hebrew daily, with English the main language at home, and Hebrew both the main language 
at work and the language of the environment. He rated his pre-stroke English proficiency as 
native-like (10/10 for all modalities on the LEAP-Q rating scales), his pre-stroke Hebrew 
proficiency as highly proficient (also 10/10 for all modalities on the LEAP-Q rating scales) from 
age 23 up until the stroke (i.e., for 35 years), and his pre-stroke French and Yiddish as low-
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moderate proficiency (verbally reported), rarely used in the years leading up to the stroke. P3 had 
a left MCA infarct at age 58 (see Figure 4), resulting in an original diagnosis of non-fluent 
aphasia with apraxia and right hemiparesis. He rated his post-stroke English language abilities as 
better than his post-stroke Hebrew language abilities for production only (8/10, 8/10 and 9/10 for 
speaking, understanding and reading respectively in English; 3/10, 8/10 and 9/10 respectively in 
Hebrew). P3 also indicated that he sometimes mixed his languages unintentionally post-stroke, 
which he never did before the stroke. Based on the modified Apraxia Battery for Adults (Dabul, 
2001), P3 was found to have mild apraxia of speech. P3 reported receiving speech-language 
therapy after his stroke for several years, some as an in-patient on an adult rehabilitation ward, 
and some as an outpatient, mostly in Hebrew but with some English treatment. He currently 
attends an aphasia centre where he participates in communication groups and other activities in 
Hebrew, but he had not received individual therapy from an SLT for several months before 
taking part in this study. See Table 1 for a summary of demographic information, language 
history, and brain lesion data for all participants.  
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Figure 4. Neuroimaging data from P3, 2 months post-stroke 
 
Figure 4. Four axial slices of P3’s brain, seen on a Computed Tomography (CT) scan, 2 months after 
his stroke. A = anterior. P = posterior. L = left hemisphere. R = right hemisphere. 54 slices were 
imaged, where slice 1 = most ventral and slice 54 = most dorsal. (a) Slice 33/54, (b) slice 31/54, (c) 
slice 28/54, (d) slice 26/54. 
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Table 1. Demographic information, language history and brain lesion data for all participants 
 Participant 
 P1 P2 P3 
Age (in years) 65 66 65 
Formal education  
(in years) 
19 18 19 
Place of birth United States United States Canada 
Age of immigration to 
Israel (in years) 
n/a 26 19 
Languages L1 = English 
L2 = Hebrew 
L1 = English 
L2 = Hebrew 
L1 = English 
L2 = Yiddish 
L3 = Hebrew 
L4 = French 
Age of acquisition  
(in years) 
L2 = 5 L2 = 5 L3 = 7 
L4 = 7 
Highest proficiency 
reached in each 
language, at its peak 
L1 = high (native-like)  
L2 = moderate  
L1 = high (native-like) 
L2 = high  
L1 = high (native-like) 
L2 = low-moderate 
L3 = high 
L4 = low-moderate 
Languages in use in the 
years leading up to the 
stroke 
English. 
 Hebrew only rarely and 
only receptively 
(reading) 
English and Hebrew 
daily 
English and Hebrew 
daily 
Brain lesion Left thalamic 
haemorrhage 
Left MCA infarct. 
Damage to frontal, 
parietal and temporal 
lobes 
Left MCA infarct. 
Damage to frontal and 
temporal lobes, insula, 
basal ganglia, superior 
operculum, suprasylvian 
gyri, and left inferior 
frontal lobe 
Age at time of stroke (in 
years) 
51 61 58 
Time since stroke  
(in years) 
14 5 6 
Note. MCA = Middle Cerebral Artery. 
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2.3 Testing materials 
2.3.1 Published cognitive, language and communication assessments 
 2.3.1.1 The Western Aphasia Battery 
The Western Aphasia Battery-Revised (WAB-R) was administered in English (Kertesz, 
2006) and in Hebrew (it is adapted to, but not standardised in, Hebrew), including the reading 
and writing sections but not the apraxia sections. The Aphasia Quotient (AQ) was used to 
confirm aphasia type and severity, and to identify any clinical change after treatment. It 
should be noted that even in English, the WAB-R is not standardised for multilingual people, 
and so even though clinical change has been suggested as an increase or decrease of 5-points 
or more (Katz & Wertz, 1997), we interpret our AQ results cautiously. The Language 
Quotient (LQ) was also calculated, to identify changes in reading and writing skills in addition 
to comprehension, production and repetition measured by the AQ. See Table 2 for a summary 
of baseline language, communication, and cognitive abilities in each language for all 
participants. 
 2.3.1.2 The Communicative Effectiveness Index 
The Communicative Effectiveness Index (CETI) questionnaire (Lomas et al., 1989) was 
administered to the participants and a designated family member, to collect information about 
functional communication abilities. While the CETI was not originally designed for people 
with aphasia, it has been used in previous published studies for this population (e.g., Edmonds 
& Babb, 2011). The CETI was completed in English about both English and Hebrew 
communication abilities for all participants. For P1, his sister completed the CETI, because 
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she was the person reported by P1 to be in regular contact with him. She completed the CETI 
in English about English communicative abilities only, because she reported never 
communicating with P1 in Hebrew and not knowing his Hebrew abilities. For P2 and P3, their 
wives completed the CETI for both English and Hebrew abilities, because they reported being 
highly proficient in both languages, and fully aware of their husbands’ communicative 
abilities in each language. Both completed the questionnaire in their native language (P2’s 
wife in English, P3’s wife in Hebrew).  
To keep the measure as objective as possible, participants were not shown their previous 
ratings each time they complete the CETI (contrasting with Lomas and colleagues’ 
suggestion, but in keeping with previous studies on people with aphasia; e.g., Edmonds & 
Babb, 2011). P1’s data, and his sister’s data, was uninterpretable because many of the CETI 
questions are not appropriate for people living in nursing-care facilities who communicate 
minimally with others on a daily basis, so the data is not reported. The English version of the 
CETI can be found in Appendix C.  
 2.3.1.3 The Cognitive Linguistic Quick Test 
Non-linguistic abilities were tested using the non-linguistic subtests of the Cognitive 
Linguistic Quick Test (CLQT) (Helm-Estabrooks, 2001). The CLQT was administered in 
English to all participants. CLQT scores needed to show either an overall mild cognitive 
impairment or be within normal limits to be eligible for the study. Moreover, the pre- and 
post-treatment CLQT scores were used as a screening measure; if the scores did not 
deteriorate during the study, cognitive stability was confirmed.  
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Table 2. Baseline measures in English and Hebrew for non-linguistic cognitive skills 
(CLQT), language abilities (WAB-R), and communication skills (CETI) for all participants 
 Participant 
P1 P2 P3 
English Hebrew English Hebrew English Hebrew 
WAB-R [max score]       
Spontaneous speech [20] 17.0 9.0 11.0 9.0 14.0 8.0 
Auditory verbal 
comprehension [10] 
9.35 7.35 7.3 5.2 9.5 7.35 
Repetition [10] 8.8 5.0 7.8 3.0 6.4 3.6 
Naming and word finding 
[10] 
8.6 3.7 6.7 1.8 7.0 2.9 
AQ total [100] 87.5 50.1 65.6 38.0 73.8 43.7 
LQ total [100] 89.2 43.7 59.3 34.8 76.1 50.4 
Aphasia type and severity Mild 
anomia 
Severe 
expressive 
aphasia 
Moderate 
expressive 
aphasia 
Severe 
expressive 
aphasia 
Moderate 
expressive 
aphasia 
Severe 
expressive 
aphasia 
CETI [max score]       
Total participant [160]a n/a n/a 77 55 75 79 
Total designated family 
member [160]a 
n/a n/a 85 60 77 60 
CLQT [max score]       
Symbol cancellation [12] 8 - 7 - 9 - 
Clock drawing [13] 11 - 13 - 13 - 
Symbol trails [10] 8 - 10 - 7 - 
Design memory [6] 5 - 5 - 3 - 
Mazes [8] 4 - 4 - 7.5 - 
Design generation [13] 5 - 8 - 3 - 
Non-linguistic impairment Mild  WNL-mild  Mild  
Note. WAB-R = Western Aphasia Battery-Revised; CLQT = Cognitive linguistic Quick Test; CETI = 
Communicative Effectiveness Index; AQ = Aphasia Quotient; LQ = Language Quotient. 
a There are 16 questions on the CETI, and each response was measured on a 10cm scale, resulting in a maximal 
score of 160  
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2.3.2 Preparing the main testing battery 
A large battery of language tests was developed, based on an earlier pilot study of a 
Hebrew-English bilingual participant with mild-moderate non-fluent aphasia. The pilot study 
was conducted to test whether the methods were feasible and could produce meaningful data, 
using a testing battery developed by Goral and Borodkin (unpublished). Both Goral and 
Borodkin’s (unpublished) testing battery and the battery developed for the present study 
included measures of comprehension and production for single-word retrieval, sentences, and 
connected speech, as recommended by Edmonds and her colleagues (Edmonds & Babb, 
2011; Edmonds et al., 2014; Edmonds et al., 2009). However, the testing battery developed 
for the present study had more stimuli per task and only included subtests that were directly 
related to the research questions (except for the control task).  
The stimuli were selected so as to be as comparable as possible across English and 
Hebrew. No cognates were included and no double translations: if a word in one language 
had two or more translation equivalents in the other, only one of those translation equivalents 
was used in the entire testing battery. Furthermore, the stimuli were matched across 
languages for frequency, argument structure of verbs, and instrumentality of verbs. However, 
based on the different structure of the two languages, length of words (measured in syllables 
or phonemes) and homonymity (phonological similarity) between verbs and nouns were not 
able to be matched (Goral & Borodkin, unpublished; Park, Goral, Verkuilen, & Kempler, 
2013).  
Frequency in English was calculated using the subtitle-based frequency corpus 
SUBTLEXUS, which gives the frequency per million words (Balota et al., 2007). In Hebrew, 
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frequency was calculated using a print-based corpus, which also gives frequency per million 
words (Frost & Plaut, 2005). For both the English and Hebrew corpora, verbs were searched 
in the first person singular, present tense. Even though both corpora are based on written 
words, it was difficult to compare across the languages using raw frequency data because of 
the different sources of data. Therefore, the raw scores from the corpora were ranked from 
lowest to highest frequency in each language, and then grouped into low frequency (lowest 
third of the ranking), middle frequency (middle third) and high frequency (highest third). 
Based on these three groupings, high overlap was observed across languages in each task, 
with minimal mismatch where a word was low frequency in one language and high 
frequency in the other.  
Instrumentality was identified for all verbs based on the classification by Park and 
colleagues (Park et al., 2013) and was found to be comparable across languages. Argument 
structure was paralleled across languages as much as possible; verbs with mismatching 
argument structure were removed from the production subtests but a limited number of verbs 
with different argument structures were used in the verb comprehension subtest. Length of 
words (measured in syllables and phonemes) were counted and compared across languages 
for picture-based single-word naming and sentence subtests. Using t-tests, nouns and verbs 
were found to be significantly longer in Hebrew than in English for both number of syllables, 
Hebrew: mean = 2.42, SD =.72, English: mean = 1.84, SD =.52; N=144, t(260) = -7.82, p < 
.001, and number of phonemes, Hebrew: mean = 5.88, SD = 1.62, English: mean = 4.94, SD 
= 1.29; N=144, t(272) = -5.44, p < .001. Classifying words according to their phonological 
similarity to nouns (homonymity) (Park et al., 2013) was not appropriate in Hebrew because 
of the root-structure of the language. 
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The battery of language tests included the following subtests: 
1) Comprehension of nouns, verbs and reversible sentences: 
Largely based on a subset of stimuli from the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (PPVT) 
(Dunn & Dunn, 2007) and the Verb and Sentence Test (VAST) (Bastiaanse, Edwards, & 
Rispens, 2002). Nouns (n=24) and verbs (n= 21): words were presented auditorily at a 
comfortable hearing level determined by the participant; for each auditory word, four 
pictures were presented on a screen. The participant was asked to point to the picture 
corresponding to the word that was heard. For nouns, distractors included three semantically 
related nouns. For verbs, distractors included a related noun, a semantically related verb, and 
a noun related to the semantically related verb. Sentences (n=18): sentences were presented 
auditorily at a comfortable hearing level determined by the participant; for each sentence four 
pictures were presented on a screen. The participant was asked to point to the picture 
corresponding to the sentence that was heard. Distractors included role reversal, lexical 
distractors or both. Nouns and verbs were found to be comparable across languages for 
frequency (Goral & Borodkin, unpublished). 
2) Single-word retrieval:  
a) Nouns (n=45): partially based on objects from the Multilingual Naming Test (MINT) 
(Gollan, Weissberger, Runnqvist, Montoya, & Cera, 2012). The participant was asked to 
name each object; scoring included accuracy measures and error analysis, including 
language mixing (i.e., switching to the non-target language). Nouns were comparable for 
frequency across languages with frequency ratings (high frequency, middle frequency, 
low frequency) overlapping for 70% of the stimuli. 
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b) Verbs (n=45): partially based on actions from the Action Naming Test which is a subtest 
of the VAST (Bastiaanse et al., 2002). The participant was asked to name each action; 
scoring included accuracy measures and error analysis, including language mixing. Verbs 
were comparable for frequency across languages with frequency ratings (high frequency, 
middle frequency, low frequency) overlapping for 80% of the stimuli. 
3) Sentence construction (n=54): based on picture naming. Twenty eight pictures were taken 
from the Object and Action Naming Battery (OANB) (Druks & Masterson, 2000), which, 
although not originally developed to elicit sentence construction, were specifically selected in 
this study to be appropriate for producing sentences. Furthermore, 26 pictures were created 
and piloted on two healthy speakers of English and two healthy speakers of Hebrew. Twelve 
pictures were designed to elicit 1-argument sentences, 30 pictures were designed to elicit 2-
argument sentences, and 12 pictures were designed to elicit 3-argument sentences. The target 
verbs were comparable for frequency across languages with frequency ratings (high 
frequency, middle frequency, low frequency) overlapping for 75% of the stimuli. Scoring 
included accuracy measures of noun and verb retrieval (subject/agent, verb/action, 
object/patient) as well as the number of Complete Utterances (CUs) produced and an error 
analysis of verbs. A Complete Utterance, based on Edmonds and Babb (2011) and Edmonds 
et al. (2009), is one that has relevant meaning to a listener aware of the topic, and that also 
includes lexical retrieval of an appropriate agent and verb (and patient when necessary). 
Incomplete utterances either lack an appropriate agent, verb or patient, are not relevant to the 
listener aware of the topic, or both. Therefore, analysis included an accuracy score of basic 
syntactic S-V-O frame and relevance separately, and if both were accurate this resulted in a 
Complete Utterance. Although the CU measure was originally developed for connected 
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speech, and not individual sentence production (Edmonds et al., 2009), we use this measure 
for both individual sentence production and sentence production within connected speech 
and written narratives, to allow for easier comparison of relevant S-V-O production across 
tasks. 
A subset of 15 verbs overlapped between the single-word verb retrieval task (out of 45 
verbs) and in the sentence construction task (out of 54 verbs), to measure whether there is a 
difference in verb production when produced on its own or within a sentence. These subsets 
of stimuli were comparable to the rest of the stimuli in the following ways: For the verbs in 
the single-word verb retrieval task, no difference was found between verbs in the sentence 
construction tasks and those not in the sentence construction task for English length, 
Syllable: in sentence construction task, mean = 2.1, SD = .26, not in sentence construction 
task, mean = 2.1, SD = .40, t(40) = .34, p = .77; phoneme: in sentence construction task, 
mean = 5.5, SD = .52, not in sentence construction task, mean = 5.7, SD = 1.2, t(43) = .80, p 
= .43, and frequency in sentence construction task, mean = 102.8, SD = .89.4, not in sentence 
construction task, mean = 97.6, SD = .114.0, t(35) = -.17, p = .87, or for Hebrew length, 
Syllable: in sentence construction task, mean = 2.3, SD = .46, not in sentence construction 
task, mean = 2.6, SD = .77, t(42) = 1.63, p = .11; phoneme in sentence construction task, 
mean = 6.2, SD = .77, not in sentence construction task, mean = 6.6, SD = 1.3, t(41) = 1.20, p 
= .23, and frequency in sentence construction task, mean = 9.1, SD = 15.6, not in sentence 
construction task, mean = 15.6, SD = 29.8, t(43) = .95, p = .35. Similarly, in the sentence 
construction task no difference was found between verbs in the single-word verb retrieval 
task and those not in the single-word retrieval task for English length of verb, Syllable: in 
single-word verb retrieval task, mean = 2.1, SD = .26, not in single-word verb retrieval task, 
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mean = 2.1, SD = .22, t(23) = -.20, p = .84; phoneme: in single-word verb retrieval task, 
mean = 5.6, SD = .63, not in single-word verb retrieval task, mean = 5.5, SD = .60, t(24) = -
.73, p = .47, and verb frequency in single-word verb retrieval task, mean = 102.7, SD = 89.4, 
not in single-word verb retrieval task, mean = 192.1, SD = 337.4, t(24) = -.73, p = .47, or 
Hebrew length of verb, Syllable: in single-word verb retrieval task, mean = 2.6, SD = .51, not 
in single-word verb retrieval task, mean = 2.5, SD = .68, t(34) = - .36, p = .72; phoneme: in 
single-word verb retrieval task, mean = 5.8, SD = .1.4, not in single-word verb retrieval task, 
mean = 6.0, SD = .1.7, t(32) = .36, p = .72, and verb frequency in single-word verb retrieval 
task, mean = 9.1, SD = 15.6, not in single-word verb retrieval task, mean = 43.9, SD = 127.3, 
t(41) = 1.68, p = .10. Also, in the sentence construction task no difference was found for 
English frequency of direct objects, when verb is in single-word verb retrieval task, mean = 
131.3, SD = 134.3, when verb is not in single-word verb retrieval task, mean = 127.7, SD = 
133.6, t(21) = -.08, p = .94 or indirect objects, when verb in single-word verb retrieval task, 
mean = 417.5, SD = 194.6, when verb is not in single-word verb retrieval task, mean = 368.5, 
SD = 180.3, t(3) = -.38, p = .73. No difference was found for Hebrew frequency of direct 
objects, when verb is in single-word verb retrieval task, mean = 64.3, SD = 86.7, when verb 
is not in other single-word verb retrieval, mean = 67.2, SD = 103.3, t(24) = .09, p = .93 or 
indirect objects, when verb is in single-word verb retrieval task, mean = 123.7, SD = 83.7, 
when verb is not in single-word verb retrieval task, mean = 87.4, SD = 74.9, t(3) = - .67, p = 
.55. 
4) WH-questions (n=16): Sentence production as a response to everyday WH-questions – this 
task was used to measure sentence production in an everyday communicative setting. The 
participant was asked to respond with a full sentence to 16 WH-questions taken from Goral 
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and Borodkin's (unpublished) battery. For example, “What do you do to keep in shape?”, 
“What do you like to do on a rainy day?”, “What does your family do to celebrate the New 
Year?” etc. Scoring measured whether the response was a relevant S-V(O) sentence (CU), 
and whether the response included a verb. 
5) Connected speech measures and written narratives:  
These subtests included two single picture descriptions, one 4- or 6-picture sequence 
description, one request for personal information and one request for procedural information, 
as recommended by Nicholas and Brookshire (1993). Written narratives were included 
because treatment involved both oral and written production of verbs and sentences. 
Therefore, written narratives were analysed as a means to observe any potential improvement 
in language at the discourse level, in both the practiced modalities of production.  
Six sets of stimuli were developed, three for oral production and three for written 
production. First, Nicholas and Brookshire's (1993) two published sets for measuring 
connected speech were used (Set 1 and Set 2 in this study); these sets include the "Cookie 
Theft" picture from the Boston Diagnostic Aphasia Examination (BDAE) (Goodglass & 
Kaplan, 1983) and the "picnic" picture from the WAB-R (Kertesz, 2006). The remaining four 
connected speech sets (Set 3, Set 4, Set 5, and Set 6) were created and piloted on 12 healthy 
speakers: seven female, five male; five native speakers of Hebrew (providing data in Hebrew 
only) and seven native speakers of English (four British English, three American English, 
providing data in English only); age 57-76 years (mean 68.3 years); years of formal 
education 11-25 (mean 16.5); all classified as middle to high socioeconomic status based on 
self-report. These demographic ranges contain those of the participants with aphasia who 
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were recruited for this study. The new connected speech sets were piloted together with the 
picture-based stimuli from Nicholas and Brookshire (1993), for comparison. 
The connected speech sets were found to be comparable to one another in the following 
ways: (1) Length of oral response of picture descriptions - number of words were between 
150-250 words for the two picture descriptions together. (2) Picture description score, 
partially based on the WAB-R scoring system of 0-10, where 0 is no information and 10 is a 
full and complete description – each story received a score of between 9.67-10 for each 
picture. (3) Number of salient features identified in the picture descriptions - no difference 
was found between the sets for oral production: between sets 1 (mean = 5.5, SD = .71) and 2 
(mean = 8.0, SD = 2.8), t(1) = -1.21, p = .43, between sets 2 (mean = 8.0, SD = 2.8) and 3 
(mean = 7.0, SD = 2.8), t(2) = .35, p = .77, between sets 1 (mean = 5.5, SD = .71)  and 3 
(mean = 7.0, SD = 2.8), t(1) = -0.77, p = .60, or between the sets for written production: 
between sets 4 (mean = 7.0, SD = 1.4) and 5 (mean = 8.5, SD = 2.1), t(2) = -0.83, p = .49, 
between sets 5 (mean = 8.5, SD = 2.1) and 6 (mean = 8.5, SD = 2.1), t(2) = .00, p = 1.00, 
between sets 4 (mean = 7.0, SD = 1.4) and 6 (mean = 8.5, SD = 2.1), t(2) = -0.83, p = .49. (4) 
Number of steps reported for the request for procedural information - between 4 and 6 for 
each request. 
 Personal narratives were not piloted, because this task was considered the most open, 
and least constrained task out of all the connected speech measures. Furthermore, story 
sequences were also not piloted, because all six stories were taken from published sources: 
For oral production, from Nicholas and Brookshire (1993) and from the Bilingual Aphasia 
Test (BAT) (Paradis, 2011); for written production, from the Narrative Story Cards (Helm-
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Estabrooks & Nicholas, 2003). See Appendix D for Nicholas and Brookshire’s original two 
connected speech stimulus sets, and the four additional speech sets developed for this study.  
For the oral production, the data were analysed in Analysis of Speech Units (AS-Units) 
which has been proposed as an all-encompassing unit of speech analysis, based on the T-Unit 
but adjusted in order to account for the complexities of spoken language, e.g., adverbial 
phrases, co-ordination, topical and noun-phrases, scaffolding and interruption (Foster, 
Tonkyn, & Wigglesworth, 2000). The AS-Unit is defined as “a single speaker’s utterance 
consisting of an independent clause, or sub-clausal unit, together with any subordinate 
clause(s) associated with either. An independent clause will be minimally a clause including 
a finite verb” (Foster et al., 2000; p. 365). The AS-Unit, therefore, is primarily syntactic, yet 
accounts for the use of intonation and pauses in order to adequately represent units of spoken 
speech. For written production, the data were analysed in sentences. Scoring included 
measures that were expected to change, based on our hypotheses (measures i-iii), and 
measures that were not necessarily expected to change (measures iv-viii) for comparison: 
i. Ratio of utterances or sentences that are complete (CUs). As with scoring sentences 
(described above), analysis included an accuracy score of basic syntactic S-V-O frame 
and relevance separately, and if both were accurate this resulted in a Complete Utterance. 
Utterances and sentences did not need to be grammatically correct to be scored as a CU. 
The percentage of utterances or sentences that were complete was calculated by dividing 
the number of Complete Utterances by the total number of utterances or sentences. It 
should be noted that only one CU maximum was calculated per AS-unit, even if AS-units 
were complex (see measure v below). 
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ii. Number of nouns and number of verbs – the number of tokens (nouns or verbs) were 
counted. Furthermore, nouns and verbs were calculated as a percentage of total verbal 
units (TVUs), where TVUs included the number of all verbal expression – words, part-
words, and verbal pauses (such as “eh…”). Also, to measure diversity of language, the 
number of different nouns and the number of different verbs per production unit (picture 
description, story or narrative) were counted and a type-token ratio was calculated by 
dividing the total number of types (nouns or verbs) by the total number of tokens (nouns 
or verbs). 
iii. Correct information units (CIUs) – words that were part of the description or narrative 
and were both interpretable and added new information (Nicholas & Brookshire, 1993). 
To measure quality of production, CIUs as a function of TVUs was calculated, and to 
measure rate of production, CIUs/min was calculated. CIUs/TVUs is a measure similar to 
%CIUs reported in Nicholas and Brookshire (1993), but our TVU denominator was more 
inclusive than Nicholas and Brookshire’s denominator of number of words, because it 
includes part-words and verbal pauses. This resulted in a more stringent measure of the 
production of relevant and new information (CIUs) relative to overall output. 
iv. Language mixing patterns were analysed for amount of language mixing and 
directionality. 
v. AS-Unit or sentence complexity was measured, using a five-point rating scale described 
by Kempler and Goral (2011). Their scale ranges from 1 - 5 where 1 = incomplete 
utterances, 2 = simple and complete, 3 = incomplete subordinate or coordinate clause, 4 = 
complex coordinate, and 5 = complex subordinate. Their hierarchy reflects increasing 
complexity in the language of a person with aphasia, even if attempts at more complex 
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grammar are incomplete. See Table E1 in Appendix E for examples of AS-Unit 
complexity scoring.  
vi. Grammaticality of AS-Units and sentences was analysed, by dividing the number of 
grammatically corrects AS-Units or sentences by the total number of AS-Units or 
sentences and multiplying by 100.  
vii. Verb conjugation was calculated by counting the number of correctly conjugated verbs, 
dividing by the total number of verbs, and multiplying by 100. 
viii. For written narratives only, the number of words incorrectly spelled, or unidentifiable, 
was counted and a percentage calculated by dividing by the total number of words 
written. 
6) Non-word repetition: 
The non-word repetition subtest from the Psycholinguistic Model of Language Processing 
(PALPA) in English (Kay, Lesser, & Coltheart, 1996) and in Hebrew (Gil & Edelstein, 2001) 
was used. In English the test includes one-, two- and three-syllable words, and in Hebrew the 
test includes one-, two-, three- and four-syllable words, that all follow the phonotactic rules 
of each language. This was a control task and was expected to remain stable across testing 
times. See Appendix F for the non-word repetition task in English and Hebrew. 
Each task for each language was carefully divided into thirds, and 1/3 of the testing 
battery for each language was administered separately. Administering a testing battery in 
sections, when the stimuli have been balanced within each language for various 
psycholinguistic factors, has been found to be as reliable for attaining stable baselines as 
administering one testing battery multiple times, while also minimising the problem of 
repeated exposure (Borodkin, Goral, & Kempler, in press). We note that for aphasia 
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treatment studies, the field is leaning towards analyses such as the Tau-U analysis calculated 
from five testing sessions per testing block, to better calculate variability relative to any 
change that may occur from treatment (M. Goral, personal communication, December 2016). 
However, this is problematic in studies of aphasia in multilingual people, because five testing 
sessions would double to 10 testing sessions per testing block - five in each language, which 
can be challenging and tiring for participants. Also, the testing battery is repeated in each 
language which would result in 10 times the exposure if the whole battery is administered 
each session, per language. Not only are avoiding fatigue and sustaining motivation 
important issues when testing participants using long language batteries, but multiple 
exposure to stimuli may also affect the validity of the results (Howard, Patterson, Franklin, 
Orchard-Lisle, & Morton, 1985; Lowell, Beeson, & Holland, 1995). Therefore, balancing 
multiple exposure with feasibility, for this study three testing sessions in each language were 
administered per testing block. 
In order to prepare the testing battery for testing in thirds, for each subtest in each 
language the stimuli were carefully split into thirds, for example, including one set of oral 
connected speech and one set of written narratives per third, the same number of 1-, 2- and 3-
argument verbs in the sentence construction task per third, and the same number of verbs that 
overlapped in the single-word verb naming task and the sentence construction task. 
Furthermore, each third of the stimuli was comparable to the other two thirds for number of 
syllables, number of phonemes, and frequency; no comparison using 2-sample unequal 
variances t-tests were significantly different. See Table 3 for the t-test analyses per task and 
per language. The comprehension tasks were divided into three comparable thirds based on 
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Goral and Borodkin’s (unpublished) battery. Each set of oral connected speech and written 
narrative tasks were comparable to each other, as described above. 
Table 3. t-test analyses of psycholinguistic factors for each language and for each subtest, 
showing the comparability of each third of the battery to each other third 
 
English 
 
Hebrew 
 Set 1 
vs. 
set 2 
Set 2 
vs. 
set 3 
Set 1 
vs. 
set 3 
 Set 1 
vs. 
set 2 
Set 2 
vs. 
set 3 
Set 1 
vs. 
set 3 
Number of syllables        
Single-word nouns t(28) = 
.30, p 
= .77 
t(27) = 
-.66, p 
= .51 
t(27) = 
-.32, p 
= .75 
 t(24) = 
.21, p 
= .84 
t(27) = 
0, p = 
1.00 
t(26) = 
.20, p 
= .84 
Single-word verbs t(14) = 
1.00, p 
= .33 
t(14) = 
-1.47, 
p = .16 
t(25) = 
0, p = 
1.00 
 t(23) = 
-.26, p 
= .79 
t(28) = 
-.23, p 
= .82 
t(25) = 
-.57, p 
= .57 
Sentence construction - 
verbs 
t(34) = 
.59, p 
= .56 
t(34) = 
1.00, p 
= .32 
t(34) = 
1.46, p 
= .15 
 t(33) = 
.51, p 
= .62 
t(33) = 
.25, p 
= .80 
t(34) = 
-.27, p 
= .79 
Non-word repetition t(18) = 
1.05, p 
= .31 
t(18) = 
-1.39, 
p = .18 
t(18) = 
-.27, p 
= .79 
 t(18) = 
.97, p 
= .34 
t(18) = 
-1.34, 
p = .20 
t(18) = 
-.38, p 
= .71 
Number of phonemes        
Single-word nouns t(28) = 
-.32, p 
= .75 
t(28) = 
-.79, p 
= .44 
t(28) = 
-1.14, 
p = .26 
 t(27) = 
.18, p 
= .86 
t(27) = 
-.32, p 
= .75 
t(25) = 
-.10, p 
= .92 
Single-word verbs t(22) = 
.38, p 
= .70 
t(23) = 
-.81, p 
= .43 
t(28) = 
-.32, p 
= .75 
 t(19) = 
-.32, p 
= .75 
t(26) = 
-.18, p 
= .89 
t(22) = 
-.60, p 
= .55 
Sentence construction - 
verbs 
t(33) = 
.25, p 
= .80 
t(32) = 
-1.20, 
p = .24 
t(30) = 
-1.39, 
p = .18 
 t(32) = 
.31, p 
= .76 
t(34) = 
.19, p 
= .85 
t(33) = 
-.11, p 
= .91 
Frequency of noun        
Single-word nouns t(15) = 
.79, p 
= .44 
t(19) = 
1.01, p 
= .33 
t(14) = 
.97, p 
= .35 
 t(24) = 
.87, p 
= .40 
t(15) = 
-1.01, 
p = .33 
t(17) = 
-.63, p 
= .54 
Sentence construction - 
object 
t(23) 
=.63, p 
= .53 
t(26) = 
-.44, p 
= .66 
t(24) = 
-1.01, 
p = .32 
 t(22) = 
-.77, p 
= .45 
t(14) = 
1.42, p 
= .18 
t(17) = 
-.81, p 
= .43 
Frequency of verb        
Single-word verbs t(27) = 
.81, p 
= .43 
t(27) = 
-.48, p 
= .63 
t(26) 
=.42, p 
= .68 
 t(18) = 
-1.56, 
p = .14 
t(15) = 
1.55, p 
= .14 
t(22) = 
-.20, p 
= .84 
Sentence construction - 
verbs 
t(23) = 
-1.07, 
p = .30 
t(31) = 
-.09, p 
= .93 
t(20) = 
.71, p 
= .49 
 t(34) = 
.19, p 
= .85 
t(17) = 
1.48, p 
= .16 
t(17) = 
1.45, p 
= .17 
Note. Significance: p < .05 
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2.4 Procedure 
2.4.1 Pre-treatment, post-treatment, and maintenance testing 
At each time-point, testing was conducted over a period of 5-8 days, and involved 3-5 days 
of testing depending on the participant’s motivation and fatigue. One third of the testing battery 
was administered each day in either English, Hebrew or both. In addition, the CLQT, WAB-R in 
English and Hebrew, and the CETI were administered across the testing week. For the days 
when both languages were tested on the same day, the order of language was counterbalanced, 
and at least a half-hour break was provided between sessions. For P1, testing took place in a 
quiet room in the nursing home where he resides. For P2 and P3, testing took place in their 
homes. All testing sessions were video recorded, with the participants’ permission, to allow for a 
full transcription to be completed after testing was finished. Accuracy of transcriptions were 
confirmed on 25% of the data by a second rater, who was chosen from a pool of trained research 
assistants. The second rater was either monolingual in the language they were rating (in cases 
where this was possible due to no or minimal language mixing) or a Hebrew-English bilingual 
speaker. Accuracy of transcriptions was high, > 99% accuracy, across all tasks and all languages. 
All participants completed most tasks at each time-point. See Table 4 for a summary of the 
testing sessions at each time-point. 
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Table 4. Pre-treatment, post-treatment and maintenance testing for all participants 
 Participant 
P1 P2 P3 
T1 T2 T3 T4a  
 
T1 T2 T3 T4b 
 
T1 T2 T3 T4b 
 
Main 
testing 
battery 
All 
subtests 
except: 
 
No 
written 
tasks. 
 
WH-
qu.s 
tested 
in one 
day per 
lang. 
All 
subtests 
except: 
 
No 
written 
tasks. 
 
WH-
qu.s 
tested 
in one 
day per 
lang. 
All 
subtests 
except: 
 
No 
written 
tasks. 
 
WH-
qu.s 
tested 
in one 
day per 
lang. 
All 
subtests 
except: 
 
No 
written 
tasks. 
 
WH-
qu.s 
tested 
in one 
day per 
lang. 
All 
subtests 
except: 
 
No 
written 
tasks. 
All 
subtests 
except: 
 
Tried 
written 
tasks. 
All 
subtests 
except: 
 
Tried 
written 
tasks. 
All 
subtest
s 
except: 
 
Tried 
written 
tasks. 
All 
subtests 
except: 
 
Some 
written 
tasks. 
All 
subtests 
except: 
 
Some 
written 
tasks. 
All 
subtests 
except: 
 
Some 
written 
tasks. 
All 
subtests 
except: 
 
Some 
written 
tasks. 
WAB-
R  
✓ ✓ ✓ x ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
CLQT ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
CETI x x x x ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Motiv
ationc 
H M M L H H H H H H H H 
Family  
reportd 
x ✓ ✓ 
Note. T1 = Testing time 1, baseline testing; T2 = Testing time 2, after the first treatment block; T3 = Testing time 3, 
after the second treatment block; T4 = Testing time 4, after 4-5 weeks without treatment; WAB-R = Western 
Aphasia Battery, Revised (Kertesz, 2006); CLQT = Cognitive linguistic quick test (Helm-Estabrooks, 2001); CETI 
= Communicative Effectiveness Index (Lomas et al., 1989); H = high, M = medium, L = low; qu.s = questions; lang. 
= language. 
a Tested after 4-weeks without treatment. 
b Tested after 5-weeks without treatment. 
c Motivation was estimated as either high, medium or low, based on the participants’ behaviour and compliance 
dFamily report = whether the family provided an unsolicited, anecdotal verbal or written report of the participant’s 
progress during the study. 
 
Each language was assessed by a different person who was proficient in the language they 
were testing, and at least moderately proficient in the other language. The testers were either 
qualified SLTs or experienced research assistants and all were trained on administering the 
testing battery prior to assessing participants. Each tester was careful to only communicate with 
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the participant in the language they were testing in and participants were encouraged to adhere to 
the language of testing throughout the entire session.  
Visual stimuli were presented using Microsoft Office PowerPoint software on a 12 x 8 inch 
screen on a Lenovo Flex 5 laptop computer. Within each subtest, stimuli presentation order was 
randomised before each testing session. Auditory stimuli were presented through the same laptop 
computer using the internal speakers at 100% volume, which was a comfortable hearing level for 
all participants. A Canon Legria HF R406 video camera was used to record all the sessions. The 
camera was attached to a tripod and placed 1-metre away from the participant. 
 
2.4.2 Treatment 
All treatment was administered by a qualified SLT trained on the VNeST protocol. The SLTs 
were proficient in the language they were treating, and at least moderately proficient in the other 
language. For SLTs who both tested and provided treatment for any given participant, the 
language of testing matched the language of treatment, to minimise potential language mixing. 
The SLT who tested language abilities was the same SLT who provided treatment for P1 in 
Hebrew, for P2 in English, and for P3 in English and for some testing sessions in Hebrew. 
Treatment was provided in the participant’s place of residence, in a quiet room, 1-3 times per 
week, for six to ten weeks per language, with sessions lasting between 1.25 – 2.5 hours. All 
participants received between 27-29.5 hours of treatment in total per language, based on a 
recommendation inferred from the literature that in order to see a reasonable amount of recovery 
from aphasia treatment, dosage of treatment should reach about 30 hours in total (e.g., Cherney, 
2012; Edmonds, 2014, 2016; Kiran et al., 2013; Knoph, Simonsen, & Lind, 2015).  
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Treatment closely followed the VNeST protocol described in full in Edmonds’ (2014) 
tutorial for Verb Network Strengthening Treatment, modified slightly to make it appropriate in 
both English and Hebrew. A summary of the procedure is provided below, but the full VNeST 
procedure protocol can be found in Appendix G. Thirty percent of treatment sessions were either 
video recorded or observed in real time by a second SLT, and treatment fidelity was calculated at 
over 95% for all sessions, based on the steps in the published treatment protocol of Edmonds 
(2014).  
A list of 20 verbs that all have either 2- or 3-arguments was prepared. It should be noted that 
this is twice as many trained verbs than those used in previous VNeST studies (e.g., Edmonds & 
Babb, 2011; Edmonds et al., 2009), but due to having two treatment blocks in this study (one in 
each language) it was determined to be necessary to have more than just 10 verbs, to sustain 
interest and motivation throughout both treatment blocks. Verbs that had more than one 
translation equivalent in either English or Hebrew were selected so that only one translation 
equivalent in each language occurred in the study (both in the testing battery and the treatment 
sessions). No cognates were used. Verbs that require a preposition in order to provide full 
meaning were not included (e.g., take out, take in etc. – this was only relevant for English). Half 
the verbs that were trained during VNeST were tested in the sentence construction task in the 
main testing battery, and the other half did not appear anywhere in the testing battery. This 
allowed for a comparison of retrieval ability for verbs that were directly trained compared to 
verbs that were not trained. 
 There was no difference between the 10 verbs that were in the testing battery and those that 
were not in the testing battery for number of syllables, English: trained, mean = 2.2, SD =.42, 
untrained, mean = 2.0, SD =.15, t(10) = 1.31, p = .22, Hebrew: trained, mean = 2.3, SD =.48, 
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untrained, mean = 2.6, SD = .65, t(17) = -1.85, p = .08; number of phonemes, English: trained, 
mean = 5.6, SD = .84, untrained, mean = 5.5, SD = .55, t(11) =.44, p = .67, Hebrew: trained, 
mean = 5.4, SD = 1.1, untrained, mean = 6.2, SD = 1.7, t(21) = -1.78, p = .09; frequency of verb, 
English: trained, mean = 145.1, SD = 217.7, untrained, mean = 172.3, SD = 308.5, t(18) = -.33, p 
= .75, Hebrew: trained, mean = 15.9, SD = 20.9, untrained, mean = 38.5, SD = 120.5, t(51) = -
1.17, p = .25; and frequency of object, English: trained, mean = 175.0, SD = 147.0, untrained, 
mean = 113.8, SD = 126.2, t(14) = 1.18, p = .26, Hebrew: trained, mean = 94.5, SD = 143.7, 
untrained, mean = 58.2, SD = 80.6, t(11) = .79, p = .45.  
Furthermore, in order to be able to compare treated verbs in both trained and untrained 
contexts, as recommended in previous research (e.g., Conroy, Sage, & Lambon Ralph, 2009; 
Peach & Reuter, 2010), the 20 trained verbs chosen included a subset of eight verbs. These eight 
verbs (four in the testing battery and four not in the testing battery) were found to have a high 
potential for production during picture descriptions and/or story sequences in the oral connected 
speech or written narrative tasks. This subset of verbs was determined through the piloting of the 
connected speech tasks on the same cohort of pilot participants described above; verbs produced 
on at least five occasions across the pilot participants were included in this subset. See Appendix 
H for the full list of verbs and their subcategories. 
In each treatment session, verbs were clearly written in black or blue ink on a piece of white 
paper or card, size A6. During English treatment, verbs were written in non-capital letters. 
During Hebrew treatment, verbs were written either in print letters (P2) or cursive (P1 and P3) 
based on the request of the participant. Verbs were presented in first person singular, present 
tense. The reason for using written words during VNeST, and not pictures of verbs, is to 
eliminate inflexibility of sentence construction based only on the picture, and to encourage 
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production of a wide variety of agents and patients per verb. In cases where the participant was 
unsure of the meaning of a verb in one of the languages, it was explained in the target language, 
and following that it was mimed. If the participant still did not understand the verb, one or two 
example sentences were provided. In the rare cases that the verb was still not understood, the 
verb was translated to the non-target language. 
During each treatment block, the 20 verbs that were trained were rotated throughout the 
sessions, with the order randomly assigned. Each verb was presented and cards saying “who” 
and “what” were placed on the table with the target verb in between. The participant was 
encouraged to produce four sentences using the format “Who might (verb) something/someone”? 
or “Something/someone (verb) what?”. The SLT asked questions, offered suggestions and 
discussed possibilities when necessary during treatment, following a published cueing hierarchy 
(Edmonds, 2014). This resulted in the participant retrieving eight lexical items assigned to a 
thematic role (agents and patients) per verb, either independently, after a minimal cue, or after a 
maximal cue.  
If the participant could not independently retrieve a lexical item assigned to a thematic role, a 
minimal cue was offered. Minimal cues involve providing a semantic or contextual cue, for 
example, an occupational cue (“Can you think of someone who pours something as part of their 
job?”), an avocational cue (Can you think of someone who bakes as a hobby?”), a familial cue 
(“Can you think of someone in the family who washes something?”), a sports-related cue (“Can 
you think of someone who kicks as part of a sporting event?”), or a location-related cue (“Can 
you think of someone who weighs something in a kitchen?”). If the participant still could not 
retrieve a lexical item assigned to a thematic role, a maximal cue was offered, whereby one 
correct option and three foils were written on different cards, and the participant was asked to 
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choose the most appropriate option. For example, for the verb ‘bake’, possible options might 
include ‘baker’ (correct), ‘policeman’ (foil), ‘spy’ (foil), and ‘baby’ (foil).  
The participant was encouraged to write or copy the verbs and the lexical items assigned to 
the thematic roles as the sentences were produced, and to read them back to the SLT. Although 
all verbs were initially presented in the first person singular, present tense, the verb was repeated 
in the past tense if the sentences produced by the participant warranted this – such as a sentence 
about an historical event. One sentence was then chosen to be expanded, and cards with the 
questions ‘where’, ‘when’, and ‘why’ were presented to the participant. The participant was 
encouraged to answer these questions, and then produce and/or repeat the entire sentence 
smoothly. Following this, the verb was presented auditorily to the participant within four 
different sentences (the SLT read the sentences out loud), with one sentence semantically 
feasible, and the other three having either an unrelated agent, an unrelated patient/theme, or 
where the agent and patient were reversed (e.g., The mother bakes a cake; The computer bakes a 
cake; The mothers bakes a salad; The cake bakes the mother). The participant was asked to make 
semantic plausibility judgements about each sentence. Finally, the participant was asked to 
independently retrieve the verb and produce up to four CUs without help from the SLT. As 
treatment sessions progressed, the participant was increasingly encouraged to produce sentences 
more independently, with less help from the SLT, including the removal of all auditory and 
written cues. Each verb was trained between 2-5 times throughout each treatment block. See 
Table 5 for a summary of the treatment blocks for each participant. 
It should be noted that throughout the treatment sessions, only content words were written on 
the cards for the four sentences per verb, in the singular or plural as appropriate. For the 
expanded sentences, prepositions were added to the words on the cards. For all sentences, the 
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SLT correctly inflected the verb and provided appropriate prepositions and articles verbally 
when reading each sentence aloud. Participants were not required to correctly produce and/or 
read aloud grammatically correct CUs, although P3 requested several times to repeat sentences 
until he managed to correctly reproduce them with the correct grammar.  
 
Table 5. Summary of treatment blocks for each participant  
 Participant 
P1 P2 P3 
Treatment 
block A 
Treatment 
block B 
Treatment 
block A 
Treatment 
block B 
Treatment 
block A 
Treatment 
block B 
Language Hebrew English Hebrew English English Hebrew 
L1 vs. L2/L3 L2 L1 L2 L1 L1 L3 
No. hours in total 29 27 29 29.5 28 28 
No. of weeks 6 10 10 9 10 8 
No. of session per 
week 
3 1-2 2 2 2 2 
Length of session 
(hours) 
1.25-2 1.25-1.5 1.25-2.25 1.5-2 1.5-2 1.5-2.5 
No. of verbs trained 
per session 
3-5 2-7 2-4 3-4 4-6 3-5 
No. of verb cycles 
completed per 
treatment block 
65 88 49 57 78 56 
Structured production 
with SLT – no. of CUs 
trained 
259 351 196 228 304 224 
Independent CU 
production – no. of 
CUs produceda 
81 266 104 167 265 207 
Motivationb M L H H H H 
Sessions observed for 
treatment fidelity (%) 
33.3 21 30 
Note. H = high, M = medium, L = low; CU = Complete Utterance; SLT = speech-language therapist; L1 = first 
acquired language, L2 = second acquired language, L3 = third acquired language.  
aThis is the final step of each verb cycle 
bMotivation was estimated as either high, medium or low, based on the participants’ behaviour and compliance 
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The same twenty verbs were trained during both treatment blocks. In the second treatment 
block, if the participant produced sentences with a high percentage of independent retrieval of 
lexical items assigned to thematic roles for certain verbs, three of these verbs were selected that 
did not appear in the main testing battery and they were switched with three new verbs that were 
also not part of the main testing battery. This resulted in maintaining interest during the second 
treatment block and was implemented for P1 and P3. See Appendix H.  
Throughout the treatment blocks, we tracked the number of lexical items assigned to 
thematic roles that were independently retrieved, and the number of maximal and minimal cues 
that were necessary for the participant to successfully retrieve lexical items assigned to thematic 
roles for each verb. Also, we tracked the number of CUs that were independently produced in the 
final stages of the verb training cycle. This involved filling out a prepared chart during each 
treatment session and these charts were analysed at the conclusion of each treatment block, See 
Appendix J for a copy of the chart.  
 
2.4.3 Scoring the data 
Scoring followed the same rules as described in Edmonds and Babb (2011) – credit was 
given for responses including one phonemic error per lexical item produced verbally, except on 
the WAB-R where the scoring protocol was followed precisely. For sentence production in the 
sentence construction, WH-question, connected speech, and written narrative tasks, credit was 
given for a CU if all the required lexical items of the sentence were produced, irrespective of 
grammatical or morphological errors, and again, one phonemic or graphemic error was 
acceptable per lexical item. In addition, the best target response was accepted in the event of 
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multiple responses. Error analyses for nouns and verbs included semantic and phonological 
paraphasias (for phonological – when more than one error occurred), pronoun or general verb, 
noun produced instead of a verb or vice versa, a description (adjective or adverb), and correct 
production in the non-target language All other errors were coded as ‘other’. 
Scoring was conducted blind relative to testing time, first by one rater on all the data and then 
by a second rater on 1/3 of the data for the purposes of calculating inter-rater reliability. The rater 
who scored all the data for each participant was an English-Hebrew bilingual speaker. The 
second raters were either monolingual in the language they were rating (in the case of P1 in 
English) or Hebrew-English bilingual speakers (in the case of P2 and P3, and P1 in Hebrew) and 
were chosen from a pool of trained research assistants. When the two raters disagreed on any 
given measure, a third rater was consulted, and the scoring rules were redrafted based on the 
ensuing discussions. Point-by-point inter-rater reliability was high: for P1 > 90% for all 
measures, for P2 > 90% for all measures of words and sentences, and > 88% for connected 
speech measures, for P3 > 90% for all measures. Inter-rater reliability was also calculated using 
Krippendorff’s Alpha coefficients (Hayes & Krippendorff, 2007), where a score of .8 or above is 
considered high inter-rater reliability. Krippendorff’s Alpha coefficients were calculated using 
IBM SPSS 24.Ink for Windows software. For all three participants, Krippendorff’s Alpha 
coefficient was above .9 (P1 α > .99, P2 α = .9051, P3 >.99).  
 
2.5 Statistical analysis 
To measure whether direct treatment effects occurred, three analyses were conducted. First, 
for data on the number of lexical items assigned to thematic roles that were produced 
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independently, after a minimal cue, or after a maximal cue, linear regressions and correlations 
were calculated to analyse whether there was a significant change across treatment sessions for 
each of these measures. Second, for data on the percentage of CUs that were produced 
independently during the final stage of verb cycle, linear regressions and correlations were 
calculated to analyse whether there was significant change across treatment sessions. Third, 
accuracy scores were collected on the 10 trained verbs from the sentence construction subtest in 
the language battery, and pre- and post-treatment scores were compared. The McNemar test of 
equal change was calculated to identify any significant change in verb retrieval accuracy of these 
trained verbs. The McNemar test of equal change is a two-tailed non-parametric test based on the 
chi-square test, and it is often used to test significance when comparing language scores within 
subjects in our field (Knoph et al., 2017). These data were compared to accuracy scores and 
McNemar calculations of the verbs in the sentence construction subtest in the language battery 
that were not directly trained during treatment. 
To measure whether within- and cross-language generalisation occurred, three quantitative 
non-parametric analyses were conducted on the data. For subtests that allowed for individual 
items to be compared, the McNemar test of equal change was calculated, using the Benjamini-
Hochberg approach to multiple comparisons when necessary, because it controls the family-wise 
error rate without being overly conservative (Benjamini & Hochberg, 1995). This included 
single-word verb and noun retrieval (action naming and object naming), subject, verb, and object 
retrieval and CU production within sentences (sentence construction), noun, verb, and sentence 
comprehension, and non-word repetition. Furthermore, effect sizes (d) and Nonoverlap of All 
Pairs (NAP) ratings were calculated for all subtests for raw scores and/or percentages, but not for 
ratios such as type-tokens, and CIUs/TVUs.  
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Effect sizes (d) were calculated because they are considered an effective way of measuring 
change in language skills in within-subject research designs (Beeson & Robey, 2006). While 
there are a number of different ways to calculate effect sizes, for this study they were mostly 
calculated for pre- to post-treatment following Beeson and Robey’s (2006) protocol, which 
calculates effect size (d) by dividing the difference of the baseline average from the post-
treatment average by the standard deviation of the baseline: 
 
where A1 = pre-treatment (n=3), and A2 = post-treatment (n=3). On the rare occasion when 
pre-treatment variance was zero, we used the following calculation for effect size (d) by dividing 
the difference of the baseline average from the post-treatment average by the square root of the 
weighted average of the variances of the baseline and post-treatment (Spooled) (Beeson & Robey, 
2006): 
 
Benchmarks of 1.2, 1.7, and 3.3 for small, medium, and large effects were used, as calculated 
by (Edmonds et al., 2014), for untrained stimuli. 
For those measures where effect sizes were appropriate, we also calculated NAP ratings. 
NAP ratings are an index of data overlap between pre- and post-treatment phases, which in turn 
is an indication of the amount of performance change (Parker & Vannest, 2009), and is 
becoming more common in our field as a measurement of change in within-subject research 
designs, especially when there are a small number of observations (Conner et al., 2018). Each of 
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the pre-treatment observations (n = 3) are paired with each of the post-treatment observations (n 
= 3) to make 9 pairs. The number of no overlap (N), overlap (O), and tied (T) pairs were 
counted, and the sum of O + 0.5*T calculated. That sum was divided by the total number of pairs 
(P): 
𝑁𝐴𝑃 =  
(𝑁 ∗ 0) + (𝑂 ∗ 1) + (𝑇 ∗ 0.5)
𝑃
 
The resulting measure is at chance when NAP = 0.5, therefore we followed Conner et al.'s 
(2018) procedure and rescaled the NAP calculations to provide a 0 – 1.0 range, where a positive 
NAP score indicates that post-treatment scores were better than pre-treatment scores, and 
negative NAP score indicates that post-treatment scores were worse than pre-treatment score: 
𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑁𝐴𝑃 = 2 ∗ 𝑁𝐴𝑃 − 1 
A rating of weak indicates a lot of overlap, and strong indicates little or no overlap. When 
NAP ratings are used in conjunction with effect sizes, rather than on their own, they are a useful 
measure of change because a medium or large NAP rating does not in itself indicate how large a 
gap there is between the two phases while on the other hand effect size (d) (small, medium or 
large) does indicate how large the gap is but does not give an indication of how much overlap 
there is between the two phases. Together they can provide valuable information on treatment 
efficacy. 
The same three quantitative non-parametric analyses were conducted on the data comparing 
post-treatment scores with scores at maintenance testing, to identify whether any treatment 
effects were maintained during 4-5 weeks without treatment.  
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In the main testing battery, for all comparisons (pre- to post-treatment, post-treatment to 
maintenance), we considered change to have occurred when either the McNemar was significant 
at p < .05 (after the false discovery rate was corrected for multiple comparisons using the 
Benjamini-Hochberg approach), or when an effect size above 1.2 was observed together with a 
medium or high NAP rating. We considered ratios to have changed when they increased or 
decreased by 0.1 or more. 
For the WAB-R AQ (Kertesz, 2006), a change of 5-points or more has been suggested as a 
measure of clinical change (Katz & Wertz, 1997), but, as explained above, this measure has been 
calculated for monolingual English-speakers. Furthermore, it has been suggested that one score 
does not accurately reflect changes across different severities of aphasia, and that those with mild 
aphasia may need to show greater improvement than those with severe aphasia in order for their 
AQ score to be equally affected (Hula, Donovan, Kendall, & Gonzalez-Rothi, 2010). We report 
possible clinical changes in WAB-AQ scores relative to the 5-point mark, but we acknowledge 
that we must be cautious interpreting our results this way.  
For the CETI (Lomas et al., 1989), a change of 8-points or more indicated that a functional 
change occurred. In their original study, Lomas et al. (1989) found that a minimum score of 3-
points could indicate change, with a mean score of 11.4 points, and a SD of 6.6 points. However, 
their participants could see their own previous scoring, which would have likely resulted in 
smaller number differences indicating change than in our study. Therefore, we decided to take a 
value higher than 1-SD below the mean (4.8 points), but less than their mean (11.4 points), and 
we chose 8-points, because this is 5% of the overall possible score (the CETI is marked out of 
160 points, with a maximum of 10 points for each of 16 questions).  
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For the CLQT (Helm-Estabrooks, 2001), cognitive stability was measured across tasks and 
not for each individual subtest.  
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3 Results 
3.1 Direct treatment effects 
The results are reported for each participant according to the order of treatment language – 
for P1 and P2, Hebrew first, then English. For P3, English first, then Hebrew.  
 3.1.1 Direct treatment effects: P1, Hebrew treatment block 
Thematic roles: independent retrieval and retrieval after a minimal or maximal cue 
During the Hebrew treatment block, the overall pattern showed an increase of 
independent retrieval over time, and a decrease in the need for a minimal or maximal cue in 
order to retrieve lexical items assigned to thematic roles, calculated as an average per session, 
max = 8 thematic roles per verb. (See Figure 5). The correlation between session and 
independent retrieval was positive and significant: r(17) = .686, p = .002. The regression 
coefficient (b) = .137, p < .001, indicates that for every additional treatment session in 
Hebrew there was a significant increase of .137 in the average independent retrieval of 
lexical items assigned to thematic roles. The correlation between session and retrieval after a 
maximal cue was negative and significant: r(17) = -.791, p < .001. The regression coefficient 
(b) = .100, p < .001, indicates that for every additional treatment session in Hebrew there was 
a significant decrease of .100 in the average retrieval of lexical items assigned to thematic 
roles after a maximal cue. The correlation between session and retrieval after a minimal cue 
was negative, but not significant: r(17) = -.254, p = .310. 
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Figure 5. Independent (I), minimal (min) and maximal (max) cueing during the Hebrew 
treatment block for P1 
 
 
Independent CU production  
Independent CU production (i.e., the independent production of relevant S-V-O sentences 
at the end of each verb cycle) could not be calculated across sessions for P1 in the Hebrew 
treatment block, due to missing data. 
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the thematic role was not retrieved independently) was low from the onset and remained low 
throughout. No maximal cues were necessary during the English treatment block. See Figure 
6. The correlation between session and independent retrieval was positive but not significant: 
r(17) = .110, p = .664, and the correlation between session and retrieval after a minimal cue 
was negative but not significant: r(17) = -.110, p = .664.  
 
Figure 6. Independent (I), minimal (min) and maximal (max) cueing during the English 
treatment block for P1 
 
 
Independent CU production  
Independent CU production could not be calculated across sessions for P1 in the English 
treatment block, due to missing data. 
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3.1.3 Direct treatment effects: P2, Hebrew treatment block 
Thematic roles: independent retrieval and retrieval after a minimal or maximal cue 
During the Hebrew treatment block, the overall pattern showed a positive trend line for 
independent retrieval over time, and a negative trend line for needing a minimal or maximal 
cue in order to retrieve lexical items assigned to thematic roles, calculated as an average per 
session, max = 8 thematic roles per verb. (See Figure 7). Correlations were not significant 
between session and independent retrieval, r(14) = .286, p = .301, session and retrieval after a 
minimal cue, r(14) = -.124, p = .659, and session and retrieval after a maximal cue, r(14) = -
.419, p = .120.  
Figure 7. Independent (I), minimal (min) and maximal (max) cueing during the Hebrew 
treatment block for P2 
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Independent CU production  
The average number of CUs produced per verb was calculated (maximum of 4 per verb) 
and the overall pattern showed an increase in independent CU production across sessions 
(see Figure 8). The correlation between session and independent CU production was positive 
and significant: r(14) = .709, p =.003. The regression coefficient (b) =.090, p = .003, 
indicates that for every additional treatment session in Hebrew there was a significant 
increase of .090 in the average independent production of CUs in the final stage of VNeST 
for each verb cycle. 
 
Figure 8. Independent CU production during the Hebrew treatment block for P2 
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3.1.4 Direct treatment effects: P2, English treatment block 
Thematic roles: independent retrieval and retrieval after a minimal or maximal cue 
During the English treatment block, the overall pattern showed an increase of 
independent retrieval over time, and a decrease in the need for a minimal or maximal cue in 
order to retrieve lexical items assigned to thematic roles, calculated as an average per session, 
max = 8 thematic roles per verb. (See Figure 9). The correlation between session and 
independent retrieval was positive and significant: r(17) = .725, p < .001. The regression 
coefficient (b) = .111, indicates that for every additional treatment session in English there 
was a significant increase of .111 in the average independent retrieval of lexical items 
assigned to thematic roles. The correlation between session and retrieval after a minimal cue 
was negative and significant: r(17) = -.651, p = .003. The regression coefficient (b) = -.100, p 
= .003, indicates that for every additional treatment session in English there was a significant 
decrease of .100 in the average retrieval of lexical items assigned to thematic roles after a 
minimal cue. P2 rarely needed a maximal cue during the English treatment block; the 
correlation between session and retrieval after a maximal cue was negative, but not 
significant: r(17) = -.239, p = .339. 
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Figure 9. Independent (I), minimal (min) and maximal (max) cueing during the English 
treatment block for P2 
 
 
Independent CU production  
The average number of CUs produced per verb was calculated (maximum of 4 per verb) 
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approached significance: r(18) = .419, p =.083.  
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 Figure 10. Independent CU production during the English treatment block for P2 
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maximal cue was negative and significant, r(15) = -.810, p < .001. The regression coefficient 
(b) = -.051, p < .001 indicates that for every additional treatment session in English there was 
a significant decrease of .051 in the average retrieval of lexical items assigned to thematic 
roles after a maximal cue. The correlation between session and retrieval after a minimal cue 
was not significant, r(15) = -.270, p = .312.  
 
Figure 11. Independent (I), minimal (min) and maximal (max) cueing during the English 
treatment block for P3 
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positive and significant: r(15) = .512, p = .043. The regression coefficient (b) =.028, p = .043, 
indicates that for every additional treatment session in English there was a significant 
increase of .028 in the average independent production of CUs in the final stage of VNeST 
for each verb cycle. 
 
Figure 12. Independent CU production during the English treatment block for P3 
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session, max = 8 thematic roles per verb. (See Figure 13). The correlation between session 
and independent retrieval approached significance), r(13) = .524, p = .054. The correlation 
between session and retrieval after a minimal cue was negative and significant: r(13) = -.539, 
p = .047. The regression coefficient (b) = -.083, p = .047, indicates that for every additional 
treatment session in Hebrew there was a significant decrease of .083 in the average retrieval 
of lexical items assigned to thematic roles after a minimal cue. P3 rarely needed a maximal 
cue during the Hebrew treatment block; the correlation between session and retrieval after a 
maximal cue was negative, but not significant, r(13) = -.331, p = .247. 
 
Figure 13. Independent (I), minimal (min) and maximal (max) cueing during the Hebrew 
treatment block for P3 
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Independent CU production  
The average number of CUs produced per verb was calculated (maximum of 4 per verb) 
and the overall pattern showed a positive trend line for independent CU production across 
sessions. The correlation between session and independent CU production was not 
significant, r(13) = .076, p = .796. See Figure 14. 
  
Figure 14. Independent CU production during the Hebrew treatment block for P3 
 
 
 
3.1.7 Direct treatment effects: Treated verbs 
No significant improvement occurred for retrieval of the 10 trained verbs assessed in the 
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Table 6. Retrieval of the 10 trained verbs assessed in the sentence construction task across 
participants, languages, and treatment blocks 
 Hebrew treatment block English treatment block 
 Pre-
treatment 
Post-
treatment 
McNemara Pre-
treatment 
Post-
treatment 
McNemara 
P1       
Hebrew 
retrieval 
2 3 1.0 3 4 1.0 
English 
retrieval 
8 7 0.33 7 8 0.2 
P2       
Hebrew 
retrieval 
0 1 1.0 1 0 1.0 
English 
retrieval 
5 5 0 5 5 0 
P3       
Hebrew 
retrieval 
2 4 2.0 1 2 0.33 
English 
retrieval 
8 7 0.33 4 8 2.67 
a Significance: p < .05, FDR corrected for multiple comparisons, marked with an asterisk (*) 
  
 
To summarise the direct treatment effects, all three participants presented the same pattern of 
change across each treatment block, with a positive trendline for independently retrieving lexical 
items assigned to thematic roles as the sessions progressed within each treatment block, and a 
negative trendline for retrieving lexical items assigned to thematic roles after being cued. For P2 
and P3, a positive trendline was also observed for the independent production of CUs as the 
sessions progressed, in each treatment block (this could not be measured in P1, due to missing 
data). For each participant, these trends were significant for at least one language, or one 
measure (retrieving lexical items assigned to thematic roles or production of CUs). For P1, 
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significant improvement for independent thematic role retrieval was observed in his more 
impaired Hebrew, but not in his less impaired English, and for P2 and P3, significant 
improvement was observed for either independent thematic role retrieval, for independent CU 
production, or both, in each treatment block.  
 
3.2 Within-language generalisation 
 3.2.1 Within-language generalisation: Participant 1 
 Single-word naming and sentence production 
See Table 7 for single-word naming and sentence production scores in Hebrew pre- and 
post-Hebrew treatment, and in English pre- and post-English treatment. In the Hebrew testing 
battery, an increase from pre- to post-treatment was observed for single-word object and 
action naming, based on the McNemar and/or effect sizes together with NAP ratings. An 
error analysis indicated that for verb retrieval within sentences, more verbs were retrieved 
post-treatment (38.89%) than pre-treatment (29.95%) – either a semantic paraphasia or a 
general verb. In the English testing battery, an increase from pre- to post-treatment was 
observed for verb retrieval during the sentence construction task, based on the effect size 
together with NAP rating. For WH-questions in this participant, effect sizes and NAP rating 
scores could not be calculated due to only one baseline score but use of verbs in Hebrew after 
Hebrew treatment increased from 25% to 87.5%, which is larger than the 40% increase that 
Edmonds et al. (2009) used to indicate within-language generalisation in their VNeST study. 
However, using a 40% increase as a cutoff measure here would mean that P1 was close to 
ceiling for both verb use and CU production in English.  
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It should be noted that for all measures except WH-questions, post-treatment scores in 
Hebrew were lower than pre-treatment scores in English, highlighting the difference in 
production abilities between the languages, and also reflecting the pre-stroke proficiency 
differences in this participant.  
 
Table 7. Comparison of within-language pre-treatment and post-treatment scores for single-word 
naming and sentence production in P1 
 Hebrew treatment block, Hebrew 
abilities 
English treatment block, English 
abilities 
 Pre 
(%) 
Post 
(%) 
Mc-
Nemara 
Effect 
sizeb 
NAPc Pre 
(%) 
Post 
(%) 
Mc-
Nemara 
Effect 
sizeb 
NAPc 
Object naming 26.67 42.22 7.0* 1.35 0.78 97.78 93.33 1.0 -1.15 -0.44 
Action naming 22.22 28.89 1.29 1.73 0.56 68.89 68.89 0 0 -0.22 
Sentence 
construction 
          
CUs 35.19 48.15 3.27ǂ 0.96 0.33 90.74 94.44 0.5 0.58 0.33 
Subject retrieval 51.85 55.56 0.18 0.09 0.11 90.74 98.15 2.67 0.64 0.44 
Verb retrieval 25.93 31.48 0.82 0.48 0.22 79.63 88.89 1.67 1.44 0.78 
Object retrieval 35.19 46.30 2.25 0.96 0.56 72.22 75.93 0.33 0.82+ 0.33 
WH-questions           
CUs 25.0 37.5 n/a n/a n/a 87.5 75.0 n/a n/a n/a 
Use of verb 25.0 87.5 n/a n/a n/a 87.5 100 n/a n/a n/a 
Note. Pre = pre-treatment scores; Post = post-treatment scores; CU = Complete Utterance; NAP = Non-overlap of All 
Pairs. Significant change is marked in bold.  
+ indicates an effect size calculation using pooled variances.  
a Significance: p < .05, FDR corrected for multiple comparisons, marked with an asterisk (*); p < .1 marked with a ǂ 
b Effect size: Small > 1.2, Medium > 1.7, and Large > 3.3  
cNAP using zero chance level: .32-.84 = medium, .85-1.0 = strong. A negative score indicates higher scores pre- 
treatment than post-treatment. 
 
Connected speech measures 
For P1, minimal written narrative data was collected, due to low motivation for the 
writing tasks. We therefore only report here on the oral connected speech task. See Table 8 
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for a summary of measures of connected speech production in Hebrew pre- and post-Hebrew 
treatment, and in English pre- and post-English treatment. For Hebrew, an increase was 
observed for CUs, CIUs and CIUs/min based on effect sizes together with NAP ratings. For 
measures reflecting the diversity of language and the quality of production, increases were 
observed for noun and verb type-token ratios, and CIUs/TVUs. AS-Unit complexity was 
measured at 1.48 pre-treatment and at 1.73 post-treatment, with 93% of utterances rated as 
simple pre-treatment, and 89% of utterances rated as simple post-treatment. This indicates 
that the increase in the complexity score reflects an increase in complete simple utterances 
relative to incomplete simple utterances, parallel to the increase in CUs. However, 
grammaticality of utterances remained stable (32.20% pre-treatment, 35.44% post-treatment) 
as did verb conjugation (89.36% pre-treatment, 93.42% post-treatment). 
For P1’s English, a decrease was observed for CU and CIU production based on effect 
sizes together with NAP ratings, as well as a decrease in CUs out of all utterances produced. 
However, when calculating noun retrieval as a percentage of TVUs, a significant increase 
occurred between pre- and post-treatment. AS-Unit complexity remained stable overall at 
2.23 pre-treatment, and 2.22 post-treatment. However, more complex utterances were 
produced post-treatment (29%) than pre-treatment (15%) as compared to simple utterances, 
while more incomplete utterances were produced post-treatment (22%) than pre-treatment 
(12%) as compared to complete utterances. Grammaticality of utterances remained stable 
(79.46% pre-treatment, 72.62% post-treatment) as did verb conjugation (97.69% pre-
treatment, 100% post-treatment). 
Here too it should be noted that all raw scores in Hebrew after treatment in Hebrew were 
lower than the raw scores in English before English treatment, highlighting the difference in 
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production abilities between the languages, and also reflecting the pre-stroke proficiency 
differences in this participant. 
 
Table 8. Comparison of within-language pre-treatment and post-treatment scores for connected 
speech measures in P1 
 Hebrew treatment block, Hebrew 
abilities 
English treatment block, English 
abilities 
 Pre  
 
Post  
 
Effect 
sizea 
NAPb Pre  
 
Post  
 
Effect 
sizea 
NAPb 
Noun retrieval  
Raw score (%) 
64 
(19.61) 
67 
(17.33) 
0.12  
(-0.50) 
0.11 
(0.33) 
169 
(11.34) 
143 
(19.37) 
-0.67 
(5.26) 
-0.33 
(1.0) 
Type-token noun 0.61 0.72 n/a n/a 0.78 0.74 n/a n/a 
Verb retrieval 
Raw score (%) 
47 
(12.81) 
76 
(19.32) 
0.78 
(0.92) 
0.56 
(0.56) 
168 
(16.34) 
121 
(16.71) 
-0.92 
(0.29) 
-0.56 
(0.11) 
Type-token verb 0.49 0.57 n/a n/a 0.65 0.72 n/a n/a 
CUs 24 38 1.56 0.33 100 66 -1.25 -0.67 
CUs/TUs 0.41 0.48 n/a n/a 0.89 0.79 n/a n/a 
CIUs 131 204 1.74 0.33 723 575 -1.03 -0.33 
CIUs/TVUs 0.39 0.49 n/a n/a 0.71 0.77 n/a n/a 
CIUs/min 6.15 7.95 1.44 0.33 100.79 103.57 0.15 0.33 
Language mixed 
words/TVUs 
0.2 0.2 n/a n/a 0 0 n/a n/a 
Note. Pre = pre-treatment scores; post = post-treatment scores, CU = Complete Utterance; TU = total utterances; CIU 
= Correct Information Units; TVU = total verbal units; NAP = Non-overlap of All Pairs. Significant change is marked 
in bold.  
+ indicates an effect size calculation using pooled variances. Pre = pre-treatment scores. Post = post-treatment scores. 
a Effect size: Small > 1.2, Medium > 1.7, and Large > 3.3  
bNAP using zero chance level: .32-.84 = medium, .85-1.0 = strong. A negative score indicates higher scores pre- 
treatment than post-treatment. 
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3.2.2 Within-language generalisation: Participant 2 
 Single-word naming and sentence production 
See Table 9 for single-word naming and sentence production scores in Hebrew pre- and 
post-Hebrew treatment, and in English pre- and post-English treatment. In the Hebrew testing 
battery, an increase from pre- to post-treatment was observed for single-word object naming, 
based on effect size together with NAP rating. An error analysis indicated that in the single-
word action naming task, more responses were produced post-treatment (22.22%) than pre-
treatment (8.89%) that were either a verb or a noun semantically related to the target. In the 
English testing battery, an increase from pre- to post-treatment was observed for subject, 
verb, and CU production during the sentence construction task, and verb and CU production 
when answering WH-questions, based on the McNemar and/or effect sizes together with 
NAP ratings. An error analysis indicated that in the single-word action naming task, more 
verbs were produced post-treatment (35.56%) than pre-treatment (17.78%) – either a 
semantic paraphasia or a general verb. 
It should be noted that for all measures except subject retrieval in sentences (close to 90% 
correct) and CU production when answering WH-questions (at 0%), post-treatment scores in 
Hebrew were lower than pre-treatment scores in English, highlighting the post-stroke 
difference in production abilities between the languages, relative to his pre-stroke high 
proficiency in both languages. Overall, subject retrieval was the highest measure by far in 
both languages, because P2 frequently named the people in the pictures using the generic 
term ‘man’ or ‘woman’ even though he was unable to consistently produce full sentences.  
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Table 9. Comparison of within-language pre-treatment and post-treatment scores for single-word 
naming and sentence production in P2 
 Hebrew treatment block, Hebrew 
abilities 
English treatment block, English 
abilities 
 Pre 
(%) 
Post 
(%) 
Mc-
Nemara 
Effect 
sizeb 
NAPc Pre 
(%) 
Post 
(%) 
Mc-
Nemara 
Effect 
sizeb 
NAPc 
Object naming 15.55 22.22 1.29 1.73 0.56 62.22 71.11 1.6 0.64 0.44 
Action naming 2.22 4.44 0.33 0.58 0.33 62.22 60.00 0.14 -0.29 0.11 
Sentence 
construction 
          
CUs 3.70 5.56 0.33 0.58 0.33 37.04 57.41 5.76* 3.16 0.78 
Subject retrieval 88.89 92.59 1.0 0.33 0.22 88.89 96.30 1.6 1.33 0.78 
Verb retrieval 5.56 9.26 0.67 0.82+ 0.33 53.70 66.67 2.58 1.52 0.56 
Object retrieval 11.11 11.11 0 0 0.11 51.85 55.56 0.33 0.29 0 
WH-questions           
CUs 0 0 n/a n/a 0 0 8.89 n/a 1.23+ 0.67 
Use of verb 0 6.25 n/a 0.82+ 0.33 20.00 33.33 n/a 2.83 1.00 
Note. CU = Complete Utterance; NAP = Non-overlap of All Pairs. Significant change is marked in bold.  
+ indicates an effect size calculation using pooled variances. Pre = pre-treatment scores. Post = post-treatment scores. 
a Significance: p < .05, FDR corrected for multiple comparisons, marked with an asterisk (*); p < .1 marked with a ǂ 
b Effect size: Small > 1.2, Medium > 1.7, and Large > 3.3  
cNAP using zero chance level: .32-.84 = medium, .85-1.0 = strong. A negative score indicates higher scores pre- 
treatment than post-treatment. 
 
Connected speech measures 
For P2, we report on both the oral connected speech task, and the written narrative task. 
However, minimal written narrative data was collected, due to the participant’s difficulty 
with the writing tasks, and therefore we report only the raw scores for a small number of 
measures. Due to the very small amount of written data, we do not report effect sizes and/or 
NAP ratings. See Table 10 for a summary of measures of connected speech production in 
Hebrew pre- and post-Hebrew treatment, and in English pre- and post-English treatment. For 
Hebrew, only verb production appeared to increase, based on effect size together with NAP 
rating. However, due to the participant’s extremely low retrieval of verbs, and a starting point 
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pre-treatment of zero verbs, we are cautious to interpret this as significant change. No other 
changes were observed. AS-Unit complexity remained stable at 1.0 pre-treatment and 1.02 
post-treatment, and both grammaticality and verb conjugation were at floor level. 
For P2’s English, an increase was observed for CU production, based on effect size 
together with NAP rating. For both noun and verb retrieval, an increase was observed in the 
raw scores, based on effect sizes together with NAP ratings, but when percentages out of 
TVUs were compared no change occurred. AS-Unit complexity remained stable at 1.29 pre-
treatment and 1.30 post-treatment, with 95% of utterances rated as simple pre-treatment, and 
99% of utterances rated as simple post-treatment. Of these simple utterances, 18.75% were 
complete pre-treatment, and 32.0% were complete post-treatment, parallel to the observed 
increase in CUs. Grammaticality of utterances remained low across the treatment block, and 
verb conjugation decreased from 40.38% pre-treatment to 23.29% post-treatment. For written 
narratives in English, the number of relevant words out of the total number of words 
increased from 29% to 47%, and the ratio of incorrectly spelled words to total words 
decreased from pre- to post-treatment. 
It should also be noted that all raw scores in Hebrew after treatment in Hebrew were 
lower than the raw scores in English before English treatment, highlighting the post-stroke 
difference in production abilities between the languages, relative to his pre-stroke high 
proficiency in both languages. 
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Table 10. Comparison of within-language pre-treatment and post-treatment scores for oral 
connected speech and written narratives in P2 
 Hebrew treatment block, Hebrew 
abilities 
English treatment block, English 
abilities 
 Pre  
 
Post  
 
Effect 
sizea 
NAPb Pre  
 
Post  
 
Effect 
sizea 
NAPb 
Oral connected 
speech 
        
Noun retrieval  
Raw score (%) 
53 
(22.11) 
48 
(21.73) 
-0.17 
(-0.04) 
-0.11 
(-0.11) 
111 
(27.73) 
138 
(26.13) 
1.29 
(-0.46) 
0.67 
(-0.11) 
Type-token noun 0.62 0.69 n/a n/a 0.80 0.61 n/a n/a 
Verb retrieval 
Raw score (%) 
0 
(0) 
4 
(1.99) 
1.63+ 
(1.58+) 
0.67 
(0.67) 
52 
(13.37) 
73 
(13.94) 
12.12 
(0.17) 
1.00 
(0.11) 
Type-token verb 0 1.0 n/a n/a 0.73 0.78 n/a n/a 
CUs 0 1 0.82+ 0.33 13 22 1.96 0.67 
CUs/TUs 0 0.01 n/a n/a 0.15 0.21 n/a n/a 
CIUs 34 42 0.59 0.33 183 235 0.86 0.56 
CIUs/TVUs 0.14 0.19 n/a n/a 0.45 0.44 n/a n/a 
CIUs/min 2.57 3.19 0.53 0.33 15.96 18.07 0.98 0.33 
Language mixed 
words/TVUs 
0.51 0.54 n/a n/a 0.01 0.00 n/a n/a 
Written narratives         
TNW 0 4 n/a n/a 7 15 n/a n/a 
No. of relevant words 0 0 n/a n/a 2 
(29%) 
7 
(47%) 
n/a n/a 
Incorrectly spelled 
words/TNW  
0 1.0 n/a n/s 0.57 0.26 n/a n/a 
TNW/min 0 1.51 n/a n/a 0.99 1.26 n/a n/a 
Note. Pre = pre-treatment scores; post = post-treatment scores, CU = Complete Utterance; TU = total utterances; CIU 
= Correct Information Units; TVU = total verbal units; TNW = total number of words; NAP = Non-overlap of All 
Pairs. Significant change is marked in bold.  
+ indicates an effect size calculation using pooled variances. Pre = pre-treatment scores. Post = post-treatment scores. 
a Effect size: Small > 1.2, Medium > 1.7, and Large > 3.3  
bNAP using zero chance level: .32-.84 = medium, .85-1.0 = strong. A negative score indicates higher scores pre-
treatment than post-treatment. 
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3.2.3 Within-language generalisation: Participant 3 
 Single-word naming and sentence production 
See Table 11 for single-word naming and sentence production scores in English pre- and 
post-English treatment, and in Hebrew pre- and post-Hebrew treatment. In the English testing 
battery, an increase from pre- to post-treatment was observed for single-word action naming, 
for subject, verb, object and CU production in the sentence construction task, and for CU 
production when answering WH-questions, based on the McNemar and/or effect sizes 
together with NAP ratings. In the Hebrew testing battery, an increase from pre- to post-
treatment was observed for verb, object and CU production in the sentence construction task, 
and for verb and CU production when answering WH-questions, based on the McNemar 
and/or effect sizes together with NAP ratings. An error analysis indicated that for single-
word action naming, an increase in relevant responses (either a semantically related verb or 
noun) occurred from pre-treatment (2.22%) to post-treatment (11.11%), while the percentage 
of no-responses decreased from 73.33% to 53.33%. Subject retrieval was the highest measure 
by far in Hebrew, because, similar to P2, P3 frequently named the people in the pictures 
using the generic term ‘man’ or ‘woman’ even though he was unable to consistently produce 
full sentences.  
It should be noted that for all measures, except subject retrieval in sentences, post-
treatment scores in Hebrew were lower than pre-treatment scores in English, highlighting the 
post-stroke difference in production abilities between the languages, relative to his pre-stroke 
high proficiency in both languages. 
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Table 11. Comparison of within-language pre-treatment and post-treatment scores for single-
word naming and sentence production in P3 
 English treatment block, English abilities Hebrew treatment block, Hebrew 
abilities 
 Pre 
(%) 
Post 
(%) 
Mc-
Nemara 
Effect 
sizeb 
NAPc Pre 
(%) 
Post 
(%) 
Mc-
Nemara 
Effect 
sizeb 
NAPc 
Object naming 80.0 86.67 1.29 1.0 0.56 15.56 20.0 0.4 0.32 0.11 
Action naming 51.1 77.7 8.0* 3.46 1.0 4.44 6.67 1.0 0.29 0.22 
Sentence 
construction 
          
CUs 29.6 70.4 18.61* 6.35 1.0 7.41 22.22 4.57* 2.31 0.78 
Subject retrieval 57.4 98.1 20.17* 1.33 1.0 83.33 92.59 2.78ǂ 0.63 0.33 
Verb retrieval 50.0 72.2 5.54* 1.41+ 0.67 9.26 22.22 3.77ǂ 4.04 0.78 
Object retrieval 64.8 75.9 1.8 1.73 0.89 3.70 42.59 19.17* 12.12 1.0 
WH-questions           
CUs 43.75 68.75 n/a 2.31 0.78 0.0 25.0 n/a 1.23+ 0.67 
Use of verb 81.25 93.75 n/a 1.15 0.0 0.0 31.25 n/a 1.13+ 0.67 
Note. CU = Complete Utterance; NAP = Non-overlap of All Pairs. Significant change is marked in bold.  
+ indicates an effect size calculation using pooled variances. Pre = pre-treatment scores. Post = post-treatment scores. 
a Significance: p < .05, FDR corrected for multiple comparisons, marked with an asterisk (*); p < .1 marked with a ǂ 
b Effect size: Small > 1.2, Medium > 1.7, and Large > 3.3  
cNAP using zero chance level: .32-.84 = medium, .85-1.0 = strong. A negative score indicates higher scores pre-
treatment than post-treatment. 
 
 
Connected speech measures 
For P3, we report on both the oral connected speech task, and the written narrative task. 
See Table 12 for a summary of measures of connected speech production in English pre- and 
post-English treatment, and in Hebrew pre- and post-Hebrew treatment. For English, an 
increase was observed for verb retrieval, based on effect size together with NAP rating, 
however, no change was observed for verb retrieval as a percentage of TVUs. For measures 
reflecting the diversity of language and the quality of production, increases were observed 
for noun type-token ratios, CUs out of the total number of utterances, and CIUs/TVUs. AS-
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Unit complexity was measured at 1.36 pre-treatment and 1.86 post-treatment. Pre-treatment, 
99% of utterances were rated as simple, compared with 84% post-treatment, and 27% of 
utterances were rated as complete pre-treatment, compared with 44.5% post-treatment. This 
is reflected in the measure of grammaticality, that also increased from 17.39% pre-treatment 
to 32.08% post-treatment, although verb conjugation remained stable at 71.70% pre-
treatment, 76.04% post-treatment. For written narratives, increases were observed for number 
of words, number of CUs, and rate of writing, based on effect sizes together with NAP 
ratings.  
For P3’s Hebrew, no change was observed across most of the connected speech 
measures, except for a decrease in the percentage of verbs retrieved out of TVUs, based on 
effect size together with NAP rating. AS-Unit complexity remained stable at 1.10-1.11, with 
only simple utterances produced, and with grammaticality at floor level. Verb production 
overall was low, but of those verbs produced verb conjugation was relatively high (11/13 
pre-treatment, 6/10 post-treatment). For written narratives, the number of words increased, 
based on effect size together with NAP rating, but both rate of writing and the ratio of 
incorrectly spelled words to total number of words decreased.  
Here too, it should be noted that all raw scores in English before treatment in English 
were higher than the raw scores in Hebrew after Hebrew treatment, highlighting the post-
stroke difference in production abilities between the languages, relative to his pre-stroke high 
proficiency in both languages. 
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Table 12. Comparison of within-language pre-treatment and post-treatment scores for oral 
connected speech and written narratives in P3 
 English treatment block, English 
abilities 
Hebrew treatment block, Hebrew 
abilities 
 Pre  
 
Post  
 
Effect 
sizea 
NAPb Pre  
 
Post  
 
Effect 
sizea 
NAPb 
Oral connected 
speech 
        
Noun retrieval  
Raw score (%) 
101 
(20.49) 
145 
(20.95) 
1.06 
(0.12) 
0.56 
(0.11) 
78 
(28.93) 
79 
(27.00) 
0.07 
(-0.75) 
0 
(0.56) 
Type-token noun 0.67 0.79 n/a n/a 0.54 0.49 n/a n/a 
Verb retrieval 
Raw score (%) 
53 
(12.10) 
96 
(14.19) 
6.89 
(0.38) 
1.0 
(0.33) 
13 
(4.93) 
10 
(3.14) 
-1.73 
(-1.48) 
-0.11 
(-0.78) 
Type-token verb 0.81 0.76 n/a n/a 0.85 0.90 n/a n/a 
CUs 25 47 2.09 0.89 4 2 -1.15 -0.44 
CUs/TUs 0.27 0.44 n/a n/a 0.07 0.03 n/a n/a 
CIUs 220 471 3.10 1.0 67 50 -0.98 -0.67 
CIUs/TVUs 0.46 0.68 n/a n/a 0.25 0.17 n/a n/a 
CIUs/min 14.88 25.71 3.20 1.0 4.33 2.73 -1.14 -1.0 
Language mixed 
words/TVUs 
0.0 0.01 n/a n/a 0.23 0.26 n/a n/a 
Written narratives         
TNW 177 299 3.07 0.78 49 85 1.54 0.78 
Incorrectly spelled 
words/TNW 
0.15 0.10 n/a n/a 0.39 0.54 n/a n/a 
CUs 14 24 2.89 0.33 2 4 1.15 0.56 
TNW/min 8.73 16.59 11.13 1.0 12.62 8.04 -1.27 -1.0 
Note. Pre = pre-treatment scores; post = post-treatment scores, CU = Complete Utterance; TU = total utterances; CIU 
= Correct Information Units; TVU = total verbal units; TNW = total number of words; NAP = Non-overlap of All 
Pairs. Significant change is marked in bold.  
+ indicates an effect size calculation using pooled variances. Pre = pre-treatment scores. Post = post-treatment scores. 
a Effect size: Small > 1.2, Medium > 1.7, and Large > 3.3  
bNAP using zero chance level: .32-.84 = medium, .85-1.0 = strong. A negative score indicates higher scores pre-
treatment than post-treatment. 
 
To summarise the within-language generalisation data, for P2 and P3 the most widespread 
and significant generalisation occurred in their L1, which was also their pre-stroke dominant 
language, and the less impaired language post-stroke. For both P2 and P3 in English (L1), 
improvements were observed for single-words, sentences, oral connected speech and written 
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narratives, with most raw scores of noun and verb retrieval, CU and CIU production higher post-
English treatment than pre-English treatment. Conversely, for both P2 and P3 in Hebrew 
(L2/L3), improvements were observed mainly for single-words and sentences, with most raw 
scores of noun and verb retrieval, and CU production in single-word and sentence tasks higher 
post-Hebrew treatment than pre-Hebrew treatment, but improvements were not observed for 
most measures of oral connected speech and written narratives. 
The opposite pattern was observed for P1, where the most widespread and significant 
generalisation occurred in his L2, which was also his pre-stroke non-dominant language, and the 
more impaired language post-stroke. For Hebrew (L2), improvements were observed for single-
words, sentences and oral connected speech, with all raw scores of noun and verb retrieval, CU 
production, CIU production and rate of production higher post-Hebrew treatment than pre-
Hebrew treatment. Furthermore, the quality of connected speech production improved, as 
measured by noun and verb type-tokens, and CIUs/TVUs. Conversely, for P1 in English (L1), 
improvements were more modest, and confined to tasks at the sentence level, significant only for 
verb retrieval.  
 
3.3 Cross-language generalisation  
 3.3.1 Cross-language generalisation: Participant 1 
 Single-word naming and sentence production 
See Table 13 for single-word naming and sentence production scores in English pre- and 
post-Hebrew treatment, and in Hebrew pre- and post-English treatment. In the English testing 
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battery, an increase from pre- to post-Hebrew-treatment was observed for single-word object 
naming, based on effect size together with NAP rating. Furthermore, an error analysis 
indicated that in the single-word action naming task in English, after treatment in Hebrew, an 
increase in a response containing a verb (semantic paraphasia or general verb) was observed, 
from 17.78% pre-treatment to 26.67% post-treatment, together with a decrease in no-
responses (28.89% pre-treatment to 20.0% post-treatment). Additionally, for verb retrieval in 
the sentence construction task, an increase in a response containing a verb (semantic 
paraphasia or general verb) was observed, from 11.11% to 20.37%). Subject retrieval 
appeared to decrease, but due to the ceiling effect pre-treatment, this decrease may be 
misleading because variability can only result in change in one direction. For WH-questions 
in this participant, effect sizes and NAP rating scores could not be calculated due to only one 
baseline score but use of verbs in English after Hebrew treatment increased from 62.5% to 
87.5%, and CU production increased from 37.5% to 87.5%.  
In the Hebrew testing battery, a decrease from pre- to post-English treatment was 
observed for P1 for object retrieval during the sentence construction task, based on the 
McNemar and NAP rating. Conversely, CU production in the WH-question task increased 
from 37.5% to 62.5% in Hebrew after English treatment. 
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Table 13. Comparison of cross-language pre-treatment and post-treatment scores for single-word 
naming and sentence production in P1 
 Hebrew treatment block, English abilities English treatment block, Hebrew 
abilities 
 Pre 
(%) 
Post 
(%) 
Mc-
Nemara 
Effect 
sizeb 
NAPc Pre 
(%) 
Post 
(%) 
Mc-
Nemara 
Effect 
sizeb 
NAPc 
Object naming 91 98 1.8 1.73 0.78 42 31 3.57 -1.09 -0.67 
Action naming 80 67 1.92 -0.96 -0.56 29 20 2.67 -1.15 -0.67 
Sentence 
construction 
          
CUs 89 91 0.14 0.13 -0.11 48 41 0.89 -0.33 -0.22 
Subject retrieval 100 90.74 5.0* -1.13+ -0.67 55.56 68.52 3.20 0.47 0.22 
Verb retrieval 87 80 1.33 -0.87 -0.56 31 26 1.0 -0.31 -0.33 
Object retrieval 69 72 0.33 0.23 -0.33 46 28 10* -1.15 -0.67 
WH-questions           
CUs 37.5 87.5 n/a n/a n/a 37.5 62.5 n/a n/a n/a 
Use of verb 62.5 87.5 n/a n/a n/a 87.5 62.5 n/a n/a n/a 
Note. Pre = pre-treatment scores; Post = post-treatment scores; CU = Complete Utterance; NAP = Non-overlap of All 
Pairs. Significant change is marked in bold.  
+ indicates an effect size calculation using pooled variances.  
a Significance: p < .05, FDR corrected for multiple comparisons, marked with an asterisk (*); p < .1 marked with a ǂ 
b Effect size: Small > 1.2, Medium > 1.7, and Large > 3.3  
cNAP using zero chance level: .32-.84 = medium, .85-1.0 = strong. A negative score indicates higher scores pre-
treatment than post-treatment. 
 
 
Connected speech measures 
See Table 14 for a summary of measures of connected speech production in English pre- 
and post-Hebrew treatment, and in Hebrew pre- and post-English treatment. For P1, in 
English after Hebrew treatment, the percentage of nouns out of TVUs decreased, whereas the 
percentage of verbs out of TVUs increased, along with an increase in CU production, based 
on effect sizes together with NAP ratings. AS-Unit complexity was measured at 2.48 pre-
treatment, and 2.43 post-treatment, with 30% of utterances rated as complex pre-treatment 
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and 15% rated as complex post-treatment, and 81% of utterances rated as complete pre-
treatment, 89% rated as complete post-treatment. This is reflected in the grammaticality 
score, which increased from 69.32% to 79.46%, while verb conjugation remained stable 
(98.6% pre-treatment, 97.6% post-treatment). 
For Hebrew, a decrease was observed in verb retrieval, together with a decrease in verb 
retrieval as a percentage of TVUs, based on effect sizes together with NAP ratings. For noun 
retrieval as a percentage of TVUs there was an observed increase, based on effect size 
together with NAP rating. Also, type-token ratios for verbs increased in Hebrew after 
treatment in English. AS-Unit complexity was measured at 1.73 pre-treatment, and 1.36 post-
treatment, with 56% of utterances rated as complete pre-treatment and 37% rated as complete 
post-treatment. Stability was observed in both grammaticality (35.44% pre-treatment 33.33% 
post-treatment) and verb conjugation (93.42% pre-treatment 93.33% post-treatment). 
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Table 14. Comparison of cross-language pre-treatment and post-treatment scores for connected 
speech measures in P1 
 Hebrew treatment block, English 
abilities 
English treatment block, Hebrew 
abilities 
 Pre  
 
Post  
 
Effect 
sizea 
NAPb Pre  
 
Post  
 
Effect 
sizea 
NAPb 
Noun retrieval  
Raw score (%) 
194 
(18.78) 
169 
(16.63) 
-0.47 
(-1.59) 
-0.56 
(-1.0) 
67 
(16.18) 
50 
(20.75) 
-1.00 
(1.22) 
-0.44 
(0.56) 
Type-token noun 0.64 0.67 n/a n/a 0.72 0.66 n/a n/a 
Verb retrieval 
Raw score (%) 
148 
(14.33) 
168 
(16.54) 
0.71 
(1.23) 
0.11 
(0.78) 
76 
(18.36) 
30 
(12.45) 
-2.04 
(-2.0) 
-1.0 
(-1.0) 
Type-token verb 0.67 0.65 n/a n/a 0.57 0.73 n/a n/a 
CUs 71 100 2.55 0.78 38 21 -0.76 -0.44 
CUs/TUs 0.81 0.89 n/a n/a 0.48 0.39 n/a n/a 
CIUs 688 723 0.19 0.11 204 127 -0.74 -0.56 
CIUs/TVUs 0.67 0.71 n/a n/a 0.49 0.53 n/a n/a 
CIUs/min 34.46 32.28 -0.15 -0.11 7.71 6.75 -0.28 -0.33 
Language mixed 
words/TVUs 
0.0 0.0 n/a n/a 0.02 0.0 n/a n/a 
Note. Pre = pre-treatment scores; post = post-treatment scores, CU = Complete Utterance; TU = total utterances; CIU 
= Correct Information Units; TVU = total verbal units; NAP = Non-overlap of All Pairs. Significant change is marked 
in bold.  
+ indicates an effect size calculation using pooled variances. Pre = pre-treatment scores. Post = post-treatment scores. 
a Effect size: Small > 1.2, Medium > 1.7, and Large > 3.3  
bNAP using zero chance level: .32-.84 = medium, .85-1.0 = strong. A negative score indicates higher scores pre-
treatment than post-treatment. 
 
 
3.3.2 Cross-language generalisation: Participant 2 
 Single-word naming and sentence production 
See Table 15 for single-word naming and sentence production scores in English pre- and 
post-Hebrew treatment, and in Hebrew pre- and post-English treatment. In the English testing 
battery, a decrease from pre- to post-Hebrew treatment was observed for single-word object 
naming, CU and verb production in the sentence construction task, and verb use in the WH-
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questions task, based on effect sizes together with NAP ratings. Furthermore, an error 
analysis indicated that in the single-word action naming task, a decrease in phonemic 
paraphasias and noun responses was observed from 22.22% to 11.11% and from 24.44% to 
11.11% respectively. In the Hebrew testing battery, an increase from pre- to post-English 
treatment was observed for P2 for single-word action naming, and verb use when answering 
WH-questions, based on effect sizes together with NAP ratings. Furthermore, an error 
analysis indicated that for single-word object naming, an increase in responses including a 
noun (semantic paraphasia or unrelated noun) was observed, from 20.0% pre-treatment to 
42.22% post-treatment. 
 
Table 15. Comparison of cross-language pre-treatment and post-treatment scores for single-word 
naming and sentence production in P2 
 Hebrew treatment block, English abilities English treatment block, Hebrew 
abilities 
 Pre 
(%) 
Post 
(%) 
Mc-
Nemara 
Effect 
sizeb 
NAPc Pre 
(%) 
Post 
(%) 
Mc-
Nemara 
Effect 
sizeb 
NAPc 
Object naming 77.78 62.22 2.88 -4.02 -0.89 22.22 17.78 0.5 -0.58 -0.44 
Action naming 53.33 52.22 1.33 0.50 0.33 4.44 8.89 2 1.54 0.5 
Sentence 
construction 
          
CUs 42.59 37.04 0.47 -1.73 -0.33 5.56 5.56 0 n/a 0 
Subject retrieval 96.30 88.89 2.0 -1.15 -0.67 92.59 90.74 0.33 -0.29 -0.11 
Verb retrieval 59.26 53.70 0.53 -1.73 -0.44 9.26 5.56 0.67 -0.58 -0.33 
Object retrieval 55.56 51.85 0.22 -0.22 -0.22 11.11 16.67 0.82 1.0 0.33 
WH-questions           
CUs 4.44 0 n/a -1.15 -0.67 0 0 n/a n/a 0 
Use of verb 28.89 20.00 n/a -2.31 -1.0 2.22 11.11 n/a 2.31 0.44 
Note. CU = Complete Utterance; NAP = Non-overlap of All Pairs. Significant change is marked in bold.  
+ indicates an effect size calculation using pooled variances. Pre = pre-treatment scores. Post = post-treatment scores. 
a Significance: p < .05, FDR corrected for multiple comparisons, marked with an asterisk (*); p < .1 marked with a ǂ 
b Effect size: Small > 1.2, Medium > 1.7, and Large > 3.3  
cNAP using zero chance level: .32-.84 = medium, .85-1.0 = strong. A negative score indicates higher scores pre-
treatment than post-treatment. 
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Connected speech measures 
For P2, we report only on the oral connected speech task, because his written narrative 
production was uninterpretable in terms of cross-language generalisation. See Table 16 for a 
summary of measures of oral connected speech production in English pre- and post-Hebrew 
treatment, and in Hebrew pre- and post-English treatment. For English, the only observed 
change was a decrease in quality of production as measured by CIUs/TVUs. AS-Unit 
complexity remained stable at 1.28-1.29, with 94% of utterances pre-treatment rated as 
simple, and 95% of utterances post-treatment rated as simple. Grammaticality was low 
overall, and verb conjugation decreased from 51.92% to 40.38%. 
For P2’s Hebrew, an increase in noun type-token ratios was observed, as well as an 
increase in the rate of quality production (CIUs/min). A decrease in language mixing from 
Hebrew into English after treatment in English was also observed. AS-Unit complexity 
remained stable at 1.02 both pre- and post-treatment. Both grammaticality and verb 
conjugation were at floor level.  
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Table 16. Comparison of cross-language pre-treatment and post-treatment scores for oral 
connected speech in P2 
 Hebrew treatment block, English 
abilities 
English treatment block, Hebrew 
abilities 
 Pre  
 
Post  
 
Effect 
sizea 
NAPb Pre  
 
Post  
 
Effect 
sizea 
NAPb 
Noun retrieval  
Raw score (%) 
106 
(27.26) 
111 
(27.73) 
0.30 
(1.54) 
0.11 
(-0.33) 
48  
(21.73) 
57  
(29.22) 
0.58 
(1.16) 
0.44 
(1.0) 
Type-token noun 0.78 0.71 n/a n/a 0.69 0.79 n/a n/a 
Verb retrieval 
Raw score (%) 
52 
(13.13) 
52 
(13.37) 
0 
(0.08) 
0.33 
(0.11) 
4  
(1.99) 
2  
(0.98) 
-0.58 
(-0.57) 
-0.44 
(-0.44) 
Type-token verb 0.69 0.73 n/a n/a 1.0 1.0 n/a n/a 
CUs 19 13 -0.69 -0.44 1 2 0.58 0.33 
CUs/TUs 0.20 0.15 n/a n/a 0.01 0.02 n/a n/a 
CIUs 214 183 -0.68 -0.33 42 42 0 0 
CIUs/TVUs 0.55 0.45 n/a n/a 0.19 0.26 n/a n/a 
CIUs/min 15.72 16.06 -0.11 0.11 3.19 3.66 1.58 0.56 
Language mixed 
words/TVUs 
0.01 0.01 n/a n/a 0.54 0.26 n/a n/a 
Note. Pre = pre-treatment scores; post = post-treatment scores, CU = Complete Utterance; TU = total utterances; CIU 
= Correct Information Units; TVU = total verbal units; TNW = total number of words; NAP = Non-overlap of All 
Pairs. Significant change is marked in bold.  
+ indicates an effect size calculation using pooled variances. Pre = pre-treatment scores. Post = post-treatment scores. 
a Effect size: Small > 1.2, Medium > 1.7, and Large > 3.3  
bNAP using zero chance level: .32-.84 = medium, .85-1.0 = strong. A negative score indicates higher scores pre-
treatment than post-treatment. 
 
 
3.3.3 Cross-language generalisation: Participant 3 
 Single-word naming and sentence production 
See Table 17 for single-word naming and sentence production scores in Hebrew pre- and 
post-English treatment, and in English pre- and post-Hebrew treatment. In both the English 
testing battery after Hebrew treatment and the Hebrew testing battery after English treatment, 
no change was observed in single-word and sentence measures, except for a decrease in 
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subject retrieval within sentences in English after treatment in Hebrew, based on effect size 
together with NAP rating. Furthermore, an error analysis indicated that in the single-word 
action naming task in Hebrew after treatment in English, a decrease in relevant responses 
occurred (from 11.11% to 2.22%) together with an increase in no-responses (from 33.33% to 
73.33%). 
 
Table 17. Comparison of cross-language pre-treatment and post-treatment scores for single-word 
naming and sentence production in P3 
 English treatment block, Hebrew abilities Hebrew treatment block, English 
abilities 
 Pre 
(%) 
Post 
(%) 
Mc-
Nemara 
Effect 
sizeb 
NAPc Pre 
(%) 
Post 
(%) 
Mc-
Nemara 
Effect 
sizeb 
NAPc 
Object naming 22.22 15.56 1.0 -0.35 -0.44 86.67 91.11 0.67 0.67 0.44 
Action naming 2.22 4.44 1.0 0.56 0.11 77.78 84.44 1 0.65 0.33 
Sentence 
construction 
          
CUs 5.56 7.41 0.14 0.33 0.22 70.37 70.37 0 0 -0.11 
Subject retrieval 90.74 83.33 2.67 -1.15 -0.33 98.1 87.04 4.5 -3.46 -0.44 
Verb retrieval 5.56 9.26 0.5 0.67 0.22 72.22 77.78 0.53 0.25 0.11 
Object retrieval 7.41 3.70 0.67 -0.58 -0.44 75.92 68.52 2 -2.31 0.11 
WH-questions           
CUs 0.0 0.0 n/a 0 0 68.75 81.25 n/a 0.58 0.33 
Use of verb 6.25 0.0 n/a -0.58 -0.33 93.75 100 n/a 0.33 0.22 
Note. CU = Complete Utterance; NAP = Non-overlap of All Pairs. Significant change is marked in bold.  
+ indicates an effect size calculation using pooled variances. Pre = pre-treatment scores. Post = post-treatment scores. 
a Significance: p < .05, FDR corrected for multiple comparisons, marked with an asterisk (*); p < .1 marked with a ǂ 
b Effect size: Small > 1.2, Medium > 1.7, and Large > 3.3  
cNAP using zero chance level: .32-.84 = medium, .85-1.0 = strong. A negative score indicates higher scores pre-
treatment than post-treatment. 
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Connected speech measures 
For P3, we report on both the oral connected speech task and the written narrative task as 
a measure of cross-language generalisation. See Table 18 for a summary of measures of 
connected speech production in Hebrew pre- and post-English treatment, and in English pre- 
and post-Hebrew treatment. For oral connected speech in Hebrew, after treatment in English, 
noun and verb retrieval, CU production, CIU production and CIUs/min all increased, based 
on effect sizes and NAP ratings. However, for noun and verb retrieval as a percentage of 
TVUs, no change was observed. For verb type-token ratios, an increase was observed from 
pre- to post-English treatment. AS-Unit complexity was measured at 1.02 pre-treatment and 
1.10 post-treatment, with 3% of utterances rated as complete pre-treatment and 13% rated as 
complete post-treatment. Grammaticality of utterances was at floor level. Verb production 
overall was low, but of those verbs produced verb conjugation was relatively high (3/3 pre-
treatment, 11/13 post-treatment). For written narratives in Hebrew, after treatment in English, 
increases were observed for total number of words and words per min, based on effect sizes 
and NAP ratings. An increase was also observed for number of incorrectly spelled words out 
of total words.  
For P3’s English oral connected speech after treatment in Hebrew, verb retrieval 
increased but when measured as a percentage of TVUs, no change was observed. Conversely, 
no change was observed for noun retrieval, but when measured as a percentage of TVUs, a 
decrease was observed. Noun type-token ratios also decreased. AS-Unit complexity was 
measured at 1.86 pre-treatment and 1.77 post-treatment, with a comparable percentage of 
utterances rated as complete vs. incomplete, and complex vs. simple for pre- and post-
treatment measures. Stability was observed in both grammaticality of utterances (32.08% 
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pre-treatment, 30.56% post-treatment) and verb conjugation (76.04% pre-treatment, 75.42% 
post-treatment). No change was observed for written narratives. 
 
Table 18. Comparison of cross-language pre-treatment and post-treatment scores for oral 
connected speech and written narratives in P3 
 English treatment block, Hebrew 
abilities 
Hebrew treatment block, English 
abilities 
 Pre  
 
Post  
 
Effect 
sizea 
NAPb Pre  
 
Post  
 
Effect 
sizea 
NAPb 
Oral connected 
speech 
        
Noun retrieval  
Raw score (%) 
39 
(29.13)  
78 
(28.93)  
2.33 
(-0.02) 
1.0 
(0.33) 
145 
(20.95)  
153  
(17.36) 
0.30 
(-5.56) 
0.11 
(-1.0) 
Type-token noun 0.59 0.54 n/a n/a 0.79 0.62 n/a n/a 
Verb retrieval 
Raw score (%) 
3  
(2.33) 
13  
(4.93) 
1.92 
(0.65) 
1.0 
(0.33) 
96 
(16.92)  
118 
(13.15)  
1.32 
(-0.63) 
0.33 
(-0.56) 
Type-token verb 0.33 0.85 n/a n/a 0.76 0.73 n/a n/a 
CUs 1 4 1.73 0.78 47 54 0.42 0.33 
CUs/TUs 0.03 0.07 n/a n/a 0.44 0.50 n/a n/a 
CIUs 28 67 3.22 1.0 471 448 -0.56 -0.11 
CIUs/TVUs 0.20 0.25 n/a n/a 0.68 0.51 n/a n/a 
CIUs/min 2.74 4.33 2.81 1.0 25.71 21.33 -1.11 -1.0 
Language mixed 
words/TVUs 
0.31 0.23 n/a n/a 0.01 0.01 n/a n/a 
Written narratives         
TNW 14 49 2.05 0.78 299 388 0.99 1.0 
Incorrectly spelled 
words/TNW 
0.29 0.39 n/a n/a 0.10 0.14 n/a n/a 
CUs 1 2 0.58 0.56 24 24 0 -0.33 
TNW/min 1.30 4.30 4.19 1.0 5.53 5.27 -0.37 -0.22 
Note. Pre = pre-treatment scores; post = post-treatment scores, CU = Complete Utterance; TU = total utterances; CIU 
= Correct Information Units; TVU = total verbal units; TNW = total number of words; NAP = Non-overlap of All 
Pairs. Significant change is marked in bold.  
+ indicates an effect size calculation using pooled variances. Pre = pre-treatment scores. Post = post-treatment scores. 
a Effect size: Small > 1.2, Medium > 1.7, and Large > 3.3  
bNAP using zero chance level: .32-.84 = medium, .85-1.0 = strong. A negative score indicates higher scores pre-
treatment than post-treatment. 
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To summarise the cross-language generalisation data, for all three participants, cross-
language generalisation was observed in one direction only, but the pattern of cross-language 
generalisation in P2 and P3 directly contrasted that of P1. For P1, cross-language generalisation 
was observed in the less impaired English (L1) after treatment in the more impaired Hebrew 
(L2), for some measures of single-word, sentence, and connected speech tasks. Conversely, in 
the more impaired Hebrew after treatment in the less impaired English, most raw scores for noun 
and verb retrieval, CU and CIU production, and rate of production in single-word, sentence and 
connected speech tasks were lower compared to pre-English treatment.  
For P2 and P3, the opposite pattern was observed, with cross-language generalisation 
occurring only in the more impaired Hebrew (L2/L3) after treatment in the less impaired English 
(L1). This cross-language generalisation was limited in P2 to a few single-word, sentence, and 
connected speech measures only, and limited in P3 to measures of oral connected speech and 
written narratives only. Conversely, cross-language generalisation was not observed in the less 
impaired English after treatment in the more impaired Hebrew for either P2 or P3. For P2, a 
decrease was observed for all single-word and sentence measures, and for P3, no change was 
observed in any single-word, sentence, oral connected speech, and narrative tasks. 
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3.4 Complete Utterance counts 
When CU production increased in either the sentence construction task, answering WH-
questions, or the oral connected speech task, we evaluated whether the increase was due to an 
increase in utterances with an S-V(O) structure, or an increase in relevant utterances. (See 
Table 19). In all cases where CU production increased between pre- and post-treatment, the 
data indicated that an increase in S-V (O) production contributed more to the increase in CU 
production than an increase in relevant utterances. This was based on the observation that 
either the percentage of utterances with S-V (O) structure increased more than the percentage 
of relevant utterances, or that the percentage of relevant utterances was much higher than the 
percentage of CUs pre-treatment, and therefore any change in relevance was less likely to 
contribute to a change in CU production. 
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Table 19. Identifying whether an increase in CU production is due to an increase in SVO 
structure or relevance 
 CU production 
(%) 
S-V (O) structure 
(%) 
Relevance 
(%) 
 Pre-
treatment 
Post-
treatment 
Pre-
treatment 
Post-
treatment 
Pre-
treatment 
Post-
treatment 
P1 
      
Hebrew after Hebrew 
treatment – oral connected 
speech 
40.68 48.10 40.68 48.10 88.14 93.67 
English after Hebrew 
treatment – oral connected 
speech 
 80.68 89.29 85.22 89.29 90.91 96.43 
P2 
      
English after English 
treatment – sentence 
construction 
37.04 57.41 68.52 92.59 66.67 62.96 
English after English 
treatment – WH-questions 
0 25.0 18.75 37.5 68.75 62.5 
P3 
      
English after English 
treatment – sentence 
construction 
29.63 70.37 48.15 90.74 77.78 79.63 
English after English 
treatment – WH-questions 
43.75 68.75 56.25 81.25 81.25 87.5 
English after English 
treatment – oral connected 
speech 
27.17 44.34 27.17 49.06 88.04 88.68 
Hebrew after Hebrew 
treatment – sentence 
construction 
7.41 22.22 18.52 53.70 18.52 37.04 
Hebrew after Hebrew 
treatment – WH-questions 
0 25.0 0 31.25 50 62.5 
Hebrew after English 
treatment – oral connected 
speech 
2.56 7.41 2.56 12.96 51.28 75.93 
Note. P1 = Participant 1; P2 = Participant 2; P3 = Participant 3.  
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3.5 Maintenance 
3.5.1 Maintenance: Participant 1 
See Table 20 for a summary of maintenance scores of single-words, sentences and oral 
connected speech. In Hebrew, all raw scores were lower at maintenance (after 4-weeks 
without treatment) than after the second treatment block, except for language mixing. A 
decrease was observed for CUs and verb retrieval in sentence construction, and noun 
retrieval, CUs and CIUs in the oral connected speech task. An increase was observed for 
noun type-token ratios. In English, all raw scores in the sentence and oral connected speech 
tasks were lower at maintenance than after the second treatment block, except for language 
mixing. A decrease was observed for CUs and subject retrieval in sentence construction, and 
CIUs/min in the oral connected speech task. 
 
Table 20. Maintenance scores for P1 for words, sentences and oral connected speech 
 Hebrew abilities English abilities 
 End of 
treatment 
4-weeks 
without 
treatment 
Mc-
Nemara 
 
Effect 
sizeb 
NAP 
ratingc 
End of 
treatment 
4-weeks 
without 
treatment 
Mc-
Nemara 
 
Effect 
sizeb 
NAP 
ratingc 
Object 
naming 
31.11 28.89 0.14 -0.29 -0.11 93.33 95.56 0.2 0.33 -0.22 
Action 
naming 
20.0 15.56 0.67 -0.67 -0.11 68.89 68.89 0 0 -0.11 
Sentence 
construction 
          
CUs 40.74 16.67 9.94* -7.51 -1.0 94.44 79.63 4.57* n/a -1.0 
Subject 
retrieval 
68.52 55.56 2.33 -1.12 -0.67 98.15 92.59 1.18 -1.74 -0.44 
Verb 
retrieval 
25.93 18.52 1.33 -2.31 -0.78 88.89 81.48 1 -1.33 -0.11 
Object 
retrieval 
27.78 18.52 2.27 -0.83 -0.56 75.93 68.52 1.6 -1.15 -0.33 
WH-
questions 
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CUs 62.5 12.5 n/a n/a n/a 75.0 50.0 n/a n/a n/a 
Verb use 62.5 50.0 n/a n/a n/a 100 50.0 n/a n/a n/a 
Oral 
connected 
speech 
          
Noun 
retrieval 
Raw score 
(%) 
50 
(20.75) 
17 
(21.52) 
n/a -4.76 
(-1.19) 
-1.0 
(-0.56) 
 
143 
(19.27) 
88 
(18.89) 
n/a -0.86 
(0.78) 
-0.11 
(0.33) 
Type-token 
noun 
0.66 0.82 n/a n/a n/a 0.74 0.75 n/a n/a n/a 
Verb 
retrieval 
Raw score 
(%) 
30 
(12.45) 
10 
(12.67) 
n/a -1.19 
(-0.75) 
-0.78 
(-0.33) 
121 
(21.04) 
85 
(18.24) 
n/a -0.93 
(-
0.51) 
-0.11 
(-0.11) 
Type-token 
verb 
0.73 0.80 n/a n/a n/a 0.72 0.80 n/a n/a n/a 
CUs 21 7 n/a -2.01 -1.0 66 47 n/a -0.71 -0.11 
CUs/TUs 0.39 0.30 n/a n/a n/a 0.79 0.85 n/a n/a n/a 
CIUs 127 47 n/a -2.00 -1.0 575 357 n/a -1.15 -0.56 
CIUs/TVUs 0.53 0.59 n/a n/a n/a 0.77 0.77 n/a n/a n/a 
CIUs/min 6.75 4.76 n/a -0.97 -0.56 34.52 22.14 n/a -2.88 -1.0 
Language 
mixed 
words/TVUs 
0 3 n/a n/a 0.33 0 0 n/a n/a n/a 
Note. Pre = pre-treatment scores; Post = post-treatment scores; CU = Complete Utterance; NAP = Non-overlap of All 
Pairs. TU = total utterances; CIU = correct information units; TVU = total verbal units. Significant change is marked 
in bold.  
+ indicates an effect size calculation using pooled variances.  
a Significance: p < .05, FDR corrected for multiple comparisons, marked with an asterisk (*); p < .1 marked with a ǂ 
b Effect size: Small > 1.2, Medium > 1.7, and Large > 3.3  
cNAP using zero chance level: .32-.84 = medium, .85-1.0 = strong. A negative score indicates higher scores pre-
treatment than post-treatment. 
 
 
3.5.2 Maintenance: Participant 2 
See Table 21 for a summary of maintenance scores of single-words, sentences and oral 
connected speech. In Hebrew, no change was observed at maintenance (after 5-weeks 
without treatment) compared with the end of the second treatment block, except for a 
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decrease in noun type-token ratio and an increase in language mixing in the oral connected 
speech task. In English, no change was observed in single-word and sentence tasks. For the 
oral connected speech task in English, a decrease was observed for noun and verb retrieval, 
verb type-token ratios, CUs and CIUs. However, for the percentage of nouns out of TVUs an 
increase was observed at maintenance compared with the end of the second treatment block. 
 
Table 21. Maintenance scores for P2 for words, sentences and oral connected speech 
 Hebrew abilities English abilities 
 End of 
treatment 
4-
weeks 
without 
treatme
nt 
Mc-
Nemar
a 
 
Effect 
sizeb 
NAP 
rating
c 
End of 
treatmen
t 
4-
weeks 
without 
treatme
nt 
Mc-
Nem
ara 
 
Effect 
sizeb 
NAP 
ratingc 
Object 
naming 
17.78 20.00 0.14 0.58 0.44 71.11 71.11 0 0 -0.11 
Action 
naming 
8.89 4.44 0.67 -1.15 -0.56 60.00 51.11 1.6 -0.50 -0.44 
Sentence 
constructio
n 
          
CUs 5.56 3.70 0.2 -0.82 0.33 57.41 44.44 2.58 -0.66 -0.44 
Subject 
retrieval 
90.74 90.74 n/a 0 0.11 96.30 100 n/a 1.15 0.67 
Verb 
retrieval 
5.56 9.26 0.5 0.82 0.33 66.67 51.85 2.91 -0.89 -0.56 
Object 
retrieval 
16.67 12.96 0.4 -0.33 0.11 55.56 57.41 0.11 0.33 0.22 
WH-
questions 
          
CUs 0 0 n/a 0 0 8.89 4.44 n/a -0.44 -0.33 
Verb use 11.11 8.89 n/a -0.16 -0.11 33.33 26.67 n/a -1.0 -0.67 
Oral 
connected 
speech 
          
Noun 
retrieval 
Raw score 
(%) 
57 
(29.22) 
58 
(30.25) 
n/a 0.13 
(6.14) 
0.11 
(0.33) 
138 
(18.06) 
119 
(29.01) 
n/a -1.38 
(2.40) 
-1.0 
(1.0) 
Type-token 
noun 
0.79 0.67 n/a n/a n/a 0.61 0.62 n/a n/a n/a 
Verb 
retrieval 
2 
(0.98) 
3 
(1.52) 
n/a 0.58 
(0.63) 
0.22 
(0) 
73 
(13.94) 
57 
(13.97) 
n/a -1.74 
(0.01) 
-0.78 
(-0.11) 
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Raw score 
(%) 
Type-token 
verb 
1.0 1.0 n/a n/a n/a 0.78 0.68 n/a n/a n/a 
CUs 2 2 n/a 0 -0.11 22 16 n/a -1.35 -0.56 
CUs/TUs 0.02 0.02 n/a n/a n/a 0.21 0.17 n/a n/a n/a 
CIUs 42 41 n/a -0.09 0.11 235 196 n/a -1.61 -0.78 
CIUs/TVUs 0.22 0.20 n/a n/a n/a 0.44 0.48 n/a n/a n/a 
CIUs/min 3.66 3.98 n/a 0.47 0.33 18.07 18.91 n/a 0.24 -0.11 
Language 
mixed 
words/TVUs 
0.26 0.52 n/a n/a n/a 0 0 n/a n/a n/a 
Note. Pre = pre-treatment scores; Post = post-treatment scores; CU = Complete Utterance; NAP = Non-overlap of All 
Pairs. TU = total utterances; CIU = correct information units; TVU = total verbal units. Significant change is marked 
in bold.  
+ indicates an effect size calculation using pooled variances.  
a Significance: p < .05, FDR corrected for multiple comparisons, marked with an asterisk (*); p < .1 marked with a ǂ 
b Effect size: Small > 1.2, Medium > 1.7, and Large > 3.3  
cNAP using zero chance level: .32-.84 = medium, .85-1.0 = strong. A negative score indicates higher scores pre-
treatment than post-treatment. 
 
 
3.5.3 Maintenance: Participant 3 
See Table 22 for a summary of maintenance scores of single-words, sentences and oral 
connected speech. In Hebrew, a significant decrease was observed for CU production in 
sentence construction, and verb type-token ratios and language mixing in oral connected 
speech at maintenance (after 5-weeks without treatment) compared with the end of the 
second treatment block. For the percentage of nouns out of TVUs an increase was observed 
at maintenance compared with the end of the second treatment block. In English, a 
significant decrease was observed for object and action single-word naming. For the oral 
connected speech task in English, a decrease was observed for CIUs/min. and for verb type-
token ratios. An increase was observed for noun retrieval and the percentage of nouns out of 
TVUs. 
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Table 22. Maintenance scores for P3 for words, sentences and oral connected speech 
 Hebrew abilities English abilities 
 End of 
treatment 
4-weeks 
without 
treatment 
Mc-
Nemara 
 
Effect 
sizeb 
NAP 
ratingc 
End of 
treatment 
4-weeks 
without 
treatment 
Mc-
Nemara 
 
Effect 
sizeb 
NAP 
ratingc 
Object 
naming 
20 26.67 1.29 0.38 0.33 91.11 80.0 3.57 -2.89 -0.78 
Action 
naming 
6.67 4.44 0.33 -0.33 -0.22 84.44 68.89 4.45 -2.02 -0.44 
Sentence 
construction 
          
CUs 22.22 5.56 6.23* -1.5 -0.89 70.37 66.67 0.2 -0.29 0 
Subject 
retrieval 
92.59 87.04 1.0 -0.87 -0.33 87.04 94.44 2.0 0.41 0.11 
Verb 
retrieval 
22.22 9.26 3.27 -1.17 -0.78 77.78 74.07 0.33 -0.38 -0.33 
Object 
retrieval 
42.59 25.93 3.86 -0.74 -0.33 68.52 70.37 0.14 0.09 0.11 
WH-
questions 
          
CUs 25.00 0.0 n/a -0.87 -0.67 81.25 75.0 n/a -0.29 -0.33 
Verb use 31.25 12.5 n/a -0.48 -0.22 100 100 n/a 0 0 
Oral 
connected 
speech 
          
Noun 
retrieval 
Raw score 
(%) 
79 
(27.01) 
86 
(30.12) 
n/a 0.66 
(2.27) 
0.33 
(0.33) 
153 
(17.36) 
183 
(21.79) 
n/a 2.0 
(2.83) 
0.78 
(0.89) 
Type-token 
noun 
0.49 0.42 n/a n/a n/a 0.62 0.61 n/a n/a n/a 
Verb 
retrieval 
Raw score 
(%) 
10 
(3.45) 
10 
(3.73) 
n/a 0 
(0.13) 
0 
(0.11) 
118 
(13.15) 
113 
(12.76) 
n/a -0.14 
(-0.15) 
-0.11 
(-0.33) 
Type-token 
verb 
0.90 0.60 n/a n/a n/a 0.73 0.60 n/a n/a n/a 
CUs 2 3 n/a 0.29 0.22 54 49 n/a -0.46 -0.33 
CUs/TUs 0.03 0.06 n/a n/a n/a 0.5 0.47 n/a n/a n/a 
CIUs 50 49 n/a -0.11 -0.22 448 484 n/a 0.57 0.33 
CIUs/TVUs 0.17 0.18 n/a n/a n/a 0.51 0.56 n/a n/a n/a 
CIUs/min 2.73 2.84 n/a -0.03 -0.11 21.33 25.12 n/a 5.08 1.0 
Language 
mixed 
words/TVUs 
0.26 0.11 n/a n/a n/a 0.01 0.0 n/a n/a n/a 
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Note. Pre = pre-treatment scores; Post = post-treatment scores; CU = Complete Utterance; NAP = Non-overlap of All 
Pairs. TU = total utterances; CIU = correct information units; TVU = total verbal units. Significant change is marked 
in bold.  
+ indicates an effect size calculation using pooled variances.  
a Significance: p < .05, FDR corrected for multiple comparisons, marked with an asterisk (*); p < .1 marked with a ǂ 
b Effect size: Small > 1.2, Medium > 1.7, and Large > 3.3  
cNAP using zero chance level: .32-.84 = medium, .85-1.0 = strong. A negative score indicates higher scores pre-
treatment than post-treatment. 
 
To summarise the maintenance data, treatment gains were not fully maintained in any 
participant, but the observed decreases in performance were not parallel across participants or 
across languages. For P1, a decrease in performance was observed in both languages, with the 
most widespread decreases in his performance in the more impaired Hebrew (L2) for single-
word, sentence, and connected speech measures, and a more limited decrease in performance in 
his less impaired English (L1) for some sentence and connected speech measures. For P2, no 
change was observed in his more impaired Hebrew (L2), and a decrease in performance was 
observed in his less impaired English (L1) for some connected speech measures only. For P3, 
decreases in performance were observed in his more impaired Hebrew (L2) for some sentence 
and connected speech measures, and in his less impaired English (L1) for single-word and 
connected speech measures. 
 
3.6 Comprehension of nouns, verbs and sentences 
No change was observed in the comprehension tasks when comparing pre- to post-treatment, 
and post-treatment to maintenance testing, across all participants and languages, when correcting 
for multiple comparisons. See Table 23.  
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Table 23. Comprehension of nouns, verbs and sentences across participants, languages, and 
treatment blocks 
 Hebrew abilities English abilities 
 Hebrew treatment English treatment Hebrew treatment English treatment 
 Pre 
(%) 
Post 
(%) 
Mc-
Nemara 
Pre 
(%) 
Post 
(%) 
Mc-
Nemara 
Pre 
(%) 
Post 
(%) 
Mc-
Nemara 
Pre 
(%) 
Post 
(%) 
Mc-
Nemara 
P1             
Nouns 45.83 33.33 3 33.33 54.17 5 95.83 100 n/a 100 91.67 n/a 
Verbs 61.9 57.14 0.11 57.14 71.43 1.29 85.71 90.48 0.33 90.48 95.24 1 
Sentences 55.56 72.2 1 72.22 72.22 0 72.22 88.89 3 88.89 94.44 1 
P2             
Nouns 75 83.33 0.20 83.33 70.83 1.8 95.83 100 1 100 95.83 n/a 
Verbs 80.95 76.19 0.20 76.19 95.24 4.0 71.43 85.71 1.29 85.71 90.48 0.33 
Sentences 50 33.33 3 27.78 50.00 4.0 61.11 55.56 0.2 55.56 55.56 0 
P3             
Nouns 83.33 91.67 2 87.5 83.33 0.33 95.83 100 1.0 100 95.83 1.0 
Verbs 100 90.48 2 100 100 n/a 100 100 n/a 90.48 100 2.0 
Sentences 88.89 66.67 4 77.78 88.89 1.0 88.89 77.78 2.0 66.67 88.89 2.67 
             
 Maintenance 
 Hebrew abilities English abilities 
 End of treatment 
block 
Maintenance Mc-
Nemara 
End of treatment 
block 
Maintenance Mc-Nemara 
P1       
Nouns 54.17 37.50 2.0 91.67 95.83 0.33 
Verbs 71.43 76.19 0.14 95.24 95.24 n/a 
Sentences 72.22 55.56 1.0 94.44 88.89 1.0 
P2       
Nouns 70.83 75.00 0.2 95.83 100 1.0 
Verbs 95.24 71.43 5.0 90.48 90.48 0.0 
Sentences 50.0 33.33 3.0 55.56 55.56 0.0 
P3       
Nouns 91.67 91.67 n/a 100 100 n/a 
Verbs 90.48 100 2.0 100 95.24 1.0 
Sentences 66.67 83.33 1.8 77.78 77.78 0.0 
Note. Pre = pre-treatment scores. Post = post-treatment scores. P1 = participant1; P2 = participant 2; P3 = participant 
3. Significant change is marked in bold. 
a Significance: p < .05, FDR corrected for multiple comparisons, marked with an asterisk (*). 
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3.7 Control task: Non-word repetition 
No change was observed in the control task when comparing pre- to post-treatment, and post-
treatment to maintenance testing, across all languages for P2 and P3, when correcting for 
multiple comparisons. For P1, a significant increase was observed in Hebrew non-word 
repetition after treatment in English, and a significant decrease was observed in Hebrew non-
word repetition at maintenance testing. (See Table 24).  
 
Table 24. Non-word repetition scores across participants, languages, and treatment blocks. 
 Hebrew abilities English abilities 
 Hebrew treatment English treatment Hebrew treatment English treatment 
 Pre 
(%) 
Post 
(%) 
Mc-
Nemara 
Pre 
(%) 
Post 
(%) 
Mc-
Nemara 
Pre 
(%) 
Post 
(%) 
Mc-
Nemara 
Pre 
(%) 
Post 
(%) 
Mc-
Nemara 
P1 56.67 73.33 1.33 73.33 93.33 6* 76.67 60.0 3.57 60.0 73.33 1.6 
P2 33.33 30 0.08 30.00 40.00 1 26.67 33.33 0.4 60.00 73.33 1.29 
P3 50 36.67 1.6 43.33 50 0.5 53.33 43.33 0.69 43.3 53.3 1.29 
             
 Maintenance 
 Hebrew abilities English abilities 
 End of 
treatment 
block 
Maintenance Mc-Nemara End of 
treatment 
block 
Maintenance Mc-Nemara 
P1 93.33 73.33 4.5* 73.33 80.0 0.5 
P2 40.00 30.00 1.0 73.33 80.0 2.0 
P3 36.67 33.33 0.2 43.33 46.67 0.2 
Note. Pre = pre-treatment scores. Post = post-treatment scores. P1 = participant1; P2 = participant 2; P3 = participant 
3. Significant change is marked in bold. 
a Significance: p < .05, FDR corrected for multiple comparisons, marked with an asterisk (*). 
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3.8 Published tests: WAB-R, CETI, and CLQT 
3.8.1 Published tests: Participant 1 
In Hebrew after Hebrew treatment, the WAB-R AQ score increased by 13 points, 
indicating a change from borderline moderate-severe expressive aphasia to moderate 
expressive aphasia. In English after English treatment, the WAB-R AQ increased by 4.6 
points, with P1’s diagnosis remaining as mild anomia. 4.6 is close to the 5-point mark, which 
would indicate meaningful clinical change in monolingual English speakers (Katz & Wertz, 
1997). In English after Hebrew treatment, the WAB-R AQ remained stable. In Hebrew after 
English treatment, the WAB-AQ decreased by 7.1 points, with P1’s diagnosis remaining as 
moderate expressive aphasia. CLQT scores showed non-linguistic cognitive stability, with a 
within-normal-limits (WNL)-mild impairment overall. (See Table 25.) 
Table 25. WAB-R, CETI, and CLQT scores for P1  
 Treatment block 1 (Hebrew) Treatment block 2 (English) Maintenance 
 Hebrew 
abilities 
English 
abilities 
Hebrew 
abilities 
English 
abilities 
Hebrew abilities English 
abilities 
 Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post 
WAB-R 
AQ [LQ] 
50.1 
[43.7] 
63.0 
[59.3] 
87.5 
[89.2] 
87.8 
[85.1] 
63.0 
[59.3] 
55.9 
[48.7] 
87.8 
[85.1] 
92.4 
[94.9] 
n/a n/a n/a n/a 
CETI n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 
CLQT skill             
Attention n/a n/a Mild Mild n/a n/a Mild WNL-
mild 
n/a n/a WNL-
mild 
Mild 
Executive 
functions 
n/a n/a WNL-
moderat
e 
Mild n/a n/a Mild WNL-
mild 
n/a n/a WNL-
mild 
WNL-
mild 
Visuospatial 
skills 
n/a n/a Mild Mild n/a n/a Mild WNL n/a n/a WNL WNL 
Clock 
drawing 
n/a n/a Mild WNL n/a n/a WNL Mild n/a n/a Mild WNL 
Note. Pre = pre-treatment scores. Post = post-treatment scores. WAB-R AQ = Western Aphasia Battery Revised 
aphasia quotient. LQ = Language quotient. CETI = Communicative Effectiveness Index. CLQT = Cognitive 
Linguistic Quick Test. WNL = Within normal limits. Observed change is marked in bold. 
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3.8.2 Published tests: Participant 2 
In Hebrew after Hebrew treatment, the WAB-AQ score increased by 6.9 points, with P2’s 
diagnosis remaining stable as severe expressive aphasia. In English after English treatment, 
the WAB-AQ score increased by 4.0 points, with P2’s diagnosis remaining as moderate 
expressive aphasia. 4.0 is close to the 5-point mark, which would indicate meaningful clinical 
change in monolingual English speakers (Katz & Wertz, 1997). In English after Hebrew 
treatment, and in Hebrew after English treatment, the WAB-R AQ scores remained fairly 
stable. At maintenance, the AQ scores in both Hebrew and English remained fairly stable.  
The CETI scores indicate that as the study progressed, P2 reported that his overall 
communication skills increased in both of his languages, especially in Hebrew, and that this 
continued after the study ended. For P2’s wife, the pattern is similar, except that after 
treatment ended, she reported that P2’s communicative skills decreased in both languages. 
The results from the CETI were corroborated by P2’s wife who verbally reported that he 
produced more output in his daily communication while taking part in the study than 
beforehand, in both English and Hebrew, but especially in Hebrew. She noted that when the 
second treatment block began (in English), P2’s communication skills drastically improved, 
and that he was able “to focus and follow a conversation whether one-on-one or in a group 
setting and not be distracted by the noise and commotion around him...to participate a bit in 
group conversations which he was not able to do before although his responses are still in 
English even if the conversation is in Hebrew”. P2’s wife also said that joining the study had 
been beneficial to P2’s attentional skills which subsequently affected his language skills 
positively. 
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CLQT scores showed non-linguistic cognitive stability across the study, with a WNL-
mild impairment overall. (See Table 26). 
 
Table 26. WAB-R, CETI and CLQT scores for P2  
 Treatment block 1 (Hebrew) Treatment block 2 (English) Maintenance 
 Hebrew 
abilities 
English 
abilities 
Hebrew 
abilities 
English 
abilities 
Hebrew 
abilities 
English 
abilities 
 Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post 
WAB-R 
AQ [LQ] 
38.0 
[34.8] 
44.9 
[37.2] 
65.6 
[59.3] 
64.6 
[61.1] 
44.9 
[32.2] 
47.0 
[39.0] 
64.6 
[61.1] 
68.3 
[62.4] 
47.0 
[39.0] 
47.1 
[41.1] 
68.3 
[62.4] 
71.6 
[64.8] 
CETI total 
score from 
participant 
55 77 77 115 77 98 115 117 98 106 117 127 
CETI total 
score from 
wife 
60 71 85 87 71 100 87 110 100 72 110 85 
CLQT skill             
Attention n/a n/a Mild Mild n/a n/a Mild Mild n/a n/a Mild WNL 
Executive 
functions 
n/a n/a Mild-
WNL 
WNL n/a n/a WNL WNL n/a n/a WNL WNL 
Visuospatial 
skills 
n/a n/a Mild Mild n/a n/a Mild Mild n/a n/a Mild Modera
te 
Clock 
drawing 
n/a n/a Mild Modera
te 
n/a n/a Modera
te 
Mild n/a n/a Mild WNL 
Note. Pre = pre-treatment scores. Post = post-treatment scores. WAB-R AQ = Western Aphasia Battery Revised 
aphasia quotient. LQ = Language quotient. CETI = Communicative Effectiveness Index. CLQT = Cognitive 
Linguistic Quick Test. WNL = Within normal limits. Observed change is marked in bold. 
 
 
3.8.3 Published tests: Participant 3 
In English after English treatment, the WAB-AQ score remained fairly stable (with only 
a small increase of 3.1 points), but because his pre-treatment scores were just below the cut-
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off point between moderate and mild aphasia, P3’s diagnosis changed from moderate 
expressive aphasia to mild expressive aphasia. In Hebrew after Hebrew treatment, the WAB-
AQ score also remained stable, with P3’s diagnosis remaining as moderate expressive 
aphasia. In Hebrew after English treatment, the WAB-AQ score increased by 18.5 points, 
well above the 5-points indicating meaningful clinical change in monolingual English 
speakers (Katz & Wertz, 1997). P3’s diagnosis also changed, from severe to moderate 
expressive aphasia. In English after Hebrew treatment, the WAB-R AQ scores remained 
fairly stable. At maintenance, the AQ scores in both Hebrew and English remained fairly 
stable.  
The CETI scores indicate that as the study progressed, overall P3 reported changes to his 
communication skills, with better communication in English after English treatment, and in 
both languages after Hebrew treatment. He also reported that his communication skills 
decreased in both languages after treatment was discontinued. P3’s wife reported that his 
communication skills in both languages decreased after treatment in English, increased after 
treatment in Hebrew, and then decreased again after treatment was discontinued. The results 
from the CETI were partially supported by P3’s wife who verbally reported that the treatment 
helped P3’s language and communication enormously, and both she and her husband loved 
the process and were pleased with the results. She also noted that before taking part in the 
study, P3 rarely produced Hebrew. Now, he not only mixes English into Hebrew, when he is 
trying to speak in Hebrew, but he also mixes Hebrew into English when he is trying to speak 
English. This usually does not affect his communication skills, although on a recent trip 
abroad some non-Hebrew speakers were rather confused. 
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CLQT scores showed non-linguistic cognitive stability across the study, with a WNL-
mild-moderate impairment overall. (See Table 27). 
 
Table 27. WAB-R, CETI and CLQT scores for P3  
 Treatment block 1 (English) Treatment block 2 (Hebrew) Maintenance 
 English 
abilities 
Hebrew 
abilities 
English 
abilities 
Hebrew 
abilities 
English 
abilities 
Hebrew 
abilities 
 Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post 
WAB-R 
AQ [LQ] 
73.8 
[76.1] 
76.9 
[78.6] 
43.7 
[50.4] 
62.2 
[63.6] 
76.9 
[78.6] 
78.5 
[81.2] 
62.2 
[63.6] 
61.6 
[62.7] 
78.5 
[81.2] 
79.8 
[83.6] 
61.6 
[62.7] 
60.2 
[60.4] 
CETI total 
score from 
participant 
75 97 79 83 97 117 83 74 117 68 74 58 
CETI total 
score from 
wife 
77 68 60 52 68 95 52 92 95 72 92 60 
CLQT skill             
Attention n/a n/a Mild Moder
ate 
n/a n/a Moder
ate 
WNL n/a n/a WNL WNL 
Executive 
functions 
n/a n/a Mild-
moderat
e 
Mild-
moder
ate 
n/a n/a Mild-
moder
ate 
WNL n/a n/a WNL WNL 
Visuospatial 
skills 
n/a n/a Mild Mild n/a n/a Mild WNL n/a n/a WNL WNL 
Clock 
drawing 
n/a n/a WNL WNL n/a n/a WNL WNL n/a n/a WNL WNL 
Note. Pre = pre-treatment scores. Post = post-treatment scores. WAB-R AQ = Western Aphasia Battery Revised 
aphasia quotient. LQ = Language quotient. CETI = Communicative Effectiveness Index. CLQT = Cognitive 
Linguistic Quick Test. WNL = Within normal limits. Observed change is marked in bold. 
 
To summarise the data from the published tests, for all three participants, the biggest 
increase in the WAB-R AQ score occurred after the first treatment block relative to the second 
treatment block, and in Hebrew relative to English. For P1 and P2, this increase in the Hebrew 
WAB-R occurred after treatment in Hebrew, but for P3 this increase in the Hebrew WAB-R 
occurred after treatment in English. The CETI scores were varied across P2 and P3 (P1’s CETI 
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data was uninterpretable), and across participants relative to their wives. Overall, P2 and his wife 
both reported that P2’s English skills were better than his Hebrew skills at each time-point, but 
P2 also reported an increase of skills at each time-point regardless of which language the 
treatment was provided in or if treatment was provided at all, whereas P2’s wife reported change 
in language skills relative to whether treatment was provided or not. P3 reported change relative 
to the language being asked about (i.e., he reported more improvement in English skills than in 
Hebrew skills, regardless of treatment block), whereas his wife reported change relative to 
treatment block, (she reported more improvement in English and Hebrew skills after treatment in 
Hebrew, but not after treatment in English). All three participants showed overall stability in the 
non-linguistic subtests of the CLQT. 
 
3.9 CU production relative to aphasia severity 
A post-hoc analysis was conducted that compared the number of CUs produced overall in 
each treatment block (including both those produced with cues from the SLT, and those 
produced independently) with aphasia severity. We used the WAB-R AQ score collected directly 
before the beginning of each treatment block as a measure of aphasia severity, in both languages 
and across all participants. The results (seen in Figure 15) show that as the severity of aphasia 
decreases, the number of times that the participant went through the process of producing a CU 
increased. This correlation between number of CUs and WAB-R AQ scores was positive and 
significant, r(5) = .955, p = .003. The regression coefficient (b) = 6.90, p = .003, indicates that 
for every additional point in the WAB-AQ that a participant scores immediately before any given 
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treatment block, there was a significant increase of 6.9 CUs produced during that treatment 
block. 
 
Figure 15. Number of CUs produced during each treatment block relative to aphasia severity  
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4 Discussion 
 This dissertation investigated direct treatment effects, within-language generalisation and 
cross-language generalisation of three multilingual participants with aphasia whose first-acquired 
language was English and who all acquired Modern Hebrew in elementary school and reached 
moderate-high pre-stroke proficiency in adulthood. All participants received treatment in each of 
their languages, in consecutive treatment blocks, with a semantic verb-based treatment designed 
to maximise the potential of generalisation, both within and across languages. English and 
Hebrew abilities were tested before and after each treatment block, and 4-5 weeks after treatment 
was discontinued, using a large battery of language tests that included comprehension and 
production tasks for single-words, sentences and both oral connected speech and written 
narratives. Functional communication skills in each language were also assessed via 
questionnaire. The results of the study are discussed below, including both theoretical and 
clinical implications.  
 
4.1 Direct treatment effects and within-language generalisation 
We first asked whether VNeST leads to direct treatment effects and within-language 
generalisation in multilingual participants with aphasia. Regarding direct treatment effects, we 
found that all three participants presented similar patterns of change across each treatment block, 
with significant improvement observed in P2 and P3 for either independent thematic role 
retrieval, for independent CU production, or both, in each language. For P1, significant 
improvement for independent thematic role retrieval was observed in his more impaired Hebrew, 
but not in his less impaired English, likely because his English was only mildly impaired, and he 
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was close to ceiling for independent thematic role retrieval throughout the whole treatment 
block.  
We interpret these results as showing that measuring direct treatment effects for VNeST in 
this way is sensitive enough to show change in moderate-severe aphasia, but not for mild aphasia 
when retrieval abilities are high throughout the treatment block. However, we must be cautious 
in using these direct treatment measures as evidence of treatment efficacy, because of the 
internal bias of the treatment whereby as treatment progresses, the SLT increasingly encourages 
the participant to independently retrieve lexical items assigned to thematic roles, if possible. 
While the constancy of the direction of the trendlines is encouraging, and indicates that VNeST 
may be a valuable treatment option for Hebrew, similar to English and Korean (Edmonds, 2016), 
we count generalisation to untrained stimuli, connected speech and functional communication as 
the measures of meaningful change as a result of this treatment (e.g., Beeson & Robey, 2006; 
Kiran & Thompson, 2019; Wallace et al., 2017). 
For within-language generalisation, we found that, overall, effects were observed in each 
language for all participants, as hypothesised, but generalisation appeared to be expressed 
differently based on order of acquisition, relative proficiencies, attrition, language exposure, 
aphasia type and severity, and motivational factors. Looking across participants at patterns of 
within-language generalisation, we identified that for P2 and P3, as hypothesised, the most 
widespread and significant generalisation occurred in their L1, which was also their pre-stroke 
dominant language, and the less impaired language post-stroke, with improvements in single-
word, sentence, oral connected speech, and written narrative tasks, as opposed to in their more 
impaired L2 where improvements were mainly observed in single-word and sentence tasks only. 
These data support the claim that treating L1 results in more within-language generalisation than 
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treating L2, if L1 remains the dominant language (Faroqi-Shah et al., 2010; Kurland & Falcon, 
2011).  
However, the data from P1 do not support this claim, because for his more impaired, non-
dominant L2, improvements were observed for single-word, sentence, and connected speech 
tasks, both in amount of production and quality of production. Conversely, in P1’s less impaired, 
dominant L1, improvements were modest, and confined to sentence-level tasks, significant only 
for verb retrieval. Furthermore, amount of production in the connected speech tasks decreased, 
while quality of production, rate of production and language mixing remained stable overall.  
We interpret P1’s data differently from P2 and P3 and suggest that order of acquisition and 
pre-stroke proficiency may only be indirectly related to the patterns of within-language 
generalisation observed in P1. Rather, we identify two factors, aphasia severity and motivation, 
that appear to have strongly contributed to the minimal within-language generalisation in English 
(L1), and two other factors, attrition and language exposure, that appear to have strongly 
contributed to the widespread within-language generalisation in Hebrew (L2).  
For English, P1 was diagnosed with mild aphasia, based on the WAB-R AQ, and we 
therefore suggest that the participant had less room for improvement than in his more impaired 
Hebrew, with a diagnosis of moderate-severe aphasia, based on the WAB-R AQ. Additionally, 
P1’s motivational levels dropped as the study progressed, as indicated both verbally and non-
verbally by the participant. While he was still compliant and agreed to complete the testing 
battery at each time-point, P1 did not show the same enthusiasm for participating in the study 
after the treatment blocks, and especially at maintenance testing, compared to baseline testing. 
(Indeed, his motivation was so low at maintenance testing that we removed the WAB-R from the 
testing sessions, at P1’s request). Furthermore, P1’s daily communication with others was much 
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lower than P2 and P3, due to his residing in a nursing home and spending much of his day in his 
own room. This relative isolation also likely sustained a lower motivation in P1 than in P2 or P3 
for continuing in a language-treatment study, the effects of which were not directly applied to 
daily functional communication. Thus, P1’s post-English-treatment data likely underestimated 
his language skills due to this moderate-low motivation at that time-point in the study. (It should 
be noted that while P1’s diagnosis of depression was reported to be controlled by medication, 
towards the end of the study his behaviour indicated that it was possible that depression may be 
affecting his interactions with other people. This possibility occurred in the absence of any 
cognitive decline, as measured by the CLQT.)  
Interestingly, the one measure that showed significant improvement for P1 in English was 
verb retrieval during the sentence construction task, which is one of the most direct measures of 
VNeST (together with CU production at the sentence level). Referring back to Figure 3, which 
shows the potential within- and cross-language generalisation, based on theoretical verb 
networks, the observed within-language generalisation reflects the ‘potential generalisation’ 
between verbs within the same language (in the Figure, between ‘measure’, ‘wash’, and ‘pour’). 
Attrition and language exposure, the two factors that appear to have strongly contributed to 
the widespread within-language generalisation in Hebrew (L2) after treatment in Hebrew, are 
related to one another, because attrition is more likely to occur in a language that receives little 
or no exposure (for example, when it is not the language of the environment). Indeed, P1 
reported 14 years of minimal, receptive-only use of Hebrew in an English-dominated language 
environment. After receiving treatment in Hebrew for an average of 5-hours a week, over 6-
weeks, widespread effects were observed in Hebrew in single-word, sentence and connected 
speech tasks in P1. To explain these results, we need to consider the effects of attrition on P1’s 
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Hebrew together with, or instead of, any effects from the treatment. There are two possibilities 
here. Either the exposure to, and activation of Hebrew after 14 years of minimal, receptive-only 
use resulted in the improvement seen across the treatment block, but the treatment itself was not 
necessarily effective, which would be supported if a general improvement to Hebrew was 
observed post-Hebrew treatment, but not specifically to noun and verb retrieval, and CU 
production across tasks. Alternatively, if specific improvement was observed, this improvement 
could be attributed to a strengthening of the semantic verb network, as hypothesised by Edmonds 
and Babb (2011), and Edmonds, Nadeau, and Kiran (2009).  
We found that, overall, improvement to Hebrew was specific to noun and verb retrieval and 
CU production. No change was observed for comprehension of nouns, verbs and sentences, or 
for non-word repetition. The changes to the utterance complexity score were the result of more 
complete production of simple utterances (parallel to CU production) rather than an increase in 
the number of complex utterances. Both grammaticality and verb conjugation remained stable. 
These data suggest that the effects observed in Hebrew were related to treatment effects, and to 
the spreading activation within the semantic verb network, rather than to a general activation of 
Hebrew after exposure to it during the intense Hebrew treatment block. However, all the subtests 
of the WAB-R AQ increased, suggesting that general activation of Hebrew may also have been a 
factor. We conclude that it is possible to rehabilitate a language that has attrited for 14 years in a 
multilingual individual with aphasia, and that the treatment provided enhances a general 
activation of that language such that rehabilitation is more efficient and more specific than it 
would be if the participant was simply re-exposed to the language. 
Furthermore, for P2 and P3, treatment effects were also regarded as specific to noun and verb 
retrieval and CU production, because, even when improvement was observed for production 
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including in connected speech, and also functional communication, as hypothesised (Edmonds & 
Babb, 2011; Edmonds et al., 2009; Mitchum & Berndt, 2001; Peach & Wong, 2004; Salamoura 
& Williams, 2007), no changes were observed for the comprehension of nouns, verbs and 
sentences, and no change was observed in the control task for any language. These differences 
across comprehension and production, together with those of P1, could be attributed to aphasia 
type (anomia and/or expressive aphasia), because for all participants better comprehension skills 
were expected relative to production, both pre- and post-treatment. However, the participants 
were not at ceiling for all comprehension tasks, especially not in their more impaired language, 
so there was still potential for comprehension tasks to improve, yet they did not. Additionally, 
when CU production was divided into the number of utterances with S-V-O structure and the 
number of relevant utterances, the data pointed overwhelmingly to the contribution of S-V-O 
structure to increases in CU production, which was expected based on the treatment procedure of 
repeatedly producing S-V-O sentences (see Table 19).  
Similarly, for connected speech in P2 and P3, looking at measures of utterance complexity 
and grammaticality, together with verb conjugation, which were not expected to improve relative 
to noun and verb retrieval, and CU production, we observed either no change in complexity, 
grammaticality and conjugation, usually when abilities were low and minimal change occurred 
overall, or we observed a change in complexity and grammaticality that reflected the 
improvement in CU production, without improvement to conjugation. The only exception was 
for P3, in English, where an increase was observed in the percentage of complex utterances 
produced. We interpret this finding within the context of overall improvement in P3 – he 
demonstrated the most widespread improvements in connected speech across all participants and 
all languages, which may have provided a platform for further, indirect, improvement to his 
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language in the form of complexity of utterances. We therefore conclude that, overall, VNeST is 
specific to strengthening the semantic verb network, although once improvement to noun and 
verb retrieval, and CU production reaches a certain level in any given language, other areas of 
language may also improve. 
We also found strong support for the hypothesis that VNeST strengthens the semantic verb 
network and associated nouns, rather than strengthening retrieval of specific verbs that are 
trained during treatment (Edmonds & Babb, 2011; Edmonds et al., 2009), because in no 
participant and across no treatment block did we find a significant improvement in the trained 
verbs, even though for some treatment blocks we found an improvement in verb retrieval overall. 
We also found no evidence that treated verbs were produced more than other verbs during the 
oral connected speech task and the written narrative task (for the written narrative task we refer 
here only to P3 because P1’s written data was incomplete and P2’s written data included no 
verbs). These results are logical when we consider that for each treatment block, 20 different 
verbs were trained between 2-4 times each, in both languages, but the number of verb cycles that 
were completed for each block was much higher (between 49 and 88), and the number of CUs 
produced together with the SLT reached between 196 and 351 (see Table 5). In other words, the 
repetitiveness of training came from the process of building argument structure around verbs, 
assigning thematic roles, and producing CUs, rather than training the retrieval of specific verbs. 
In the WAB-R (Kertesz, 2006), the subtests assess a somewhat different set of language 
skills than those tested in our battery, although there is some overlap, especially in the 
information content measure of the spontaneous speech task and in the confrontation object-
naming task. We therefore expected the WAB-R to at least partially reflect the results from the 
main testing battery in our participants, and we found that AQ scores mostly followed the pattern 
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of within-language generalisation in our battery for the three participants. However, in two cases 
– for P2 and P3 in English after treatment in English – performance increases in the WAB-R 
were below the 5-point mark indicating a possible clinical change (Katz & Wertz, 1997), with 
scores of 3.7 and 3.1 respectively, in spite of widespread improvements in the main testing 
battery. We propose that for multilingual individuals, a smaller change in the AQ scores may 
identify clinical change than the suggested 5-points and above for monolingual individuals, 
supporting Hula et al. (2010) who posit that no one cut-off score identifying clinical change will 
be valid across the board for individuals with aphasia. 
Interestingly, based on the CETI, P2, P3 and their spouses all indicated that after treatment in 
the more impaired Hebrew, Hebrew communication skills improved, whereas after treatment in 
the less impaired English, only P2 and P3, but not their spouses, indicated an improvement in 
English communication skills. This is in spite of the fact that more widespread improvements 
occurred in English (L1) after treatment in English than in Hebrew (L2) after treatment in 
Hebrew. It is possible that the CETI is more sensitive to capturing change in a more impaired 
language than in a less impaired language, similar to Hula et al.'s (2010) hypothesis regarding the 
WAB-R, at least in a within-language treatment context. We discuss the CETI in more detail 
below. 
To summarise, in all three participants, within-language generalisation was observed in both 
languages, to varying degrees. The results provide support for Kiran et al.’s (2013) theory of 
competing mechanisms, such that in one language (for P1 – Hebrew, for P2 and P3 – English) 
spreading activation was much stronger than the interference from competing lemmas, whereas 
in the other language (for P1 – English, for P2 and P3 – Hebrew) spreading activation was only 
somewhat stronger than the interference from competing lemmas, resulting in differential 
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improvements across languages. As hypothesised, our results from P2 and P3 support the notion 
that strong and specific activation of the semantic verb network resulted in the biggest changes to 
L1 (Faroqi-Shah et al., 2010; Kurland & Falcon, 2011), the language assumed to have the 
strongest connections to the conceptual system based on the Revised Hierarchical Model (e.g., 
Kroll et al., 2010). Although we did not observe this trend in P1, we suggest that the small 
changes in his performance in English are the result of the fact that his English was only mildly 
impaired together with his low motivation post-English-treatment that underestimated his actual 
language abilities. We further suggest that his widespread improvements in Hebrew were the 
result of a general activation of an attrited language modified by the specific spreading activation 
throughout the semantic verb network. 
 
4.2 Cross-language generalisation 
We asked whether VNeST leads to cross-language generalisation in multilingual participants 
with aphasia, and we found mixed results from our participants. For all three participants we 
observed cross-language generalisation in one direction only, but for P1 this was in the opposite 
direction to that of P2 and P3. Furthermore, for P1 and P2, in the language where no cross-
language generalisation occurred, a decrease in performance was observed. The data support 
Kiran et al.’s (2013) theory of competing mechanisms and we interpret the relative strengths of 
each mechanism not only according to order of acquisition and relative proficiencies, but also 
based on attrition, language exposure, the involvement of the language control network, aphasia 
type and severity, and motivational factors. 
For P1, cross-language generalisation was observed across tasks in English after treatment in 
the more impaired Hebrew, especially for single-word noun retrieval, and verb retrieval and CU 
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production in sentence and connected speech tasks. These data support our first prediction that 
after treatment in the post-stroke more impaired language, strong activation of the conceptual 
system and the lexicon of the treated language spreads to the less impaired language because the 
connections between this post-stroke less impaired – pre-stroke most proficient language and the 
strengthened conceptual system are strong (Kroll et al., 2010). In addition, the lexicon of the less 
proficient language is strongly connected to the lexicon of the more proficient language, partially 
relying on it for access to the conceptual system, especially when the less proficient language 
never reached full proficiency, as in the case of P1 (Kroll et al., 2010). Based on Kiran et al.'s 
(2013) competing mechanisms theory, this spreading activation was stronger than any 
interference from Hebrew, resulting in increased performance in English. 
Conversely, for both P2 and P3, cross-language generalisation occurred in the more impaired 
Hebrew after treatment in the less impaired English. For P2, cross-language generalisation 
occurred in some single-word and sentence level tasks, and for P3, cross-language generalisation 
occurred only in the connected speech and written narrative tasks. Therefore, based on Kiran et 
al.'s (2013) theory of competing mechanisms, we posit that spreading activation of the semantic 
verb network after treatment in English was stronger than suppression of interference from the 
more impaired Hebrew, resulting in increased performance in Hebrew. 
It is important to note, however, that while we suggest that cross-language generalisation 
occurred in both P2 and P3 in Hebrew after treatment in English, it is possible that for P2, the 
improvement in Hebrew reflects a carry-over effect of the first treatment block, provided in 
Hebrew. A close look at the data shows that for the measures that indicated change in Hebrew 
after treatment in English (single-word action naming, verb production in WH-questions, noun 
type-token ratios, and rate of production) none had previously improved in Hebrew after 
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treatment in Hebrew. Rather, other measures showed improvement (single-word object naming, 
verb retrieval in connected speech and verb type-token ratios), and therefore, we suggest that it is 
unlikely that the increased performance is a carry-over effect from the first treatment block, 
although we cannot rule it out. 
Across all three participants, cross-language generalisation was observed for different 
measures across the different language tasks. This variability is most salient when we consider 
that P2 and P3 had very similar pre-treatment scores for measures of single-word naming and 
sentence production and they had a similar WAB-R AQ score in Hebrew immediately before 
being treated in English, yet for P2, cross-language generalisation was observed in some single-
word and sentence level tasks, and for P3, cross-language generalisation was observed only in 
the connected speech and written narrative tasks. These results were not surprising, because 
Edmonds et al. (2015) hypothesised that not all language measures are expected to improve in 
every participant, because language abilities in the different tasks are expected to interact with 
pre- and post-stroke abilities, task difficulty relative to the stroke, etc. However, the results do 
highlight the importance of assessing multiple levels of language, and not just the more 
commonly assessed single-word naming and sentence production tasks (Lerman et al., 2018). 
The importance of assessing multiple levels of language, particularly open tasks such as WH-
questions and connected speech, is also highlighted by P1’s cross-language generalisation 
patterns, where most improvement to verb retrieval and CU production was observed in the WH-
questions and connected speech tasks (as opposed to noun retrieval which improved the most in 
the single-word naming task).  
The data only partially support our hypothesis that cross-language generalisation to 
connected speech will more likely occur in the post-stroke less impaired language (e.g., Goral, 
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2012; Knoph et al., 2015; Knoph et al., 2017), because of the relationship between task demands 
and language impairment on language abilities. We found that the results from P1 and P2 
supported this hypothesis, with cross-language generalisation of measures of connected speech 
occurring in P1’s less impaired language, and not occurring in P2’s more impaired language. 
However, for P3, cross-language generalisation of connected speech (oral and written) occurred 
in his more impaired language. More work needs to be done in the future regarding the 
relationship between task demands and language impairment in multilingual individuals with 
aphasia.  
Additionally, regarding the written narrative data for P3 in Hebrew, after treatment in his less 
impaired English, increases were observed for total number of words and rate of writing. 
Interestingly, the percentage of incorrectly spelled words increased, suggesting that either the 
faster rate of writing came at the expense of spelling, or perhaps interference from the different 
orthographical system in English negatively affected P3’s spelling in Hebrew. A more sensitive 
analysis of writing output is warranted in order to better understand the underlying mechanisms 
affecting changes in writing skills. 
For the treatment blocks where no cross-language generalisation occurred, we found that for 
P3, no change occurred in language performance in the less impaired English after treatment in 
the more impaired Hebrew. Alternatively, for P1 and P2, a decrease in language performance 
was observed in the less impaired English after treatment in the more impaired Hebrew. 
However, based on the language backgrounds of each of the participants, together with factors 
such as motivation and impairment of the language control network, we interpret P2 and P3’s 
results differently to those of P1, relative to Kiran et al.’s (2013) competing mechanisms theory.  
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We suggest that for both P2 and P3, the observed language performance in English after 
treatment in Hebrew supports our second prediction, whereby interference from the less impaired 
English was strongly suppressed during treatment in Hebrew, while spreading activation within 
the semantic verb network was strong (e.g., Goral, 2012; Goral et al., 2013; Green, 1998; Kiran 
et al., 2013). In P3, the data indicate a balance between spreading activation to the less impaired 
English, with its strong connections to the conceptual system (Kroll et al., 2010), and strong 
suppression of interference from English, such that no cross-language generalisation occurred in 
English after treatment in Hebrew, but also no decrease in performance was observed. This 
balance may also reflect the pattern reported on in the literature that treatment to a non-L1 will 
not generalise to an L1 (e.g., Goral et al., 2010; Knoph et al., 2015; Knoph et al., 2017; Miertsch 
et al., 2009). In P2, the data indicate a stronger suppression of the less impaired English than the 
activation spreading to it, in order to allow for the observed within-language generalisation in 
Hebrew, resulting in a lingering effect of suppression when English performance was tested 
immediately after treatment in Hebrew (Goral, 2012; Goral et al., 2013). This is further 
supported by the stable performance in comprehension of nouns, verbs and sentences, relative to 
the decrease in production, and the stable performance in the non-word repetition task, 
suggesting that access to the English lexicon may be compromised due to over-suppression, but 
that language abilities in English are not undergoing a general decline.  
It is possible that no cross-language generalisation occurred for P1’s Hebrew, after treatment 
in English, because, based on the Revised Hierarchical Model (Kroll et al., 2010), after treatment 
in the post-stroke less impaired language, any activation of the conceptual system and the 
lexicon of the treated language only spread weakly to the more impaired language due to weak 
connections between this post-stroke more impaired language and the conceptual system (i.e., 
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the inverse underlying mechanism to our first predicted pattern of cross-language generalisation). 
Furthermore, the lexicon of the more proficient English is considered to be weakly connected to 
the lexicon of the less proficient Hebrew, especially when Hebrew never reached full 
proficiency, as in the case of P1 (Kroll et al., 2010), which would also partly explain the 
observed pattern. Based on Kiran et al.'s (2013) competing mechanisms theory, spreading 
activation was therefore weaker than the interference from the less impaired English, resulting in 
no cross language generalisation. 
However, in the case of P1, not only was no cross-language generalisation observed, but a 
decline in performance in Hebrew occurred in almost all measures of single-word, sentence, and 
connected speech tasks, suggesting that other factors were also involved. Unlike our account for 
P2 and P3, for P1 we do not propose that lingering suppression of interference of Hebrew during 
English treatment resulted in the decline in performance in Hebrew, because we do not expect 
such strong interference from the pre-stroke moderately proficient, attrited, more impaired 
Hebrew during treatment of the dominant, less impaired English (e.g., Goral, 2012; Goral et al., 
2013; Green, 1998; Kiran et al., 2013). Therefore, we suggest two other possibilities here. Either 
P1’s moderate-low motivation at post-English-treatment testing resulted in lower performance in 
Hebrew than his actual language abilities, similar to his English performance after treatment in 
English. Or alternatively, the stronger interference of English compared to any spreading 
activation of Hebrew was further exacerbated by the fact that once Hebrew treatment ended and 
English treatment began, P1 had minimal exposure to, or use of, Hebrew in his day-to-day life at 
the nursing home where he resides. Over these 10 weeks of treatment in English, P1’s Hebrew 
may have started to attrite again, making Hebrew even harder to activate and thus be even more 
susceptible to interference from English – the less impaired, treated, and environmental 
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language. Therefore, during Hebrew testing after treatment in English, we suggest that the 
observed decrease in Hebrew language abilities across the different language tasks resulted from 
this particularly strong interference from English in the face of attrition in Hebrew, far 
outweighing any spreading activation to Hebrew (Kiran et al., 2013).  
The fact that no change occurred in P1’s comprehension of nouns, verbs and sentences could 
be taken as further support for the re-attrition of Hebrew, because attrition affects production 
more than comprehension (e.g., Higby et al., 2019). However, this lack of change could also 
reflect P1’s type of aphasia (anomia in English and expressive aphasia in Hebrew), where 
comprehension is expected to spared relative to production, resulting in no change in 
comprehension in the face of decreased performance in production. Moreover, our earlier 
suggestion that providing VNeST to P1’s attrited language resulted in specific improvements to 
that language, rather than general language activation, based on the within-language 
generalisation data, was supported by the observation of specific improvements (noun and verb 
retrieval, and CU production) that generalised to the untreated language. Interestingly, non-word 
repetition improved in Hebrew after treatment in English, but this was only temporary, because 
his performance returned to the baseline measure at maintenance testing. 
So, for all three participants we propose that the control of interference mechanism was more 
influential than the spreading activation mechanism in one direction of generalisation: for P1, the 
strong interference of English during English treatment relative to the weak spreading activation 
of an attriting Hebrew may have resulted in the decrease in performance of Hebrew, while for P2 
and P3, the strong suppression of interference of English during Hebrew treatment may have 
offset the spreading activation in the semantic verb network due to the Hebrew treatment, 
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resulting in the observed decrease in performance and no change in performance of English 
respectively.  
We suggest that the involvement of a lesion to the language control network may have been 
an influential factor in these observed patterns, because all three participants had lesions in or 
near the basal ganglia, which have been hypothesised to affect language selection and lexical 
selection (Abutalebi & Green, 2007). For P1, a thalamic haemorrhage may have affected access 
between the basal ganglia and the frontal lobe, resulting in the differential impairment observed, 
and a possible disruption to the language control network (e.g., Abutalebi & Green, 2007; 
Nadeau & Crosson, 1997; Verreyt, De Letter, Hemelsoet, Santens, & Duyck, 2013). However, 
taking into account the confounding factors of P1’s moderate level of Hebrew at its peak pre-
stroke, together with 14 years of attrition of Hebrew post-stroke, the possible involvement of a 
lesion in the language control network and its effects on the observed patterns of data remains 
inconclusive.  
For P2 and P3, however, who were both fully proficient in Hebrew before the stroke, the 
involvement of a lesion in the control network may explain why cross-language generalisation 
did not occur in both directions, rather, only in one direction, as found by Kiran and Roberts 
(2010), whose pre-stroke highly proficient bilingual participant demonstrated cross-language 
generalisation in both directions in the absence of damage to the language control network. For 
P3, the involvement of the basal ganglia in the lesion was specifically stated in his medical 
records, as well as being observed on his brain scans (see Table 1 and Figure 4). For P2, while 
not being specifically identified in his medical records as an area damaged by the brain infarct, 
we infer from data available that the basal ganglia were highly likely to have been damaged. This 
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damage to the language-control network may be the reason that a lingering effect of suppression 
of the less impaired language occurred, outweighing any spreading activation from the treatment.  
One further possible area of support for the theory that a damaged language control network 
strongly affects the less impaired language is the relative patterns of language mixing observed 
in P2 and P3. Both these participants demonstrated less language mixing into English when the 
target language was Hebrew, after treatment in English compared to pre-English treatment, with 
a more substantial decrease for P2 (from 54% to 26%) than for P3 (from 31% to 23). We posit 
that treatment in English strengthens the connections between English and the control system, as 
suggested by Abutalebi, Rosa, Tettamanti, Green, and Cappa (2009), resulting in less intrusion of 
English into Hebrew (as observed by the reduction of language mixing) together with strong 
suppression of interference of English from the control system (as observed by the results of P2 
and P3 described above, relating to the decrease in performance in English and no change in 
performance in English respectively, after treatment in Hebrew). While these results are 
preliminary, this would be an interesting direction for future research. 
The results from all three participants, with their differential cross-language generalisation in 
each language, support Kiran et al.’s (2013) competing mechanisms theory, such that within 
individual participants, there is balance of spreading activation with interference control, and the 
stronger mechanism will dictate the observed generalisation patterns. However, our cross-
language generalisation data only partially support the Revised Hierarchical Model of Kroll et al. 
(2010), because, based on that model, we would expect cross-language generalisation to occur in 
the dominant, less impaired L1 after treatment in the non-dominant, more impaired L2. This 
pattern was only observed in P1, but not in P2 and P3. We propose that language dominance 
and/or order of acquisition will affect cross-language generalisation patterns in multilingual 
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individuals whose languages were not of equal proficiency pre-stroke, but not necessarily in 
multilingual individuals whose languages were more balanced pre-stroke, regardless of post-
stroke impairment. Furthermore, the hypothesis that representations of verbs across languages 
will be more variable than nouns (e.g., Salamoura & Williams, 2007; Van Hell & De Groot, 
1998) was not supported by our data, where cross-language generalisation did not occur in noun 
retrieval more than in verb retrieval across participants and across languages. 
For cross-language generalisation, as with within-language generalisation, we expected the 
WAB-R AQ scores (Kertesz, 2006) to at least partially reflect the results from the main testing 
battery. We found more variability for the cross-language generalisation data than for the within-
language generalisation data, with fairly stable AQ scores for all participants in English, and for 
P2 in Hebrew (changes of <1.0 to 2.1), regardless of increases or decreases in the main testing 
battery. For P1 in Hebrew, after treatment in English, widespread decline in performance on the 
main testing battery was reflected in his AQ score of a 7.1 point decline, supporting our proposal 
that P1’s language abilities at that time-point were strongly influenced by re-attrition of Hebrew, 
and moderate-low motivation.  
Perhaps the most surprising finding regarding the WAB-R AQ, was for P3 in Hebrew after 
treatment in English. Here, somewhat limited cross-language generalisation was observed in the 
main testing battery, for connected speech measures only, but his AQ increased greatly, by 18.5 
points. It is unclear why this increase was so large, especially as P3 indicated in the CETI no 
change in his Hebrew communication skills, and his wife even indicated in the CETI a decrease 
in his Hebrew communication skills. It is worth noting that in a previous study, two monolingual 
participants with severe expressive aphasia who were treated with VNeST demonstrated 
improvement in WAB-R AQ scores of 10.3 and 11.7 points (Edmonds & Babb, 2011), and while 
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this suggests that very large improvements on the WAB-R may not be unusual after VNeST for 
severe aphasia, it is still uncertain why this large increase in performance for P3 occurred cross-
linguistically rather than after treatment in Hebrew. It is possible that change in the WAB-R is 
related to order of treatment, whereby the biggest change occurs after the first treatment block, a 
finding also observed in P1 and P2. Alternatively, change in the WAB-R may be related to 
language abilities, such that the biggest change occurs in a more impaired language, as suggested 
by Hula et al. (2010); for all three participants the biggest WAB-R change occurred in their more 
impaired Hebrew. This would be an interesting line of investigation for future studies, by 
comparing WAB-R scores for a variety of different aphasia types and severities before and after 
treatment blocks either in a first-treatment block compared to a second treatment block, or in a 
less impaired language compared to a more impaired language. 
Finally, relating to the CETI as a reliable tool for assessing communication skills, we found 
only partial support (from P2) for our proposal, based on within-language generalisation data, 
that the CETI may be more sensitive to capturing change in a more impaired language than in a 
less impaired language. We also noticed that P2 indicated an increase in communication skills in 
English after treatment in Hebrew, in spite of the fact that his measured language skills declined. 
We suggest that this CETI report may better reflect P2’s enjoyment in taking part in the study, 
which he mentioned a few times, rather than a specific change in communication skills. We 
recommend further investigation into the use of the CETI as a tool for collecting data on 
communication skills. Currently, the CETI appears to be inadequate for accurately measuring 
changes in functional communication in different languages of a multilingual individual with 
aphasia, for both participants and their communication partners. Furthermore, it is still unclear 
whether it is preferable to ask participants to score the CETI blind, or relative to previous scores. 
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It is necessary to better identify the information that the CETI is capturing relative to both 
measured language skills and the personality of the person filling out the questionnaire.  
To summarise the cross-language generalisation data, in both P2 and P3, as hypothesised, our 
results are consistent with Goral and colleague’s proposal that strong suppression of interference 
of the less impaired language will occur during treatment of the more impaired language, 
resulting in no cross-language generalisation to the less impaired language, and even a decrease 
in language performance for P2 (Goral, 2012; Goral et al., 2013), which we attribute to the 
involvement of damage to the language control network (Ansaldo & Saidi, 2014). Conversely, 
cross-language generalisation was observed in both P2 and P3 in Hebrew after treatment in the 
less impaired English. This cross-language generalisation likely occurred due a stronger effect of 
spreading activation from treatment and a relatively weak interference of the more impaired 
language, because a more impaired language will require a high level of activation, which it does 
not receive during treatment of the less impaired language, and therefore only weakly interferes 
with the less impaired language, requiring minimal suppression of interference (Kiran et al., 
2013). We observed the opposite pattern in P1, with treatment in his more impaired language 
demonstrating cross-language generalisation to his less impaired language, as hypothesised 
(Kiran et al., 2013; Kroll et al., 2010). However, P1’s decrease in performance in Hebrew after 
treatment in English can be attributed at least partially to his moderate proficiency in Hebrew at 
its post-stroke peak, his return to rarely using Hebrew in his environment once treatment in 
English began, and his low motivation at post-English-treatment testing. 
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4.3 Maintenance 
We also asked whether treatment effects are maintained when treatment switches to the other 
language and/or when treatment is discontinued, and we found that treatment gains were not 
fully maintained in any participant for both languages but appeared to be qualified by language 
environment and task load. Both P2 and P3 were exposed daily and/or weekly to English (the 
home language) and Hebrew (the language in the community), and both participants enjoyed 
communicative interactions on a daily basis. The decreases in performance at maintenance 
observed in P2 and P3 were not widespread across the different tasks in either language, and we 
attribute this to the continuation of communication in both languages after treatment was 
discontinued, as hypothesised (e.g., Goral et al., 2012; Obler & Albert, 1977), in contrast to P1. 
Furthermore, regarding interference control in P2, we observed that the over-suppression of 
English interference was temporary, because when treatment ended in Hebrew and switched to 
English, performance scores in English increased, even surpassing baseline measures for single-
word action naming and most connected speech measures. 
Conversely, P1 lived in a nursing home and rarely initiated conversation with other residents. 
Rather, he sat most of the day on his own in his room, talking only briefly to nurses and/or aids, 
and occasionally with family and friends who came to visit. All these interactions were in 
English. His only contact with Hebrew was receptively, through reading, which he reported 
doing infrequently. P1’s scores at maintenance testing reflect this language environment. He had 
the biggest decrease in performance in both languages across all three participants, and we 
attribute this to his meager communicative environment without the language contact provided 
through treatment. Furthermore, his infrequent exposure to Hebrew resulted in more widespread 
decreases in Hebrew performance than English performance, with the decrease in Hebrew 
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beginning as soon as the Hebrew treatment block ended, where we suggest that the interference 
from English was stronger than any remnants of spreading activation from the Hebrew treatment, 
or any spreading activation from the English treatment. This interference from English, as the 
almost exclusive language of the environment, continued after treatment was discontinued.  
The observed decreases in performance at maintenance (for P1 and P3 in both languages, and 
for P2 in English) all included some measures of the connected speech task. This pattern of 
decline may reflect the difficulty in task load of the connected speech tasks relative to the other 
tasks, such that when activation is reduced due to absence of treatment, performance decreases in 
this task first (Neerincx, 2003; Shadden et al., 1991). More research is needed that includes 
short-term and long-term maintenance testing to better understand the interaction between task 
load and reduced activation due to the absence of treatment in monolinguals with aphasia, as 
well as relative to the language of the environment in multilinguals with aphasia. 
Regarding patterns of language mixing at maintenance, we observed that in P2, an increase in 
language mixing into English occurred in the connected speech task when the target language 
was Hebrew. As mentioned above, treating P2 in English may have resulted in a stronger 
connection between English and the language control network (Abutalebi et al., 2009), resulting 
in more interference control of English and thus a decrease in language mixing. After treatment 
was discontinued, these connections may have weakened, resulting in the intrusion of English 
when the target language was Hebrew and the observed measure of more language mixing. 
However, we did not observe this pattern in P3, whose language mixing continued to decrease 
after treatment was discontinued.  
Finally, regarding the CETI questionnaire, we noticed that P3 indicated an increase in 
Hebrew communication skills at maintenance, whereas his wife indicated a decrease. This may 
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reflect the anecdotal report by P3’s wife of an increase in overall Hebrew output during daily 
communication, but not always when appropriate, such that P3 may have regarded this as an 
increase in Hebrew communication skills whereas his wife did not. Furthermore, relating back to 
our suggestion that the CETI may be influenced by personality as much as, or more than, 
communicative abilities, we note that P2 indicated increased communication skills in both 
languages after 5-weeks without treatment, whereas his wife indicated decreased communication 
skills in both languages. As mentioned above, P2 admitted that taking part in the study highly 
motivated him, and he felt encouraged linguistically and communicatively, which may have 
resulted in this positive communication score even after treatment ended. Furthermore, his wife 
attested that by taking part in the study, P2’s attentional skills and non-verbal communication 
greatly improved, and so it is also possible that P2’s reported increase in the CETI was a result of 
these skills, as a general feeling of improvement, rather than one specific to communication.  
To summarise, we observed that treatment gains were not fully maintained in any participant, 
despite P2 and P3 living in rich, communicative environments in both English and Hebrew. 
However, the relative decreases observed can be attributed to the participants’ communicative 
opportunities in each language, whereby the largest decreases in performance were observed in 
P1, a participant who rarely initiated communication, and especially for Hebrew, a language he 
was rarely exposed to after treatment in Hebrew switched to English. 
 
4.4 Limitations and future research 
The results of this study highlight several important limitations that we encountered, and we 
suggest a number of directions for future research based on these limitations. We were unable to 
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obtain brain scan data or a detailed description of the lesion for P1 and P2, to be able to relate 
back to language and control skills. While we propose that damage to the language control 
network affects generalisation, this proposal is based on a very small number of cases, and on 
inferred brain lesion data. Kiran et al.'s (2013) competing mechanisms model can explain why 
we see different patterns of generalisation across different multilingual participants with aphasia, 
but we are still at the preliminary stages of understanding what underlies why one mechanism is 
stronger than the other in any given participant in any given language. Although this hypothesis 
of the involvement of the language control network on cross-language generalisation is not new 
(e.g., Ansaldo & Saidi, 2014; Green & Abutalebi, 2008; Paradis, 1998), and much work has 
recently been published on brain lesions and brain plasticity in the recovery of aphasia (see Kiran 
& Thompson, 2019, for an excellent review), we strongly suggest that future research combines 
detailed brain imaging, including both structural and functional neuroimaging, together with 
treatment studies in multilingual participants with aphasia, to fully appreciate the contribution of 
the language control network to the potential generalisation effects of treatment. Furthermore, a 
better understanding of the contribution of a damaged language control network should then lead 
to more research regarding language mixing relative to treatment in each language. 
The well-known issue in aphasia research of variability across testing times, affecting the 
calculation of variance and thus effect sizes (e.g., Cameron, Wambaugh, & Mauszycki, 2010; 
Kolk, 2007) also arose during our data collection, where we observed differential variability 
across participants and across languages. This was salient for P1 in both languages, whose issue 
of motivation may have been a strong factor in his variability, although we also noticed that P2 
showed large fluctuations in his English (perhaps because Hebrew was at floor level for many 
measures, so fluctuated less) and P3 in his Hebrew, the language he found most challenging. We 
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are aware that having only three testing days at each time-point may be responsible for the large 
variances and small effect sizes, but practicality of conducting the study was a strong 
consideration for us. As discussed above, studies with 5-baseline testing points may be more 
reliable for testing variability, however, the three testing times, in each language, together with 
the administration of the WAB-R, CLQT and CETI, proved to be a strain on all three 
participants, who all indicated tiredness and a certain level of boredom during testing, even those 
participants with high motivation. We suggest that future studies focus on determining the 
minimal number of baseline testing sessions necessary to calculate reasonable effect sizes, so 
that we do not over-test our multilingual participants whose motivation may drop because of it.  
Also related to data collection, our results suggest that meaningful clinical changes in WAB-
R AQ scores in multilingual participants may be different to those in monolingual participants. 
While we interpret our findings cautiously, we suggest that a future line of investigation would 
be to determine a meaningful clinical change using the WAB in different multilingual 
populations. Similarly, our results from the CETI were also interpreted cautiously, since we did 
not follow the original protocol (Lomas et al., 1989), rather our method was more conservative, 
following a protocol consistent with previous VNeST studies (e.g., Edmonds & Babb, 2011) and 
did not provide the participants with a copy of their previous scores, to compare to at each time-
point. Thus, our choice of a value representing meaningful change could not follow that of the 
original protocol, and the CETI scores that we received were variable relative to the main testing 
battery and the WAB. While the CETI and the WAB have been shown to have a strong positive 
correlation, this was for monolingual participants with either acute and/or subacute stages, or 
pre-treatment (Laska, Bartfai, Hellblom, Murray, & Kahan, 2007). For our multilingual 
participants with chronic aphasia, pre- and post-treatment, we consider the CETI to be a 
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potentially valuable clinical tool for identifying change in functional communication, but we 
believe that a standard application of this test needs to be developed for different populations at 
different stages of aphasia recovery. 
We noticed that for our participants, treatment gains were not consistently maintained, and 
usually began to decline once treatment was discontinued, relative to the participants’ 
communicative environment. Measuring maintenance long term is challenging in aphasia 
studies, due to changes in the communicative environment of participants and issues relating to 
receiving treatment. However, a useful clinical measure in our field would be to find the lowest 
dosage of treatment necessary to maintain any treatment gains long-term for different 
communicative environments, and this would be a valuable direction for future research. 
There is still an outstanding question from the literature that we could not address based on 
our participant pool, which is whether order of acquisition or pre-stroke language proficiency is 
the main driving factor behind generalisation effects. Our three participants all had English as an 
L1, which remained their dominant language across the lifespan, and the most impaired after the 
stroke. Although two of our participants moved to Israel as adults, it was not unexpected that 
they retained their English to a high level, due to the prestige of English in Israel as a valued 
language in school and in many top professions. Furthermore, the large number of English-
speakers who live in Israel provide ample opportunity to continue language contact with English, 
after moving there. This question, therefore, remains open and is worthy of future research in 
appropriate multilingual populations. 
Preliminary data that emerged from a post-hoc analysis of noun and verb retrieval relative to 
aphasia type indicated that for P2 and P3, who both had expressive aphasia, verb retrieval was 
overall more impaired than noun retrieval, as expected (Druks, 2002) and this was more salient 
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in the more impaired language. Changes observed after VNeST indicated that in the less 
impaired language, more widespread change may have occurred for verbs than for nouns, 
whereas in the more impaired language, there was some indication of nouns improving more 
than verbs, suggesting that a basic level of noun retrieval might be necessary before verb 
retrieval can occur. It should be noted that this pattern was not observed for P1, but his expected 
relative noun and verb impairment may have been self-contradictory because of his different 
aphasia types across languages. Investigating the differences between noun and verb impairment, 
and how to best treat those impairments relative to aphasia type would be a valuable direction for 
future research. 
We studied English and Hebrew in this dissertation, specifically choosing languages that 
were different typologically but overlapping in some key linguistic elements, such as basic word 
order and argument structure. However, language pairs with similar or differentiating linguistic 
overlap will likely result in different patterns of within- and cross-language generalisation. One 
example that we suggested earlier is that the different orthographical system between English 
and Hebrew may have contributed to the increase in P3’s decreased spelling performance in his 
written narratives, especially since participants were encouraged to write down or copy all the 
sentences they produced during VNeST. While some researchers have indicated that linguistic 
distance is an important topic for future research (e.g., Ansaldo, Marcotte, Scherer, & Raboyeau, 
2008; Ansaldo & Saidi, 2014), there are few studies that address this issue in depth (e.g., Conner 
et al., 2018). We suggest that investigating linguistic distance would be a useful line of future 
study, specifically looking at linguistic distance in the context of VNeST and comparing pairs of 
languages with an overlapping basic word order to those with different basic word order, and/or 
mostly overlapping argument structure to those with dissimilar argument structure. 
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Finally, we raise the issue of reporting treatment hours in aphasia studies, and suggest that 
this may be a misleading practice, especially in multilingual participants with aphasia whose 
language abilities are not comparable post-stroke. In our post-hoc analysis, we found that when 
we compared the number of times CU production occurred per treatment block with severity of 
aphasia, rather than the number of treatment hours, the more severe the aphasia, the fewer 
number of CUs were produced (see Figure 15). For both P2 and P3, who received the same 
number of treatment hours in each language, but more practice producing CUs in their less 
impaired English than their more impaired Hebrew, direct treatment effects and within-language 
generalisation were more widespread in the less impaired language than the more impaired 
language and included generalisation to oral connected speech and written narratives.  
Furthermore, looking across P2 and P3’s data, the participant with the most robust direct 
treatment effects was P3 for the English treatment block, with significant improvement in both 
independent thematic role retrieval and CU production. P3 also had the highest WAB-R AQ 
score, indicating the least impaired language skills. P3 produced the highest number of CUs 
during the English treatment block than in the Hebrew treatment block, counting both production 
with the SLT and independent production. We suggest that the observed treatment effects and 
within-language generalisation may be directly related to aphasia severity but alternatively they 
may be indirectly related to the fact that more severe impairments result in less practice of CU 
production over a similar number of treatment hours. It is common practice in the aphasia 
literature to refer to the number of treatment hours provided to participants (e.g., Best & Nickels, 
2000; Cherney, Patterson, & Raymer, 2011; Edmonds, 2016; Faroqi-Shah et al., 2010) but 
perhaps this number is misleading. It may not be the number of treatment hours that affects 
whether direct treatment effects and/or within-language generalisation occur, rather the amount 
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of time the person with aphasia practices at the rate that their aphasia severity allows for. We 
strongly recommend looking into this possibility in future studies. 
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5 Conclusions 
In this dissertation we investigated direct and indirect treatment effects in three English-
Hebrew multilingual participants with aphasia who received Verb Network Strengthening 
Treatment, in each language in consecutive treatment blocks. We found that in all three 
participants, direct treatment effects were observed for all languages that were classified as 
moderate-severe aphasia, but not for mild aphasia that was close to ceiling at the start of 
treatment. For the two participants whose pre-stroke Hebrew was highly proficient, but more 
impaired than their native English after the stroke, we propose that strong and specific activation 
of the semantic verb network resulted in more within-language generalisation of their native 
English, with less widespread within-language generalisation for the more impaired Hebrew. 
These two participants also demonstrated limited cross-language generalisation to their more 
impaired Hebrew after treatment in their less impaired English, and no cross-language 
generalisation to their less impaired English, after treatment in their more impaired Hebrew. 
Rather, for one participant a decrease in performance in English was observed. 
We interpret this within-language generalisation relative to the competing mechanisms 
theory (Kiran et al., 2013), and the Revised Hierarchical Model (Kroll et al., 2010). We suggest 
that spreading activation of the conceptual system to the more proficient English is stronger than 
spreading activation of the conceptual system to the less proficient Hebrew, but both are stronger 
than interference from their respective languages, resulting in within-language generalisation in 
both languages but stronger in the less impaired English. Furthermore, we interpret the lack of 
cross-language generalisation in the less impaired English as a result of strong suppression of 
interference of English during treatment in more impaired Hebrew, which then lingers when 
English is tested straight after the treatment block (Goral, 2012; Goral et al., 2013). We suggest 
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the involvement of damage to the basal ganglia, as part of the language control network, as a 
possible reason for this lingering suppression. 
For one participant (P1), we observed minimal within-language generalisation in English, 
either due to his mild aphasia in English, or moderate-low motivation at the post-English-
treatment testing. Recall that P1 had moderate proficiency in Hebrew, at its peak, pre-stroke, and 
subsequently 14 years of infrequent use of Hebrew, resulting in attrition, with a stark difference 
between his language abilities in each language post-stroke (with his native English much less 
impaired than his Hebrew). Conversely, widespread within-language generalisation was 
observed for Hebrew, and overall, the results in Hebrew indicated some general activation of the 
Hebrew language, probably due to exposure of an attrited language, but with primarily specific 
improvements relative to spreading activation within the semantic verb network. Furthermore, in 
this participant, cross-language generalisation was observed in English after treatment in the 
more impaired Hebrew, suggesting strong activation of the conceptual system during treatment 
that spread to the language with the strongest connections to it (English) (Kroll et al., 2010). 
Also, because he never reached full proficiency in Hebrew, his Hebrew lexicon likely partially 
relies on his English lexicon for access to the conceptual system, so treatment in Hebrew spread 
activation to both lexicons (Kroll et al., 2010). No cross-language generalisation was observed in 
the more impaired Hebrew after treatment in the less impaired English, likely due to a 
combination of low motivation, attrition of Hebrew after treatment in Hebrew ended, and the 
strong interference from English.  
Our study extends previous findings and highlights several new important theoretical and 
clinical implications. First, VNeST is a suitable treatment option in multilingual participants with 
aphasia, and the within-language generalisation that we observed parallels that of monolingual 
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participants with aphasia, relative to their post-stroke language abilities (Edmonds & Babb, 
2011; Edmonds et al., 2009). Furthermore, it is possible to rehabilitate a language that has been 
rarely used for many years and undergone attrition, and SLTs should be aware of this when 
choosing treatment options for multilingual people with chronic aphasia.  
Second, we identify attrition, language exposure, and motivation as key factors in patterns of 
within- and cross-language generalisation, in addition to order of acquisition and proficiency, 
and propose that the competing mechanisms theory of Kiran et al. (2013) will be strongly 
influenced by these factors, modified by any impairment in the language control network. 
Therefore, when treating a multilingual participant with aphasia in one language only, SLTs 
must be aware that not only can cross-language generalisation occur or not occur, but treatment 
in one language can also result in a decrease in performance in the untreated language, especially 
if (a) the language control network is damaged, and (b) treatment is provided to the more 
impaired language only. SLTs should monitor language gains and losses and change their 
treatment plans accordingly throughout therapy.  
Finally, our study provides strong support that exposure to a language in the communicative 
environment of each multilingual participant with aphasia is critical in preserving treatment gains 
after treatment is discontinued. In all three participants, we observed that treatment gains were 
not fully maintained, but that the most salient decline was observed in the least communicative 
participant, particularly in his Hebrew which he used only receptively and very infrequently 
post-stroke. It is important that SLTs encourage their multilingual patients to use each of their 
languages daily, for those languages that have some communicative or personal value to the 
patient, but together with this, a low dosage maintenance treatment plan should be considered 
after any period of intense treatment during the chronic stage of aphasia, so that treatment gains 
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can be appropriately maintained and thus multilingual patients with aphasia can maximise their 
potential in each language. 
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Appendices 
Appendix A. 
The modified Language Experience and Proficiency Questionnaire (LEAP-Q) (Marian et al., 
2007) with adaptations for people with aphasia, along with some supplementary questions from 
the Bilingual Aphasia Language Summary Form (Kohnert, 2013). 
 
Section 1: 
Last name  First name  Today’s date 
 
 
Age  Date of birth  Male   Female   
 
Date of stroke  Side of stroke in the brain: Left Right 
 
 
1) Please list all the languages you know in order of acquisition (your native language first): 
 
1  2  3  4  5  
 
2) Please list all the languages you know in order of dominance from BEFORE the stroke: 
 
1  2  3  4  5  
 
3) Please list all the languages you know in order of dominance SINCE the stroke: 
 
1  2  3  4  5  
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4) Please list what percentage of time you used to be exposed to each language BEFORE the stroke 
(your percentages should add up to 100%): 
List language 
here: 
     
List 
percentage 
here 
     
 
5) Please list what percentage of time you are exposed to each language AFTER the stroke (your 
percentages should add up to 100%): 
List language 
here: 
     
List 
percentage 
here 
 
     
6) When choosing to read a text available in all your languages, in what percentage of cases would 
you choose to read it in each of your languages? Assume that the original was written in another 
language, which is unknown to you. (Your percentages should add up to 100% on each line): 
 
 
List language 
here 
     
List 
percentages 
here – 
BEFORE the 
stroke 
     
List 
percentages 
here – AFTER 
the stroke 
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7) When choosing a language to speak with a person who is equally fluent in all your languages, 
what percentage of time would you choose to speak each language? Please report percent of total 
time. (Your percentages should add up to 100% on each line): 
 
List language 
here 
     
List 
percentages 
here – 
BEFORE the 
stroke 
     
List 
percentages 
here – AFTER 
the stroke 
     
 
8) Please name the cultures with which you identify. On a scale from zero to ten, please rate the 
extent to which you identify with each culture. (Examples of possible cultures include US-
American, Chinese, Jewish-Orthodox, etc.): 
 
List cultures here     
Scale 0-10: where 0 is 
minimally, and 10 is completely 
    
 
 
 
9) How many years of formal education do you have? __________________________ 
 
Please check your highest education level (or the appropriate U.S. equivalent to a degree obtained 
in another country):  
 
Less than 
high school 
            Some college                 Masters  
 
High school 
 
            College                 PhD/MD/JD  
 
Professional 
training 
            Some graduate                 Other:  
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10) Date of immigration to the United States, if applicable: _________________ 
 
If you have ever lived in another country, please provide name of country and dates of residence: 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
11) Have you ever had a problem with any of the following (before or after the stroke)? If yes, please 
explain (including any corrections): 
 
Vision problem   Yes/No  __________________________________ 
Hearing impairment  Yes/No  __________________________________ 
Language disability  Yes/No  __________________________________ 
Learning disability  Yes/No  __________________________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
Section 2: 
 
The following section should be filled out for EACH language: 
 
Language: X 
This is my [First, second, third etc.] language: ___________________ 
 
All questions below refer to your knowledge of language X 
 
1) Age when you: 
 
began acquiring 
Language X 
became fluent in 
Language X 
began reading in 
Language X 
began fluent reading 
in Language X 
    
 
 
2) Please list the number of years and months you spent in each language environment: 
 
 Years Months 
A country where Language X is spoken   
A family where Language X is spoken   
A school and/or working environment where Language X is 
spoken 
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3) On a scale from zero to ten, please select your level of proficiency in speaking, understanding, 
and reading Language X, where 0 is no ability and 10 is native-like proficiency: 
 
 Speaking Understanding Reading 
Scale from 0-10: 
BEFORE the stroke 
   
Scale from 0-10: 
AFTER the stroke 
   
 
4) On a scale from zero to ten, please select how much the following factors contributed to you 
learning Language X: 
 
 Scale 0-10  Scale 0-10 
Interacting with friends  Language tapes/self-instruction  
Interacting with family  Watching TV  
Reading  Listening to the radio  
 
5) Please rate to what extent you are currently exposed to Language X in the following contexts: 
 
 Scale 0-10  Scale 0-10 
Interacting with friends  Listening to radio/music  
Interacting with family  Reading  
Watching TV  Language-tapes/self-instruction  
 
6) In your perception, how much of a foreign accent did you/do you have in Language X? 
 
BEFORE the stroke, scale 0-10  
AFTER the stroke, scale 0-10  
 
 
7) Please rate how frequently others identify you as a non-native speaker based on your accent in 
Language X: 
 
BEFORE the stroke, scale 0-10  
AFTER the stroke, scale 0-10  
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8) How well can you translate from Language X into another language? (Name the language/s 
below):  
 
Language    
BEFORE the stroke, scale 0-10    
AFTER the stroke, scale 0-10    
 
9) How well can you translate from another language into Language X? (Name the language/s 
below): 
 
Language    
BEFORE the stroke, scale 0-10    
AFTER the stroke, scale 0-10    
 
10) How often did you switch between your languages on purpose (language mixing)?  
BEFORE the stroke, scale 0-10  
AFTER the stroke, scale 0-10  
 
11) How often do you switch between your languages unintentionally since the stroke? 
(On a scale of 0-10, where 0=never, 10=every time I try to communicate) 
 
Scale 0-10   
[Please fill out section 2 again for any other languages] 
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Appendix B. 
The Apraxia battery for adults, 2nd ed. (ABA-2) (Dabul, 2001), adapted for Hebrew-English 
bilingual individuals. 
 
Subtest 1  
 
 
 
 
Subtest 2 
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 )werbeH( htgnel drow gnisaercnI .C
 1 nmuloC
 sdrow
 erocS sdrow 3 nmuloC  erocS sdrow 2 nmuloC  erocS
  מחשבונים   מחשבון  מחשב
  ילדיכם   ילדים   ילד 
  כיסאותי  כיסאות  כיסא 
  עצמותם  עצמות  עצם
  עצינו  עצים  עץ
  ספרונינו  ספרונים  ספרון
  חברותיים   חברות  חבר
  דובונים  דובון  דוב
  לאומיות  לאומי  לאום
  בקבוקינו  בקבוקים  בקבוק
  latoT  latoT  latoT
 
 erocs ecnamrofrep ni noitaroireted =           latot 3 nmuloC – latot 1 nmuloC
 =      -                            
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 )werbeH( htgnel drow gnisaercnI .D
 1 nmuloC
 sdrow
 erocS sdrow 3 nmuloC  erocS sdrow 2 nmuloC  erocS
  חמותי   חמה  חם
  מיטתיהם   מיטתי   מיטה 
  חגגנו  חוגג  חג
  דיממתם   דימם   דם
  סבלנותי   סבלנות   סבלן
  ראשונים   ראשון  ראש
  גגונים  גגון  גג
  שעונינו   שעונים   שעון
  קיררנו   קירר   קר
  עכברונים   עכברון  עכבר
האיש  הגבוה 
 מקליד מהר 
הם אמרו שהאיש הגבוה  
 מקליד מהר 
אני לא בטוח אם הם אמרו  
שהאיש הגבוה מקליד מהר 
 או לאט
 
  latoT  latoT  latoT
 
 erocs ecnamrofrep ni noitaroireted =           latot 3 nmuloC – latot 1 nmuloC
 =      -                            
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Subtest 3 
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Subtest 5 
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 3 dna 1 slairT 3 lairT 2 lairT 1 lairT droW
 derapmoc
  A/N A/N A/N שוקולד :elpmaxE
     עוגיה
     עגבניה
     בלגן
     אופניים
     מגבת
     שולחנות 
     חנוכה
     מלפפון
     היפופותם
     ירושלים 
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Appendix C. 
The English version of the Communicative Effectiveness Index-revised (CETI) (Lomas et al., 
1989), for the participant with aphasia to fill out. 
 
 
 
THE COMMUNICATIVE EFFECTIVENESS INDEX (REVISED) 
 
Please rate your ability for English/Hebrew: 
 
1. Getting somebody's attention 
 
 
not at all 
able 
as able as  
before stroke 
 
 
2. Getting involved in group conversations that are about you 
 
 
not at all 
able 
as able as  
before stroke 
 
 
3. Giving yes and no answers appropriately 
 
 
not at all 
able 
as able as  
before stroke 
 
 
4. Communicating your emotions 
 
 
not at all 
able 
as able as  
before stroke 
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5. Indicating that you understand what is being said to you 
 
 
not at all 
able 
as able as  
before stroke 
 
 
6. Having coffee-time visits and conversations with friends and neighbors at home  
 
 
not at all 
able 
as able as  
before stroke 
 
 
7. Having a one-to-one conversation with a family member 
 
 
not at all 
able 
as able as  
before stroke 
 
 
8. Saying the name of someone who is in front of you 
 
 
not at all 
able 
as able as  
before stroke 
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9. Communicating physical problems such as aches and pains 
 
 
not at all 
able 
as able as  
before stroke 
 
 
10. Having a spontaneous conversation (i.e., starting the conversation and/or changing the subject) 
 
 
not at all 
able 
as able as  
before stroke 
 
 
11. Responding to or communicating anything (including yes or no) without words 
 
 
not at all 
able 
as able as  
before stroke 
 
 
12. Starting a conversation with people who are not close family 
 
 
not at all 
able 
as able as  
before stroke 
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13. Understanding writing 
 
 
not at all 
able 
as able as  
before stroke 
 
 
14. Being part of a conversation when it is fast and there are a number of people involved 
 
 
not at all 
able 
as able as  
before stroke 
 
 
15. Participating in a conversation with strangers 
 
 
not at all 
able 
as able as  
before stroke 
 
 
16. Describing or discussing something in depth  
 
 
not at all 
able 
as able as  
before stroke 
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Appendix D. 
Six sets of connected speech stimuli, three for oral production and three for written 
production. For oral connected speech, Nicholas and Brookshire's (1993) two published sets 
were used (set 1 and set ), and these included the "Cookie Theft" picture from the Boston 
Diagnostic Aphasia Examination (BDAE) (Goodglass & Kaplan, 1983) and the "picnic" 
picture from the WAB-R (Kertesz, 2006). The third set of stimuli (set 3) was developed 
specifically for this study, and the story sequence included was the story from the Bilingual 
Aphasia Test (BAT) (Paradis, 2011). The three sets of stimuli for the written production (sets 
4, 5, and 6) included story sequences from the Narrative Story Cards (Helm-Estabrooks & 
Nicholas, 2003).  
 
Set 1 
Please describe this picture: 
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Please describe this picture: 
 
Together these pictures tell a story; please tell me the story: 
  
“Tell me what you usually do on Sundays. Try to talk for about 1 minute.” 
 “Tell me how you would go about doing dishes by hand. Try to talk for about 1 minute.” 
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Set 2 
Please describe this picture: 
 
Please describe this picture: 
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Together these pictures tell a story; please tell me the story: 
 
 
 
“Tell me where you live and describe it to me. Try to talk for about 1 minute.”  
“Tell me how you would go about writing and sending a letter. Try to talk for about 1 minute” 
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Set 3 
Please describe this picture 
 
Source: Shimada, M., Meguro, K., Yamazaki, H., Horikawa, A., Hayasaka, C., Yamaguchi, S., ... & Yamadori, A. (1998). Impaired  verbal description ability assessed 
by the picture description task in Alzheimer's disease. Archives of gerontology and geriatrics, 27(1), 57-65. 
 
 
Please describe this picture 
 
 
 
Together these pictures tell a story; please tell me the story: 
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“Tell me about somebody in your family. Try to speak for about 1 minute.” 
“Tell me how you would go about preparing a sandwich. Try to speak for about 1 minute.” 
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Set 4 
Please write a description of this picture 
 
Please write a description of this picture 
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Together these pictures tell a story; please write down the story: 
 
 
 
“Write about your stroke.” 
“Write about how you would prepare an omelette.” 
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Set 5 
Please write a description of this picture 
 
Please write a description of this picture 
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Together these pictures tell a story; please write down the story: 
 
 
 
 
“Write about a recent vacation.”  
“Write about how someone would do laundry.”  
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Set 6 
Please write a description of this picture 
 
Please write a description of this picture 
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Together these pictures tell a story; please write down the story: 
 
 
 
“Write about where you were on 9/11 OR write about where you were when Rabin was shot” 
“Write about how you would make a salad.”  
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Appendix E. 
Table E1. Analysis of Speech Unit (AS) complexity ratings on a scale from 1-5. (Altman, Goral, 
& Levy, 2012; Kempler & Goral, 2011) 
AS unit rating Definition Example/s 
1=incomplete It may be sub-clausal; single 
words; a sentence without a verb. 
In addition, it is not a 
syntactically grammatical AS-
Unit 
 
“she beautiful” 
2 = Simple & Complete One AS-Unit that consists of one 
syntactic clause. It does not have 
to be semantically felicitous. It 
does not have to be grammatical, 
but the clause should contain a 
noun, verb, and object if 
obligatory. 
 
“And I eh wrote a book” 
3 = Incomplete subordinate 
or coordinate clause 
 
An AS-Unit that consists of two 
clauses at least in which one is an 
incomplete complex/embedded or 
coordinate 
“eh the next eh town was Guilin 
which eh singing town” 
 
 
4 = Complex Coordinate One AS-Unit that consists of two 
complete (grammatical or 
ungrammatical) clauses 
“umm and I was making the 
movement the movement and 
ehh the camera was taking 
pictures” 
5 = Complex subordinate An AS-Unit that is embedded 
(first example) and may contain 
reported speech (second 
example). 
 
“Em every em text that I sent 
her she responded eh with 
new eh suggestions and 
uh and some em em some 
em em corrections 
corrections” 
 
“em he eh the banker 
uhhhummm the eh banker 
listened to me and ehh he said 
emmm emm I am excited with 
your company” 
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Appendix F. 
Non-word repetition task from the Psycholinguistic Assessments of Language Processing 
Aphasia (PALPA) in English (Kay et al., 1996). 
 
INSTRUCTIONS  
Say “I will say some strange words and I will ask you to repeat them. These are not real English words. 
They don’t make sense. Please repeat each word you hear exactly as you hear it. Note that in this task you 
will only hear the word once. Ready?”  
If no response is provided, prompt with “Can you repeat the word?”  
Write down repetition.  
 
Item # Item Repeat (response) Prompt? 
1 ality  ☐ 
2 vater  ☐ 
3 splant  ☐ 
4 crealth  ☐ 
5 egular  ☐ 
6 drattle  ☐ 
7 riety  ☐ 
8 ipical  ☐ 
9 sprawn  ☐ 
10 ampty  ☐ 
 
 
 
Item # Item Repeat (response) Prompt? 
11 drange  ☐ 
12 polid  ☐ 
13 acutty  ☐ 
14 slurch  ☐ 
15 gaffic  ☐ 
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16 funior  ☐ 
17 cleast  ☐ 
18 prench  ☐ 
19 larden  ☐ 
20 grank  ☐ 
 
 
 
Item # Item Repeat (response) Prompt? 
21 emitor  ☐ 
22 lerman  ☐ 
23 adio  ☐ 
24 splack  ☐ 
25 truggle  ☐ 
26 inima  ☐ 
27 anify  ☐ 
28 plonth  ☐ 
29 pelter  ☐ 
30 stirple  ☐ 
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 gnissecorP egaugnaL fo stnemssessA citsiugnilohcysP eht morf ksat noititeper drow-noN
 .)1002 ,nietsledE & liG( werbeH ni )APLAP( aisahpA
 הוראות
"עכשיו המחשב ישמיע מילים מוזרות ואני אבקש ממך לחזור אחריהם. הן לא מילים אמיתיות בעברית.  התחלי את המצגת ואמרי:
הן חסרות משמעות. בבקשה תחזור אחרי כל מילה שאתה שומע. שים לב שבמטלה הזאת תוכל לשמוע את המילה פעם אחת 
 בלבד. מוכן?"
 ?". על המילה אתה יכול לחזוראם הנבדק אינו מגיב, עודדי את התגובה עם "
 כתבי את החזרות והשיפוטים בטור המתאים. 
 ?tpmorP )esnopser( taepeR metI # metI
 ☐  מנופה APONEM 1
 ☐  מדנלה  ALENDAM 2
 ☐  זיל  LIZ 3
 ☐  דלר RELED 4
 ☐  מלטפה AFATALAM 5
 ☐  לוטב VETOL 6
 ☐  הל LAH 7
 ☐  בפרזה AZARFAB 8
 ☐  אומוזיציה AYZTIZOMO 9
 ☐  טשרוקית  TIKORHSAT 01
 
 
 metI 
 #
 ?tpmorP )esnopser( taepeR metI
 ☐  פם MAP 11
 ☐  פלד DALAP 21
 ☐  אלורדיון NOIDROLA 31
 ☐  טמשיה  AYIHSAMAT 41
 ☐  פש HSAP 51
 ☐  פירוי YURIP 61
 ☐  אנלה ALANA 71
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18 LOTER רטול  ☐ 
19 RIT  תיר  ☐ 
20 SAMOG גומס  ☐ 
 
 
Item # Item Repeat (response) Prompt? 
21 MONOSOYA היוסונומ  ☐ 
22 MAPALOTIM  םיתולפמ  ☐ 
23 RALAMIM  םימלר  ☐ 
24 POM םופ  ☐ 
25 LAGAS סגל  ☐ 
26 MASHIPA  הפישמ  ☐ 
27 LARPEGOLEM םלוגפרל  ☐ 
28 MIK  קימ  ☐ 
29 MALTAPESH  שפתלמ  ☐ 
30 RIMOSHOLEM  םולשומיר  ☐ 
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Appendix G. 
 
VNeST Treatment Protocol. Cited verbatim from Edmonds (2014), p.80-86. 
 
 
Step 1. Generation of Multiple Scenarios Around the Trained Verb 
Detailed Instructions. Set down the cards with the words “who” and “what” written on them. Point 
to each card and tell the participant that these cards say “who” and “what”. Then place the card with the 
verb written on it between the “who” and “what” cards and ask “Who can/might (verb) 
something/someone?” In this example, we will use the verb “drive.” If the participant does not understand 
the word “who,” then you can say, “Can you think of a person who drives something?” If the participant is 
able to independently produce a plausible response (e.g., chauffeur, my wife, taxi drive), write the word on 
a blank card and set it under the “who” card. 
Step 1: Generate agents and patients (4 per verb). For example, for the verb “drive”, possible agents 
could be ‘dad’, ‘chauffeur’, ‘paramedic’ and ‘taxi driver’, and possible patients could be ‘boat’, ‘limousine’, 
‘ambulance’ and ‘taxi’ respectively. 
Step 2: Read responses aloud. “Dad drive boat”, “Chauffeur drive limousine”, “Paramedic drive 
ambulance”, “Taxi driver drive taxi”. 
Step 3: Expand one schema with wh-questions. For example, for the sentence “Dad drive boat”: 
Where? In the bay behind our house; why? To relax with family; when? Every Saturday. 
Step 4: Make semantic judgements about sentences that the clinician reads aloud (N=12). For 
example, correct: the farmer drives a tractor; incorrect agent: the teacher drives a tank; incorrect patient: 
the chauffeur drives a tricycle; reverse: the van drives the mom. 
Step 5: Produce target verb independently. 
Step 6: Repeat step 1, without clinician cues. 
 
 
The person with aphasia completes each step with clinician cues, as needed. If the participant cannot 
provide a response independently, cues are provided. The first cue is a semantic/contextual cue. These 
cues may differ depending on the verb and what other responses have already been provided. Examples of 
semantic/contextual cues are: 
 
Occupational: Can you think of someone who (measures, bakes, drives) for their job? 
Avocational: Can you think of someone who (bakes, flies something) for a hobby or in their spare 
time? 
Familial: Can you think of a friend or someone in a family or your family who (bakes, knits, 
drives, reads)? 
Sports: Can you think of someone who (kicks, watches, shakes something) as part of a 
sport/sporting event? 
Location: Can you think of someone who (chops something in a forest? Pushes something in a 
grocery store? Shakes something in a kitchen) 
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An additional semantic/contextual cue can be given to further constrain possible responses. For 
example, if the cue “Can you think of someone who might drive for their job?” is not effective, then asking 
“Can you think of someone who drives a long car (new cue) for their job (previous cue)?” may be helpful. 
If minimal cues do not work, then move to a maximal cue. For a maximal cue, provide 4 cards to the 
participant. One card should be the correct agent or patient that you are eliciting, and three cards should be 
inappropriate responses (foils). For example, if you are trying to elicit “chauffeur” for “drive” then the cards 
say chauffeur, dentist, teacher, and veterinarian. Provide the cards in a stack and ask the participants to read 
each card silently and decide which one is appropriate to the verb (e.g., who would measure something). 
Have them set aside the cards that are not appropriate. It is important that they read the words one at a time 
so they semantically process each concept (rather than use process of elimination). If reading is difficult, 
help them read the words, or read the words for them, as needed. Fade out reading assistance as they 
improve. Once they choose the correct word, they can put it under the “who” or “what” card. 
If the participant chooses a foil, (e.g., dentist) say, “Let’s think about what it means to drive. Now 
let’s think about a dentist. Is it a dentist’s job to drive?” Typically, people will acknowledge the problem. 
If the participant does not understand, then explain that driving involves going from one place to another 
in a car or other vehicle. Then ask if that is what a dentist does for his/her job. We do not discuss what the 
foil (dentist) does, as this involves training another verb and can cause some confusion, especially if the 
participant is already having difficulty. 
You can alternate between maximal and minimal cues. For example, a maximal cue might be 
required for the first response for a verb, and that might generate ideas so that the participant may only need 
minimal cues for the other pairs (or have independent responses). The goal is to encourage independent 
responses but to provide sufficient support when needed. However, all cues should require that the 
participant choose a correct response rather than being given a response.  
Once an agent is chosen, request a corresponding patient (e.g., If they said soldier, the patient might 
be tank). Participants are encouraged to provide at least one personal pair (e.g., dad/boat for drive), and 
responses can change from week to week. (Early VNeST studies requested a list of agents or patients and 
then the corresponding noun, but it is more natural to generate one scenario at a time). Elicitation of the 
corresponding noun is relatively easy for participants, since the possibilities are constrained. Once it is 
established that, for example, the driver is a farmer, then a patient like tractor, or pickup truck comes much 
easier. If the participant cannot retrieve a patient independently, provide cues as described above. Once you 
have one pair, you will repeat Step 1 until 3 to 4 pairs of words are generated. 
 
To Keep in Mind During Step 1. 
1. A verb’s meaning is somewhat “loose” (relative to nouns) (Black and Chiat, 2003), and the 
variability in meaning often reflects different thematic role combinations. Thus, it is important to 
encourage participants to generate multiple pairs of agents and patients (e.g., carpenter-lumber, 
chef-sugar, seamstress-fabric for measure) to comprehensively activate a verb’s multi-dimensional 
meaning (i.e., semantic representation). It may be necessary to explicitly elicit variety in responses. 
For example, if the participant only discusses family members, say something like “You have 
mentioned a lot of family members, which is great, but let’s think of some other people who might 
drive, bake, etc.”. Then cue as needed. 
2. Make sure participants produce at least one personally relevant scenario to activate their own 
memories and knowledge of a verb/event. For example, one participant said that her husband (and 
she) could “chop a banjo”. This is a banjo-playing technique that was relevant to her and would not 
have been clinician-generated, and it meant a lot to her and her husband that she was able to express 
this idea independently. 
 
Frequently Asked Questions about Step 1.  
1. Do I always have to start with the agent (“who)? No. In some cases asking for the patient first can 
be advantageous because some verbs lend themselves to more patients, or the patients are easier to 
retrieve. For example, it is easily understood that cars are driven. Once that is established as a 
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patient, it is easy to prompt a familiar agent by asking, “Who in your family drives?” or more 
specifically “Who drove you here today?” Such adaptations are sometimes needed when 
participants are first learning the protocol or for participants who have more challenging linguistic 
or cognitive limitations. Typically, participants begin to understand the objective and will generate 
more diverse responses with less cueing over time. 
2. What if a participant has difficulty with maximal cueing? Maximal cueing can be adapted by 
reducing the number of choices from four to two (one foil and one correct response). Further, 
making the foil as obviously correct as possible will promote learning and success (e.g., “Does your 
husband drive?” or “Does a cat drive?”). Over time foils can be added and diversified.  
3. Can the participant write the responses on the cards rather than the clinician? Yes. We have 
included writing for a number of participants. Participant 2 in Edmonds and Babb (2011) had 
severely impaired spoken output, but her written output was notably better. Thus, we required her 
to try to say her response first, and if it was not understood by the clinician (due largely to 
neologistic output), then she wrote her response on a card. After she wrote it, she read it aloud (with 
assistance, if needed). She improved in both spoken and written output (see Edmonds & Babb, 
2011). With computerized VNeST, participants spoke and then typed their responses. Both 
participants had AOS, so working on speech and typing was motivational and functional, and both 
participants showed improvements across modalities (see Furnas & Edmonds, 2014). Overall, 
including writing during this step is motivating and engages multiple modalities. However, if the 
primary goal is improved spoken output, then writing should come after the spoken response. 
Additionally, feedback regarding the written output should not distract from the goals of Step 1 
(semantic engagement and lexical retrieval), unless writing is a primary goal. Thus, if spelling 
errors are made, simply provide a written model of the word and allow the participant to copy it 
correctly rather than engaging in detailed spelling training (e.g., phoneme to grapheme 
correspondence). 
4. Can I provide phonemic cues to help participants produce a response (e.g., “Someone can bake 
coo____” to elicit cookies?)? We have not provided phonemic cues in treatment, because we want 
to maximally engage the semantic system during cueing. 
5. What if someone makes a phonological error in their response? We do not address minor errors or 
distortions that do not interfere with comprehension of a response. However, if a response contains 
more problematic errors or is frustrating to the participant, we model the word and allow up to three 
repetitions. For our research purposes, we never give visual, tactile, or other types of cues. In a 
clinical setting, therapists should use their own judgment regarding the needs of their participants. 
6. Can I use pictures and ask questions about the picture rather than having the participant generate 
words? This is not encouraged. Using pictures changes the underlying premise of VNeST. Also, it 
may promote “learning” or “association” of correct responses rather than engaging semantic 
searches to generate diverse scenarios. However, we have noticed self-monitoring limitations in 
some participants that seem to limit generalization of increased lexical retrieval abilities to sentence 
or discourse contexts (Edmonds et al., in preparation). Thus, it may be useful to introduce picture 
description tasks (or other types of production tasks) to provide participants with opportunities to 
monitor for pronoun usage, light verbs (e.g., do, make) or general terms (e.g., thing, stuff) in order 
to replace such words with more specific terms(see Rogalski, Edmonds, Daly, & Gardner, 2013) 
for more details about this approach). Since we have not conducted research on a “self-monitoring 
phase” of VNeST, we cannot make specific recommendations as to how it would be integrated. 
However, in most cases it would make sense to do this once lexical retrieval abilities have improved 
with VNeST. Also, it would be important to use different pictures or tasks, so that participants do 
not learn rote responses. 
 
Step 2. The Participant Reads the Triads Aloud (e.g., chef-chop-onion) 
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Detailed Instructions. The instructions for this step are fairly straight-forward. The participant is 
instructed to read each agent-verb-patient triad aloud. Move the card with the verb on it down for each triad, 
so that the words form a subject-verb-object order (e.g., dad-drive-boat, chauffeur-drive-limousine). If the 
participant cannot read independently, do choral reading (read together) or have the participant repeat each 
word. Point to each word during choral reading or repetition. Typically participants improve in oral reading, 
so fade out cues as appropriate. 
 
Objectives of Step 2. Step 1 promoted activation and retrieval of the individual words that compose 
each scenario. Step 2 consolidates the scenarios and units through oral reading. This step also reinforces 
basic canonical subject-verb-object word order, which may be helpful for participants who have difficulty 
with basic sentence frame construction. 
 
Frequently Asked Questions for Step 2 
Should I require morphology and function words when they are reading the scenarios? We do not require 
morphology, inflection or function words (e.g., the chef is chopping the onion.). However, we do not 
discourage it if participants include it naturally. We do not train or focus on morphology/functors because 
the goal of VNeST is to promote sufficient activation and lexical retrieval of content words for inclusion in 
a sentence, and focusing on morphology/functors (especially for persons with agrammatic aphasia) can 
detract attention from content words. However, participants with relatively good sentence construction 
abilities at pre-treatment tend to include some or all of the morphology and functor words in sentences 
during this step as they improve in retrieval of content words. 
 
Step 3 
The participant chooses one scenario that he/she generated in Step 1 and answers three wh-
questions about it (where, when, why). 
Detailed Instructions. Ask the participant to choose one scenario that he/she would like to discuss 
in more detail. There are no restrictions about which they choose, though it is recommended to encourage 
choosing different scenarios from week to week. Move the cards that correspond to the scenario that the 
participant has chosen away from the other responses. Then lay the where, why, and when cards down one 
at a time, and with each one, ask the corresponding wh-question (e.g., “Where does your dad drive a boat?” 
Then, “Why does your dad drive a boat in the bay behind your house?” and, “When does your dad drive a 
boat in the bay behind your house to relax?”). Asking questions in this way reinforces that each response 
should relate logically to the whole scenario being developed. We have found that the best order of 
presentation is where, why, and, when, because location is usually the easiest for participants to retrieve, 
and it constrains the event so participants can logically provide a reason (why) and time (when) for the 
event. The purpose of this step is to more comprehensively engage semantic, world and/or autobiographical 
knowledge around the event scenarios. Thus, the focus is on plausibility of responses rather than syntactic 
correctness. 
 
If the participant has difficulty understanding the wh-questions, then clarify the meaning: 
(a) Where does your dad drive a boat? What is the location or place? (b) Why does your dad drive a boat? 
What is the purpose? (c) When does your dad drive a boat? Is it on a certain day, during a certain season, 
at a certain time of day (morning, afternoon, night)? 
 
Because there are various reasons participants may have difficulty with this step (e.g., 
comprehension issues, trouble with word retrieval, etc.), cue as needed to address the difficulty. For 
example, if a person has trouble understanding “where,” then you could provide a forced choice with  a 
plausible and implausible option (e.g., “Does your dad drive a boat in a lake or on a football field?”) It is 
our experience that even participants with relatively poor comprehension of wh-questions at the beginning 
of treatment will improve appreciably on comprehension. Also, sometimes responses to the why question 
can be overly general or repeated for every verb. If time allows (and if it is appropriate for your participant, 
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as this is a fairly sophisticated distinction), try to connect the reason for the action to the action in a more 
specific way (e.g., if a participant says a chef slices tomatoes for a sandwich “because it his job,” then you 
can reinforce that this is true. Then you ask, “But why do we slice a tomato for a sandwich? Why not just 
put a whole tomato on the sandwich and eat it?” This distinction is typically very helpful). 
 
Once the responses have been laid down, the participant should read them aloud. For example, dad 
drive boat in the bay by our house to relax on Saturdays. Provide reading cues as needed (see Step 2). Also, 
similar to Step 2, inclusion of morphology/verb inflections is not required, though some participants do 
include it. 
 
Step 4 
The clinician reads simple, active sentences containing the target verb, and the participant decides 
whether each sentence is semantically correct.  
Detailed Instructions. Remove all the cards from the table. Tell the participant that they will hear 
a number of sentences that contain the verb they have been working on, and they must tell you whether the 
sentence makes sense or not (a “yes” or “no” response). A total of 12 sentences, 3 from 4 categories, are 
read. The four categories are: (a) correct (The designer measures the room.), (b) inappropriate agent (The 
doctor measures the lumber.), (c) inappropriate patient (The chef measures the television.), and (d) thematic 
reversal (The room measures the designer). One important clarification to make to participants is that they 
are to think about what makes sense given what they know to generally be true. For example, for sentence 
“b” explain that anyone can technically measure lumber, but a doctor does not measure lumber for his or 
her job. The most challenging of the sentence categories is the reversible sentence, even though our reversed 
sentences start with an inanimate object. In the event that participants say that the reversed sentences are 
correct, acknowledge that the words do go together. Then illustrate that the sentence is saying that the room 
is doing the measuring, not the designer. Then ask them if a room can measure something? At first some 
participants may have some difficulty with this step, but we find that participants improve over time. For 
research we conduct this step even if participants achieve 100%. In the clinic, if a participant has high 
accuracy, then the number of sentences might be reduced. Alternatively, the difficulty of the task could be 
increased for persons at ceiling (at or near 100% accuracy). In Furnas and Edmonds (2014), participants 
were required to identify which word was incorrect in the sentence (which they heard and saw 
simultaneously) and then correct the error. Thus, for the example above, they would identify “teacher” as 
the incorrect agent and replace it with something like “soldier.” Finally, it is recommended that you prepare 
the questions ahead of time. 
 
Step 5 
The participant is asked what verb/action they have been working on. 
Detailed Instructions. This step was recently added to the protocol to allow at least one opportunity for 
independent retrieval of the target verb. If the participant is not able to state the verb when prompted, then 
cue him/her to think about everything they have been talking about. If this does not work, provide the card 
with the verb for them to read aloud. If you want to increase opportunities for verb retrieval beyond this 
step (e.g., because a participant has particular difficulties with verb retrieval), remove the verb card in Step 
2 and require participants to read each scenario without the verb. For example, they would see the “Dad” 
and “Boat” cards but not the “Drive” card and be required to say “Dad Drive Boat.” This has not been done 
in our treatment studies, but it is a reasonable way to promote more verb retrieval. 
 
Step 6 
Step 1 is repeated, but no cues are given. 
Detailed Instructions. With no materials on the table, prompt the participant as was done in Step 
1 (e.g., “Who drives something?”). Once the participant produces the first word of a scenario, ask for the 
paired word (e.g., if they say “farmer”, ask them what a farmer drives). The idea is to provide an opportunity 
for the participant to retrieve the words independently after working through all the steps. If needed, prompt 
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by reminding participants to think about what they have been talking about. However, do not emphasize 
that they try to remember the words they had produced previously. This is not a memory task, and you do 
not want to reinforce a strategy to remember; rather, emphasize that they think about the verb itself and 
who performs the action to what or whom. Do not give additional cues. Just see what the participant can do 
independently. Move on to the next verb once the participant has run out of responses for this step. 
However, if a participant gets really stuck or frustrated at not being able to think of a word, help them 
through and end on a positive note for every verb. 
 
Move on to the Next Verb 
After completion of all steps for one verb, move to another verb. We train 10 verbs. Once we train all 
10 verbs, we cycle through them again. It is ideal to get through all 10 verbs in one week, if possible. 
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Appendix H. 
List of trained verbs in the treatment blocks.  
 English: 
Verbs in the sentence construction subtest of the testing battery: 
(1) Weigh (2) Wash (3) Catch (4) Open* (5) Kick* 
(6) Plant (7) Guard (8) Stop (9) Pour* (10) Carry* 
 
Verbs not in the testing battery in any subtest: 
(1) Bake (2) Lose  (3) Lend (4) Leave* (5) Watch* 
(6) Find (7) Fight (8) Examine (9) Shout* (10) Hug* 
Extra verbs to switch in the second treatment block: (1) accept  
(2) understand     
 (3) drop  
 
 Hebrew: 
Verbs in the sentence construction subtest of the testing battery: 
)1) לקוש (2)  ףטוש (3) ספות 4) חתופ* (5) טעוב* 
(6)  לתוש (7) רמוש (8) רצוע (9) גזומ* (10) בחוס*        
 
Verbs not in the testing battery in any subtest: 
(1) הפוא (2) דבאמ  (3)  ליאשמ (4) בזוע* (5) הפוצ* 
(6)  אצומ (7) קבאנ (8)  ןחוב  (9) קעוצ* (10) קבחמ* 
 
*The subset of 8 verbs that were used at least 5 times or more during the pilot study. 
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Appendix J. 
VNeST chart filled out for each verb during treatment sessions. This chart is a modified version 
of the chart used by Dr. Edmonds in her VNeST research. 
 
Participant _____________     Clinician ___________  Date _______    Videotaped? Y / N    
Tx language________  Tx session __________   VERB: ______________   
Step  
1-Read verb Ask participant to read the verb.          Response:                               Cueing: 
1.1-Write verb Say the verb and ask participant to write it. (Correct as needed) Response:             Cueing: 
2-3-“Tell me 
who (or 
what) verbs 
something.” 
 
WHO Response Prompt 
(I/Min/Max) 
Translated
? 
WHAT Response Prompt 
(I/Min/Max) 
Translated
? 
WH-
questions 
       
       
       
       
4-Reading 
S-V-O   aloud 
Independent                    Repetition                       Choral      Comments 
5- Wh-
questions 
Independent                    Minimum                        Maximum Comments 
6-Yes/no 
questions 
 ___ / 12 % 
Correct 
Comments: 
7) Ask to 
recall verb 
Spoken Response:                                                          Level of cueing:  
Written Response:                                                          Level of cueing: 
8) Repeat 
steps 1-3 but 
do not give 
cues. 
End on a 
positive note! 
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